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The cover features
Plato and Aristotle,
shown in a detail
from
Raphael's
famous
"School
of Athens."
Following
convention
based on Aristotelian
myth, Raphael portrayed
the two philosophers
in friendly
discourse,
the aging Plato
on the left pointing
to the heavens to illustrate his stress on
the role of the mind, and the younger Aristotle
pointing
to
the earth to symbolize
his preoccupation
with
"solid'"
reality. While the Campaigner
rips apart this myth to detail
the
actual
bitter
battle
between
the
Platonic
and
Aristotelian
elites that continues
to this day, it is by no
means to be presumed
that Raphael
was _t_aware of the "
dichotomy
between
the two tendencies.
Sign(_cantly,
Raphael
-- a pupil of the great Neoplatonic
humanist
Leonardo
da Vinci -- has given his Plato the features
of his
master, Leonardo.

CONTROVERSY
Calls for Dissolution of United States

regaled with an uninterrupted
flow
of London-originated
ideological

Dominate American Historians' Meet

warfare.

Those Americans who thought the
Civil War ended morethan a century
ago in a definitive victory for the
Union would have received a rude
shock had they attended the annual
convention of the Organization of
American Historians (OAH) in New
York City April 12-15.
As run from the top by a small
coterie
of self-styled
radical
revisionists
including outgoing
OAH president Kenneth Stampp,

and slavery
apologist
Eugene
Genovese, and William Appleman
Williams,
Genovese's
designated
replacement -- the OAH convention
was nothing Jess than an organizing
session for a "new interpretation"
of
American history expressly intended
to promote and justify Britain's
current efforts to destroy the U.S. as
a sovereign nation.
From beginning
to end, the
members
of
the
American

From the speakers'
podium,
Kenneth
Stampp
delivered
a
presidential
address
which
amounted to a de facto endorsement
of the 1850s Palmerston-BuchananAugust
Belmont
strategy
for
fragmenting
the Union
which
please turn top. 86

his immediate successor, pro-Maoist

historiographical

Pedagogy for Philosophy

profession

were

Humanist

Academy

Revives Platonic
Three U.S. Labor Party historians

LE T T E R S

have
laid
thefoundations
ofanew

Erasmian Humanism and Ferdinand of Aragon

potentialof the individual.

Historical studies carried out by the
Labor Party since the writing of The
Secrets Known Only to the Inner Elites
by Lyndon LaRouche have brought to
light important
evidence on the continuing struggle tot control of Spanish
institutions in the ISth and 16th centuries.

Thomas More described in 1516. Or the
city builders could lose. the new world to
the genocidal looters in the service of the
Hapsburgs'
Fugger-held
debt.
Spain
could unite Europe behind the humanist
designs of Erasmus, Nicolas of Cusa et
al., or become
the perpetrator
of
Fuggery throughout
the world,

During
a series of six classes
in
March
and April sponsored
by the
Humanist
Academy
of the
U.S.
Labor
Party,
Henry
Moss,
Uwe
Parpart,
and
Criton
Zoakos
demonstrated
that
the
standard
"Early
Philosophers"
course as it is
now
taught
on
most
campuses

The research has prompted
a fresh
appraisal of the personal role of King
Ferdinand of Aragon in the events which
led to the degeneration
of Spain into a
bastion of sheep farming and the center
of Hapsburg-Fugger
reaction
in 16th
century Europe.
From the period immediately
preceding
1492, the year of both the
Columbus expedition and the edict expelling the Jews, to approximately 1536,
the year of the death of Erasmus of Rotterdam, one of the fiercest battles of hu-

Erasmus understood well the strategic
importance
of
Spain.
To
achieve
humanist hegemony in Spain, Juan Luis
Vives, Juan and Francisco Vergara, and
an entire political intelligence
network
was deployed directly by Erasmus. The
victories won by the humanist networks
in Spain must not be overlooked. The
"sputnik"
of the 15th century,
the
Columbus
voyage,
the
long
and
sometimes successful battle to integrate
the American Indians into a humanist
culture,
and the successful
Erasmian

manages
creativity

ensured the continued
dominance
the "Aristotelian
method"
for

of
the

man history between

conspiracy

last

has

the forces of nora-

inalism and monetarism and the Neoplatonic city-builders
took place in Spain.
The stakes were exceedingly
high.
Spain
and
her
newly
discovered
possessions in the new world could lead
the way toward the final victory of
humanist forces. The New World could
become the humaaist
Utopia which
J
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pedagogy
for
the
history
of
philosophy that develops the creative

to take over the Inquisition,

the primary weapon of the enemies of
Neoplatonism,
led to the creation
of
humanist networks in Spain and in New
Spain which were defeated
after the
death of Erasmus, but not destroyed,
The story of the takeover
of the
Inquisition.by humanist forces, and the
please turn to p. 78

only
to
of
both

destroy
student

the
and

teacher. This state of affairs, Zoakos
emphasized,
is
the
legacy
of
Aristotle,
who developed
his minddeadening
"logic"
at the behest
of
the Persians
in order to subvert the
influence
of Plato.
The
Persians'
bestialist
successors,
right
up to

today's

proved

London

2,400
so

years
useful

monetarists,

because
in

have

it

maintaining

society as docile sheep, not creative
men and women capable
of resisting
monetarist
looting
policies.
The
class
series
revealed
infotn_ation
that has consciously
and
please turn to p. 87

EDITORIAL

History Versus Hysteria
The hegemony of British empiricism
in all the socalled humanities
has been an unquestionable
fact of
life throughout
the twentieth century.
Knowledge
of
that reality, however, could not diminish the shock of
this author and her colleagues
at the unchallenged
British
control
of the Organization
of American
Historians, as it was shown at the 71st annual meeting

of teaching
American
history.
In our campaign
to
replace today's "humanities"
with scientific humanism,
American history is a good place to start.

of that organization
in New York City on April 12-15.
The point is best illustrated by the cases of the outgoing
and incoming presidents of the organization.
Outgoing
president
Kenneth
Stampp
delivered
a presidential
address entitled "The Concept of Perpetual Union" in
which he argued that there was no lawful justification
for enforcing
the Constitution
against
the Britishinspired
Confederacy.
Incoming
president,, Eugene
Genovese
is notorious
for his advocacy
that
the
"dehumanizing"
effects of slavery were merely a matter
of innate black culture -- precisely the same point of
view taken by British protege Harriet Beecher Stowe in
her attack against the industrial capitalist North on the
eve of the Civil War. Yet the 2,450 historians present
sat back and let these open traitors speak for American
historians,
To be frank, it if hadn't been for the presence of the
Labor Committees,
probably no one would have noticed
anything was wrong,
The identity which the British have not Succeeded in
wiping out among the American population,
they have
virtually
eliminated
in the
American
historical
profession.
America established
by men devoted to
scientifi_ humanism?
No, can't you see how they tried

other liberal arts bedfellows -- is that it is being run by
precisely the same people who were running Students
for a Democratic Society ten years ago. SDS, that fringe
"radical grouping"
set up by the American progeny of
the British Fabian Society, has disappeared
as an institution,
only to reemerge on the other side of the
lectern. In reality, SDS has multiplied
like a cancer,
supported
(usually financially)
by nests of British Intelligence
operatives
in governmental
and quasigovernmental
institutions,
gnawing through
whatever
institutions
they can find with soft, empiricist
underbellies.
Former SDS mentors can now be found
heading the OAH, occupying high-level government
offices,
running
rank-and-file
workers'
caucuses,
leading the Institute for Policy Studies, heading environmentalist
movements,
and running terrorism.
SDSers have not grown up to new levels of responsibility. They have slowly, systematically
brought the
key social institutions
of this society
the schools,
churches,
trade unions -- down to the playpen with
them.
Only idiots will respond with a call for an "anticommunist,"
anti-"Marxist"
crusade. To do so is to fall
straight
into
the
Weimar-Culture-corrected-by-

to supercede
Indian
culture?
America
based on a
constitutional
commitment
to technological
progress?
No, didn't you know the word technology didn't exist in
17767 Pure hysteria. Even those who hated the guts of
Genovese and his ilk were fearful of being identified as
somehow different from the "radical"
anti-capitalists
running the place,
These are the high school and college teachers
throughout
the nation who are either acquiescing
or
actively participating
in poisoning the minds of youth
with zero-growth,
do-your-own-thing
swill in the name

national-socialism
model that, is being offered. The
proper antidote includes a no-nonsense
approach
to
cleaning
up nests of terrorists
and their material
supporters,
but that is not its essence. Its core is the
reestablishment
of the epistemological
rigor whose
absence allowed competent,
moral scholarship
to be
subverted in the first place.
Historians
of America
have never established
the
correct method --a
failing for which the Founding
Fathers themselves were in some measure responsible.
The Neoplatonic
current
that
created
Benjamin

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE?
What is astounding about this section of academia-which undoubtedly
is not that much different from its
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Franklin,
Alexander
Hamilton,
and
George
Washington
has never been systematically
differentiated
from the phony
British intelligence
operation called the Enlightenment. Instead, those titre
believers in America's moral superiority relied primarily
on empirical differences from the Old World
standard
of living, rate of industrial
growth,
development of technology. By the time of Andrew
Jackson, this standard was broadened to include a
concept of democracy and freedom independent of
material existence
a concept directly antithetical to
the republican ideals of Franklin and his followers.
The connection between political, economic and
educational freedom and the overall upgrading of the
society's standard of living -- the relationship of
freedom and necessity -- was lost at this point. Two
basic schools of American history thus branched off,
one glorifying the natural,
antigovernmental
independence of the common man (or sheep), the other
glorifying America's material and physical growth
without regard to the morality involved. Morality was
severed from scholarship,
leaving most historians
oblivious to the direct aim of Britain's oligarchy to
subvert America's political system as well.
As long as the American economy was outstripping
every other nation in the world in real temps of expanded labor power and capital production, t_e danger
of this poison was circumscribed.
When this trend
began to collapse in the postwar period, especially
through British manipulation of the U.S. and the Soviet
Union into the Cold War, the conditions were set for a
massive demoralization throughout the population. The
"leftists" like Genovese were quick to intervene: see,
the American system of technological progress as you
conceived it is a failure after all. See, it's time we sought
a new "national purpose" among drugs, gay lifestyles,
and smashing the engines of capitalist progress which
have brought us into all this trouble,
Thus SDS took over -- because the honest scholars
left didn't have the intellect orthe moral will to fight,

denizens of the university swamps, they will have to be
fired, and sent for rehabilitation
to some more
productive task in high-technology factory work.
But how do we create the conditions for this to
happen?
Our strategy must have two aspects. The first is to
confront the pro-British liars directly wherever possible:
debates, conferences, journals, classrooms
,wherever
they now feel safe and uncontested. The consequences
of their activity must be exposed; their sententious
moral authority pricked.
The second is what we may call the Ben Franklin
strategy. It requires that we educate the population
around the traitors, intellectually preparing them to
challenge and provide alternatives
to the Fabian
drivelers. We create a climate around them, well
sprinkled with humor. Under these conditions these
traitors can be laughed out of the universities, never
daring to return.
This is the strategy which we have already begun -in science, literature, art, music, history. One of our
primary weapons, the Political Economy
of the
American Revolution, has already sold 9,000 copies_and
a second printing is on its way. The second book in that
series, The American System and the Civil War, will be
ready to hit the campuses by the fail. In the meantime,
during the summer recess, the Campaigner will serve as
our Poor Richard's Almanac-- lifting broad sections of
the population to a level of culture where they will never
tolerate the mental tyranny of the British Crown.
We do not expect to take over the OAH, anymore
than Benjamin Franklin expected to take over the Royal
Society or Harvard. We do intend, however, to build a
faction of historians to challenge the frauds perpetrated
by Genovese et al. in preparation for the meeting of the
American
Historical
Association
in December.
Through the work of organizing this faction, and our
other activities, we will assert the standard
of
Neoplatonic excellence which will provide the basis for
resurrecting the science of history, and for consigning
the hysterics to the asylums where they belong.
--Nancy B. Spannaus
Editor-in-Chiet_ .for the
National Executive Committee,
National Caucus or'Labor Committees

CLEANING UP
Let's face the fact that a hefty percentage of these socalled historians are beyond reclamation as historians.
Like the sociologists, logical positivists, and other
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. By LyndonH. LaRouche
Jr.

Through three millenia of recorded
history to date, centered around the
Mediterranean, the civilized world has
been run by two, bitterly opposed efites,

the one associated with the faction of
Socrates and Plato, the other with the
faction of Aristotle. During these thousands of years, until the developments

of

approximately
1784-1818 in Europe, both
factions' inner elites maintained in some

fashion an unbroken continuity of
organization and knowledge through all of
the political catastrophes which afflicted
each of them in various times and locales,

FOREWOa D
The cleverest way, psychologically, in which to hide a
secret is to divert the investigator down a tiring trail
toward a false discovery. His own efforts convince him
either that he has found a secret through great energy
and cleverness on his own part, or, if the secret he seeks
appears still but to barely elude his grasp, he values all
the more his continued course of misdirection. That is
the lesson which can be learned from Edgar Allan Poe's
fictional case of The Purloined Letter.
Exemplary of the. follies into which presumably
educated and informed people are misled in the pursuit
of the snipe, are the doctrines of the "international Jewish conspiracy" and the recently more popular "international communist conspiracy." During the twentieth
century, more people have been turned into dupes along
those two false-trail pursuits than any competing obsessions.
The effect of that sort of misdirected search for the
ultimate, global master-conspiracy
is principally two5

fold. The dupes themselves are misled away from the
secrets being hidden in this manner. Secondly, the discredit which is directed to fall upon the lured turns most
others, foolishly, away from all searches for the secrets
of those "inner elites" which have in fact run the

has been run by two, bitterly opposed elites, the one
associated with the faction of Socrates and Plato, the
other with the faction of Aristotle. During these thousands of years, until the developments
of approximately
1784-1818 in Europe, both factions' inner elites main-

world's affairs during approximately
three thousand
years of known history,
To illustrate the corollary aspect of the problem: during a meeting between this writer and a leading political
figure of Italy, which occurred during early 1976, the
latter asked: "Why is it that Ugo La Malfa always
comes out on top?" The context of his question was the
period of initial efforts to replace the La Malfa-preferred Moro government
with an Andreotti
government. In the course of most of the postwar political
crises in Italy, tiny, now-aging Ugo La Malfa, spokesman for the relatively tiny Republican
Party of Italy,
appeared to play the tunes to which italy subsequently
danced,
The answer to that particular
question is essentially:
Ugo La Malfa has been a key Italian agent-of-influence
for British intelligence services all of his adult life.
This is not to suggest that British intelligence
ser-

tained in some fashion
an unbroken
continuity
of
organization
and knowledge through all of the political
catastrophes
which afflicted each of them in various
times and locales.
It was the elite associated with the Platonic (or, Neoplatonic) faction which organized the American Revolution and established
the United States as a democratie constitutional
republic.
During the early eighteenth century, in circumstances
associated with Marlborough's campaign and the Mississippi and South-Sea
bubbles plots, the continuity of the Platonic faction was
first administered
a broad, temporary defeat with some
lasting effects, and was shattered later as a world force
through the events of 1784-1818.
In the aftermath
of the 1815 Treaty of Vienna, the
shattering of the power of the Platonic elite in Europe
meant in large measure both a scattering of the main
forces of that faction, and an associated, increasing loss

vices' operatives individually are supermen.
In general,
such agents, including leading operatives,, are a poor
lot; short
attention-spans,
scatterbrained,
without
moral mooring worth mention, easily provoked into loss
of personal self:control,
the majority downright
iouts,
boors. So, Ugo La Malfa himself. It is not British intelligence services viewed in the terms the presumably infori]_ed layman ordinarily thinks of an intelligence service which are relevant to the indicated
problem
of
La Malfa. Although British networks do have, inclusively, the sort of characteristics
the misintbLmed layman would expect
more or less, it is not such in-

of the "secret knowledge"
through which the Platonic
inner elite had formerly developed and exercised its factional power. From that time to the present period, the
inner circles of the Aristotelian
(or, more exactly, "neoAristotelian")
faction have been hegemonic increasingly
in ordering world affairs. Although humanist (Platonic)
factional forces have continued
in existence and are
represented
among political and related elites today,.
the Platonic elite has lost connection
to the body of
knowledge upon which its former power depended.
The person who posed the question cited is exemplary
of this problem. He is not only a Christian humanist

cidentals which account for La Malfa's past successes,
The relevant key point can be abstracted
fairly thus.
Since the English traitors
Robert Cecil and Francis
Bacon around the onset of the seventeenth century, and
later, more notably, from the 1660 Stuart Restoration
to the present day, within and behind British intelligence regular and irregular services there is an inner
circle representing
the ranks of the Black Guelph families of all Europe, an oligarchy gathered around the
privileges and powers of the British and Dutch monarchies. (1) Attached
to and overlapping
these oligarchical families,
there is a special collectivity,
traditionally centered notably in Oxford, Cambridge,
and
Sussex universities,
an inner intelligentsia
of that faction, which studies the classics, thereby to gain the
knowledge through which the forces associated with the
British monarchy
may rule the world,
Through three millennia of recorded history to date,
centered around the Mediterranean,
,the civilized world

and a member of the ruling political elite, but a man of
unusual personal character as well as political skills and
power. Yet, with the considerable
knowledge available
to him, he did not know the answer to the question. Any
member of the Platonic elite in command of the "secret
knowledge"
of that tradition
would have known the
answer immediately.
The principal function of this report is to summarily,
but systematically
identify the "secret knowledge"
of
the Platonic inner elite. That includes the Platonic's
knowledge of the secrets of the enemy, Aristotelian
elite.
Although the objective of this writer and his associates is to end the ages-long division between elites and
the credulous, myth-ridden
masses, this can not be accomplished usefully by bringing the elite down to the ignorance of the masses. The masses must be brought up
out of mythology's
grip, to attain the qualities of the
Platonic elite. That accomplishment
is impossible with-
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out the leading role of a reconstituted Platonic elite -education is impossible
without the educators,
Such a transformation
of the mass of plebeians is the
work of years, even under favorable circumstances.
At
this moment of writing, it would be criminal folly to
propose to wait years before bringing the Platonic faction back into a leading position in the government
of
society. If the neo-Aristotelian
faction prevails through
the present period of crises, it is more than conceivable
that the human race might not survive, or, at best, that
the new beginnings of civilization would have to be assembled from the shards of general theL'monuclear war.
The Platonic elite in the fullness of its knowledge
must be reconstituted
now. That cannot occur unless
the "secret knowledge"
of that faction is reestablished
with aid of reference to classical knowledge,
classical
knowledge resurrected
in appropriately
modern terms
of reference.
That indispensable
articulation
is the
function of this report,

THE CONSPIRATORS
Yes, Adelaide, the world has been run by conspiratorial elites employing secret knowledge,
In its lesser
aspects, that conspiracy, has subsumed features which
coincide at first impression
with what you might
imagine a conspiracy to be. However, if you pu_rsue the
investigation
from the standpoint
of your usual, mist
guided preconceptions
of a "global conspiracy,"
you
will only mislead yourself into another pathetic concoction of mixed facts, half-truths
and fantasies, like the
concoctions
associated
with the "international
J_wish
conspiracy" or "international
communist
conspiracy."
Global conspiracies which function succeed by establishing "controlled
environments"
around the minds of
the credulous masses of the world. Such a controlled
environment
is summed up efficiently by stating that
the credulous masses are ruled by mythologies, and that
the elites rule such masses by creating, shaping, and
manipulating
the mythologies. The methods employed
by Joseph Goebbels and carried further by British intelligence networks for creating and manipulating
the
mythologies of credulous masses through control of all
or at least key portions of the press and radio and television, are the center of modern techniques
to this
effect,
Outside and above the foolish folk who rely upon the
Washington Post, New York Times, London Times, or
the popular women's magazines,
and so on and so
forth, there is indeed a governing elite. This elite does
possess "secret knowledge."
The first aspect of this
special knowledge, which makes it efficiently secret, is
that the elite not only know that the mythologies
are
mythologies, but also know that they themselves create

and use those mythologies to manipulate the credulous
masses.
Beyond that first broad level of division_between
the
knowledgeable and the credulous, the secret knowledge
is distinguished
by the division of elites into two
irreconcilable
factions.
Beyond the sheep-pens
of the
believers in mythologies, there exist two fundamentally
opposed views of what to do with the world, of what
direction to adopt in steering the historical movement of
the human species. One elite, the humanists,
the Platonic or Neoplatonic faction, is dedicated to steering the
course of history away from rule through mythologies.
The other, the /_ristotelians
and their heirs, is cornmitted to strengthening
the rule by mythology, for the
purpose of establishing
a permanent,
"feudal-like"
utopia of obedient, simple-minded
folk ruled by a tenured neo-Aristotelian
oligarchy.
The secret knowledge is, at first distinction,
as secret
as the purloined letter of the Poe tale. Oncethe
myth°
ologies are known to be mythologies,
the primitive aspect of truth lies factually in plain sight. Once mythology is cast aside, the development of real knowledge
out of such primitive truth, the development
properly
termed scientific progress, begins.
In the case of La Malfa, the point to be made is this.
UgoLa Malfa, like CucciaofMediobanca,
Riccardo
Lombardi of the Socialist Party of Italy, and Amendola
and Napolitano
of the leadership
of the Communist
Party of Italy, began his career as a British intelligence
services' agent under the tutelage of the same evil Benedetto Croce who mentally crippled Antonio Gramsci
and many others. Together with the British intelligence
services' Italian Mafia, and the British'allied
"black
nobility" of Italy, the networks radiating
from Croce's
original base at Naples University are among the principal forces that presently govern Italy from within for
I_ndon. In the end, it is the Black Guelph oligarchy of
Italy which is the local branch of the real rulers. The
Mafia, together with such persons as La Malfa, Lorebardi, and Amendola
are merely the expendable
metcenaries.
The central figure of the work of Croce, the key to his
usefulness
to his British
masters,
was his circle's
mastery of the Italian mythologies.
As scientific or
scholarly work, Croce's writings on Hegel and aesthetics
are infantile rubbish.
However, they are not merely
rubbish; they represent a model for the nonsense an ignorant, superstitious
Italian will tend to swallow. In this
way, Croce and his circle made themselves craftmasters
of the manipulation
of Italy's characteristic
mythoiogies. They are the qualified sheepherders
of the sheep of
Italy, the sheep who have made up the majority of
Italy's myth-ridden
population.
On this account it should be readily understood
that
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the notable folly of La Malfa's opponents
is that they
esteem themselves
"practical
politicians."
In other
words, they are at their best and their worst Machiavellians. As with Machiavelli
in his fatal worst feature,
they define the art of ruling as one of bending with the
winds of prevailing mythologies --7 the mythologies employed by their adversaries. They seek to bend the levers
of such prevailing
mythology,
intending
so to move
political processes into directions which correspond
in
actuality with the real interests of Italy and its people,
By committing such a blunder of "practical
politics"-sometimes termed "ductility"
they commit themselves to leading within the limits of the sheep-pen that
La Malfa and his British masters control, the sheep-pen
of the British-controlled
Italian mythologies,

8

A popularized
mythology is like a goldfish bowl. No
matter how cleverly the fish chooses his direction,.within
the bowl, he can never escape it in such a fashion. No
matter how cleverly he adapts to the environment
of the
bowl's medium
(e.g., popular
mythologies),
whoever
moves the bowl moves him in a corresponding
direction.
The misguided
"realists,"
the self-esteemed
"practical politicians"
of Italy's humanist forces, regard it as
wisdom to maintain influence and credibility in terms of
popular political mythologies,
to attempt to bend the
internal features of enemy-controlled
mythologies in the
direction agreeable to the interests of the nation and its
people. Those for whom La Malfa speaks control the
medium within which the humanists
so situate themselves. Thus, andnot
by any advantage
of personal

The Dutch humanist Rembrandt
drew on classical subject
matter to depict the 17th century conspiracy of Anglo-Dutch
Imonetarists. The painting is his 1662 "'Oath of Julius Civilis, '"
who was the leader of the revolt of the Batavians -- a German
tribe purportedly
ancestors of" the Dutch -- against the
Romans. According to the classical historian Tacitus, the oneeyed CiviEs was evil and won the Batavians' leaders' suppor(.for
the revolt after luring them to a banquet in a pagan grove. In
the original, the pagan torchlight casts an eer,.ie yellow-gold
glow, evocative o.t"monetarists'
gold hoards.

the power to vote, if massive vote-frauds determine the
official tallies, or, if the knowledge given to the voter is
predominantly a myth, and if the voter's criteria of
judgment are chiefly mythological? If you, Adelaide,
are a typical plebeian, you are still today largely a
puppet of those elites which control the shaping and
manipulation of your adopted mythologies.
.? ".,,,,;

THE ARISTOTELIAN

prowess, La M alfa has often appeared to win in most of
the political crises of Italy to date.
The same political arrangement
prevails in North
America and throughout Western Europe to the present
day. It prevails in most of the developing sector, and in
a somewhat different form in Eastern Europe. Only a
relative handful of persons in any nation have knowledge of the true reasons behind the policies currently at
issue. The masses, together with most of the persons ordinarily considered national leaders, know only the
myths, the mythologies through which their minds and
wills are manipulated by others,
The institutions of ballot-democracy
massive votefrauds momentarily overlooked
have done little to
improve this on principle. What does it mean to have

ENEMIES

OF MANKIND

For reasons better understood on the basis of the
body of this report, the only effectively ruling elite in the
capitalist sector of the world today has been the neoAristotelian faction's inner circles, the inner circles'of a
force centered in Britain. The humanist elite exists,
but, with handfuls of exceptions relatively speaking
chiefly scattered exceptions
lacks the "secret knowledge" upon which its global effectiveness depends. For
reasons we shall identify in due course, the present
center of the power of the neo-Aristotelian
or oligarchical faction, the _'Persian model" faction, is the
Black Guelph monarchies of Britain and Holland, the
power of both monarchies consolidated under the British. So, as we account for the Black Guelph faction as
a whole, we focus here upon its center, the British
monarchy.
One of the most notable frauds afoot in today's
credulous world is the myth of British "democracy,"
British "constitutional government." Britain has in fact
two governments, the first a parliamentary charade for
the edification of the credulous, the other the real,
monarchical government.
With notable aid from corrupt Presbyterians,
the
House of Orange and its Amsterdam banking allies
overthrew the British Commonwealth in 1660, installing
the Dutch puppets, the House of Stuart, upon the British throne. Those Stuarts proved to have several important defects as Dutch puppets. More narrowly, this being typical of the immorality and venality of the Scottish
aristocracy generally, the Stuarts sold their favors
wherever the market prices suited them, including
circles around the French monarchy. More signifi9

cantly, under James II the Stuart monarchy was reviving the efforts of the 1640-1660 period. The Dutch
chose to reorganize the British government preemptively, under the direct supervision of the House of
Orange.
The late seventeenth century House of Orange had no
moral resemblance to its predecessor, William the
Silent. The Dutch Neoplatonic humanism of William
the Silent had been continued by the De Witt who was
the ally of Benedict Spinoza. The wars between France
and Holland had enabled the corrupted House of
Orange to oust De Witt's humanists.
The late seventeenth century House of Orange, allied
by marriage to the ruling, Black Guelph House of Hanover and otherwise thoroughly committed to Black
Guelph policies in its own right, undertook to neutralize
the republican ferment within the larger portion of the
English population by instituting the form of theater
known variously as British "constitutional
monarchy"
and British "liberalism."
By giving the credulous British plebeians the thoroughly corrupted (to this day)
British parliament with which to amuse themselves, the
Black Guelph (Orange-Hanover)
monarchy preserved
to itself all it considered essential respecting the actual
government of the United Kingdom.
By cultivated popular reputation, the British monarchy is a quaint enclave of ceremonial functions,
plugging along quaintly on an annual household budget
of a few millions. It, like its associates among the Black
Guelph aristocratic families of continental Europe, is
reputed by the credulous to exist principally to provide
editorial copy for the society pages of certain news
media, and for those quaint little women's magazines so
popular among the most brutalized portions of the
European population,
In reality, the British monarchy defines a domain of
special powers and privilege outside the reach of existing practices of parliamentary control. It is screened
from inquiry by the doctrine of lese majeste and by an
arrangement
known as the Official Secrets Act.
Through the monarchy's own privileged financial activities, and through interface with and discretion of both
the Bank of England and a select group of private merchant-banking families, it is the centerpiece of one of
the most powerful financial institutions of the world. It
is otherwise armed with extraparliamentary
control of
Britain's combined official and unofficial intelligence
services, and has de facto as well as some nominal control over the British military,
This power is nominally located in the powers and
privilege of the incumbent monarch. That aspect of the
matter has a certain importance, but represents far too
narrow a focus. The British monarchy is best viewed as
the rallying point for an assemblage of oligarchical
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families, both British and Commonwealth nations, and
also strata of the allied oligarchical families of Europe.
These oligarchical families, together with their most
trusted political servants, gather around and behind the
screen of the powers and privilege of the British
monarchy. Through such and related means, and
through the vast networks of influence they have developed among many nations over recent centuries,
these combined forces control and deploy one of the
most powerful forces on earth, and the most efficiently
evil force existing today.
The neo-Aristotelian "secret knowledge" of these
oligarchical forces is transmitted to each generation
within the privileged strata in principally a threefold
way.
First, the families themselves transmit their oligarchical tradition, a certain way of viewing the world and
its matters of policy. This transmission is both explicit
and implicit. Some of the old families of Europe m on
both sides of the struggle -- have organized memories
going back to Charlemagne's
time. More characteristically, the reach of tradition is between approximately
four and eight centuries. The explicit, formal aspect of
the transmission of family traditions centers around
glossed genealogies, preferably illustrated with family
portraits. More broadly, implicitly, the tradition is
transmitted through a kind of "drill" governing the
rearing of the young.
Second, the British oligarchical tradition and attitudes are shaped into forms of knowledgeable world
outlook, in varying degrees of depth and breadth from
case to case, by Qxford, Cambridge, and Sussex universities. (The London School of Economics is chiefly the
center for recruiting foreigners to British intelligence
service.) Together with these universities there are the
public schools, which feed into the former. These institutions provide a center and model for the "gentlemen's
education" of the oligarchies' young throughout the
world.
Third, the articulation
of policies and strategies
agreeable to that tradition is accomplished through aid
of various "think-tanks."
Oxford, Cambridge,
and
Sussex universities include privileged domains which
are the core of such arrangements. These are the institutions which coordinate the British Secret Intelligence
Service (SIS or MI-6), MI-5, and the London Tavistock
Institute. Other British institutions controlling British
Policy, including its intelligence services' policies, include the Round Table, the Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA), and the International Institute
for Strategic Studies (IISS).
The British intelligence services operate branches of
IISS in many nations, including a part of the New York
Council on Foreign Relations and the Aspen Institute in

the United States. The Trilateral Commission
is predominantly an arm of British intelligence services. The
London Tavistock Institute controls the United Nations
Organization's World Federation of Mental Health, is
the "mother"
and continuing influence of the RAND
Corporation, runs the Fabian operation' against the
United States' United Mine Workers Union, and many
other institutions,
including
international
terrorist
networks, in many nations,
It is,notable that many persons in high positions in
the United States and other nations are both nominally
and efficiently British intelligence services' agents-ofinfluence. The U.S. Labor Party has publicly documented the case of Henry A. Kissinger. The cases of
Vice-President
Walter A. Mondale,
Senator Edward
Kennedy, Zbigniew Brzezinski,
Werner Michael Blumenthal, James R. Schlesinger, and many others could
be added. The "Watergate"
against President Richard
M. Nixon was a monstrous hoax, set up from both inside and outside the administration
by Kissinger, General Alexander Haig, and other British agents-of-influence, run on the outside largely by the networks of the
Institute for Policy Studies and corrupt, complicit elementsofthe
press, themselves either British agents outfight or British agents-of-influence,
The United States is only the most important
of the
nations massively subverted by British intelligence services in this way.
J
i
THE

"SECRET

KNOWLEDGE"

The core of the knowledge guiding the overall direetion of work of British intelligence services is "secret
knowledge" based ultimately in the classics. This control of "secret knowledge" is centered in the collectivity
represented by an inner intelligentsia of the oligarchical
elite, a collectivity centered within Oxford and Cambridge universities,
On condition that one knows the classics and also the
practical import of the knowledge embodied in them
which, admittedly, few do, the "secret knowledge" of
British intelligence services stands out as clearly as the
sought-for letter stands out to the witting personality in
the Poe story. Most relevant to this point is evidence
proving the distinction between what Oxford and Cambridge know and what they profess publicly to believe,
The point is illustrated by the case of Thales's
associate
Anaximenes.
"Everyone
knows"
that
Anaximenes specified "air" to be one of the primary
constituents of all substance. Yet, the Greek term which
Oxford and Cambridge, in particular, have certified to
signify "air" has approximately the same meaning as
the modern German Geist, "mind" or "spirit," more
precisely defined by context of usage. The fraud is so

blatant that the translator who perpetrates it shows that
he is engaged in a witting hoax.
Yet, the credulous Ph.D.'s and others who piously
recite the fraud, and interpret Anaximenes from this
standpoint, have not yet had their degrees revoked
least of all, not by Oxford and Cambridge.
Most of the widely accredited textbooks on classical
philosophical
and related topics are riddled with, indeed based upon blatant hoaxes to the same effect. To
get at the real issues of the fourth century BC and earlier, and to trace the consequences of those continuing
issues over subsequent
centuries
into the recent
eighteenth century, one is obliged to discard the largest
portion of the accredited "secondary sources" as either
witting frauds or as a learned fool's glosses on the
frauds he pathetically repeats.
'_
Focusing for the moment
only on the explicitly
British conduct of such frauds, instances such as those
we cited in connection
with Anaximenes
prove conclusively that the inner circles centered around Oxford
and Cambridge are engaged in an effort to conceal the
most vital issues of historical scholarship
to their own
advantage. By these means, they convert the most vital
categories
of historical
knowledge
into the "secret
knowledge" of the inner elites, the elites not duped by
the mythologies of the popular universities' classics and
political science departments.
Once one knows that this fraud exists, suffÉcient primary and other suitable source-documentation
exists to
reconstruct the core of the truth in these matters
even acknowledging the masses of ancient documents
which may be buried away from the honest scholar's
view in one fashion or another. Consequently, the bare
facts of the "secret knowledge" do indeed represent a
likeness to the case of The Purloined Letter. The knowledge, admittedly widely scattered, exists in large measure, on condition one knows what one is seeking and in
what sort of place it is located in which fashion.
That is the principal "secret" of the British intelligenee services, the core of the body of "secret knowledge" through which the British and their accomplices
have largely ruled the world during recent centuries.
We are not to be accused of singling out arbitrarily
the seventh-through-fourth
centuries BC in this connection. Once one has understood the crucial issues of that
period of civilization,
and knows how those issues
shaped the course of all subsequent history, there exist
with certainty no more important secrets to be discovered respecting past or present. That fact will be
made clear in the course of this report.
We now cite one related, important case here. We cite
the case of that influential hoax known as the Jewish
religion. (3)
The modern Jewish religion originated not with the
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Kingdom of Solomon or earlier, but centuries later, as a
synthetic cult created by the order of the Babylonians
and other non-Jews. The first step in the fashioning of
the Jewish religion was based on piecing together scraps
of Mesopotamian legends (and anti-Phoenician
and
anti-Egyptian propaganda), with odd pieces of actual
Babylonian and other history added to the mixture. The
latter infusion gave a credible calendar to the otherwise
fraudulent concoction. This original Mesopotamian
hoax was reworked repeatedly, always under the supervision of"non-Jews, with the basic structure of the Old
Testament hoax completed during the Persian Empire
period,
This hoax was first introduced into European languages about 230 BC, on the recommendation of the
same Aristotelian Peripatetics who contrived the exotic
cults of Ptolemaic Egypt, and on orders from the Ptolemies. That edition, of the "Seventy," is otherwise
notable for the fact that it was produced in a variety of
demotic Greek peculiar to such locations as the waterfront brothels of Egypt. (4)
Later, when Philo of Alexandria
attempted
to
develop a Platonic version of Judaism (the roots of the
later Sephardic tradition of Maimonides and Avencibrol), Philo avoided, for obvious political reasons,
simply throwing out the mess before him. He attempted
to circumvent
the problem
by the rabbinical,
Pharasaical ruse of the "commentary,"
tolerating the
r text while fundamentally altering the reading to be attributed to it.
The Christian Apostles, confronted with the same
general problem, rid Christianity of the worst implications of the Old Testament by emphasizing the "Dispensation of Christ," and warning against the dangers
of the " concision.
"'
" Christ had freed man from such
barbarisms as the Old Testament. Only those sections
of the Old Testament which pointed toward the coming
of the Messiah or otherwise happened to coincide with
Christianity were to be treated seriously,
It does not follow from "this that the Apostles were in
any fashion hoaxsters of the Aristotelian varieties.
Apostolic Christianity always, and rightly so, regarded
Aristotelianism as an organized force for evil, as did
the greatest religious thinkers of the European Renaissance. Even Thomas Aquinas belatedly associated himself among such thinkers by acknowledging, during the
period before his death, that all his preceding writings
had been fundamentally in error. Apostolic Christianity
and its leading continuations were always Platonic or
Neoplatonic in respect of philosophical method. Aristtotelian syncretic methods and Aristotelianism
were
introduced to Christianity initially by way of the.vestiges
of the cult of Apollo, in the effort of the collapsing
Roman Empire to develop an episcopal form of Christ-

ianity in confomfity with pagan (Aristotelian) policies
for design and use of state religious cults.
Although that view is not usually supported with such
frankness by published church histories, many leading
theologians, notably including Cardinal Nicholas of
Cusa, are explicit on the problem of Aristotelianism.
However, those theologians who concur with our judgment have generally regarded it as imprudent to disturb
the naive faith of the ignorant with historical problems
of this sort. This policy within Church circles intersects
the fact that both the Platonics and Aristotelians adhered, for opposite reasons, to the doctrine of controlling the masses of people through mythologies. Since the
point has also fundamental importance for the whole
matter of this report, the Platonic view of the cited
Church practice should be summarized at this point.
The Platonic method rightly distinguishes three qualities of knowledge, mental levels, among people.
The first, lowest condition of the human mind is the
level of simple belief, belief premised on popular mythologies and prejudices, and on the state of ignorance
concerning individual experience otherwise known as
"common sense."
The second, next-higher level of knowledge is equivalent to the condition of understanding defined by Immanuel Kant, the mere understanding• Persons at this
level have consistent knowledge of the ostensibly lawful
features of practice in certain,_ various categories of
htiman practice in general. This is a condition corresponding to the lowest level of what may be tei J_ed
scientific knowledge. Such persons do not know why
such categories exist, or how or why the ostensibly lawful principles _ippropriate to such categories are determined. They have merely practical knowledge of consistent cause-and-effect features of practice in those caregories of experience in which they have been educated.
The third, highest level of human knowledge is
reason, otherwise termed Plato's Socratic reason. It is
only on this level that truth can be efficiently cornprehended.
The knowledge of the two lower levels is necessarily
mythological, false, or, as Spinoza specifies, "fictitious."
For such reasons, the Platonics judged mythologies
twofoldly. All mythologies they knew to be inherently
false (fictitious),
but no person could rise above
mythologies except by attaining reason• Therefore, in
dealing with masses living at the inferior levels of
mental life, it was deemed necessary to deal with them
on the terms of mythological beliefs. The issue of practical politics therefore took the task-oriented form of
distinguishing among destructive and useful mythologics. Those foi-i_is of simple beliefs or mere understanding which tended to allow society to move in direc-
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The Three Levels
Of Human Consciousness
Simple Belief is the level of individual
judgment
defectively based on narrow experience and informed
chiefly by prejudices and mythologies,
corresponding
to the "man of woman born" of Christian doctrine, andthe
image
of "donkeyness"
common
in the
Renaissance.
It was illustrated
by Renaissance
humanist artist Albrecht Durer in his "Offer of Love,"
1495.

_;_
,_

Understanding
i_l! the level
of judgment
which
comprehends fixe_l categories of scientific knowledge,
corresponding
to Christianity's
enlightened
state of
knowledge
effected
by the Holy Spirit (Logos).
Illustrated
by a Durer woodcut showing two artists
studying
perspective,
from his 1525 "Treatise
on
Measurement."
/.
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Socratic
is knowledge
conscious Reason
comprehension
of

basedprocess
on the which
selfthe

knowledge, a process identified in Christian theology
with atonement
in outlook with the Godhead, the
creator. The humanist Durer depicted this level of
mentation in histhe
1514historical
print, "St. Jerome
characterizes
progress in His
of Study."
scientific

tions otherwise required by reason were deemed the
tolerable class of mythologies. Those other mythologies,
which tended toward evil consequences, were evil beliefs, which must be fought accordingly,
It is impossible to understand the central doctrinal
issues among leading Christian theologians, from the
apostolic period to present times, without taking that
Platonic view inclusively into account. These theologians have been concerned for themselves and for
determination of policy with the issues of truth according to reason. They have been, at the same time, otherwise concerned with popular mythologies, respecting

chiefly the issue whether this or that popular belief lec
away from or toward the realization of the dictates ot
reason. Although the objective has been to bring all ot
mankind into the state of reason (atonement), for iramediate purposes the rule has been that this effort must
be situated within terms of the problem defined by the
simple beliefs of the ignorant.
The Aristotelians and their heirs, notably including
Bernard of Clairvaux, Martin Luther and the Presbyterian leaders, had and continue an opposite policy
concerning mythologies. The original Aristotelians were
the intelligence-services arm of the oligarchies jointly
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controlling the court of Philip of Macedon and the contemporary Persian court of that time. Their objectives
were to stop technological and scientific progress, and
to create zero-growth synthetic mythologies as the
simple beliefs of the ignorant masses. These efforts they
regarded as the means to establish permanent worldrule by a landlord-based oligarchy, deemphasizing cities
in favor of the countryside, and maintaining
"Malthusian" zero-growth, antitechnology policies against
scientific progress. They have not altered that method
or purpose to the present day.
The innermost belief of the leading Christian theologians with access to reason is typified by the outlook
of the famous Abelard of the eleventh century AD.
Where strict Aristotelians argued that God made himself impotent by creating inalterable laws for the universe- and hence only omniscient
Abelard defined
the function of man's existence according to reason to
be the helper of GOd in the continuing work of creation,
Abelard located lawfulness in the lawfulness governing
the ordering of continued creation. The e_tact opposite
position was classically argued by the twelfth-century
Bernard of Clairvaux, a point of importance we shall
cover in the course of this report.

THE OUTER LIMITS OF "MARXISM"
Although Karl Marx made some genuine and important additions to human knowledge in general, Marx
never succeeded in becoming part of the knowledgeable
"inner elite." His doctrine has a collateral but no
fundamental place within the "secret knowledge" of the
elites,
Marx wrote that all history is the history of class
struggles. To the extent this is partially true as a matter
of description, it is otherwise so misleading as to be
false as a guide for practice. Marx also wrote that the
principal achievement of the emergence of industrial,
urban-centered capitalist development was to end the
rule of society by "the idiocy of rural life." The latter
observation touches upon the "secret knowledge" of the
elite, whereas the maxim cited before does not. Marx
also bent, unfortunately, toward the view that the essential positive struggle of the human intellect was
toward "materialism, '" by way of but away from "ideal/sin. "That latter view of Marx's is not only nonsensical,
but prevented Marx from turning into the directions in
which he might have discovered the "secret knowledge"
he sought,
The true, primary determinants of the course of
human history are expressed in the most concentrated
foim in the factional issue between the factions of Plato
and Aristotle during the fourth centuryBC. All preceding and subsequent history is properly understood from
that standpoint of conceptual references as we have
14

already indicated and as we shall show in this report.
The partial truth buried under Marx's misunderstanding of the class struggle, a partial truth to which
Marx himselfwas happily close for his practice, is that
the progress of humanity
has been accomplished
through the instrumentality
of those social forces
which, as social classes, have been oriented toward
urban-centered
technological, scientific
and related
cultural progress. So far, Marx, like Lenin's Chernyshevskii, was ,correct.
However, that is an incomplete picture. As Plato eraphasized, the moving of the potentially positive social
forces, e.g., positive social classes, has always depended
upon the initiating role of a Platonic or Neoplatonic
intelligentsia, an intelligentsia which in every age has
been activated by the seminal influence of a great, universal thinker. In today's preceding European history,
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was the last such universal
intellect.
It is notable that Lenin's successful practice was
governed by an approximation
of the indicated principals.
Marx, unlike Leibniz, proceeded in ignorance of the
"secret knowledge" of the Neoplatonic elite, and so
Marx developed his important cont_ributions to knowledge in a flawed, one-sided way.
At points, Marx did come close to the "secret knowledge." Notably in his "Theses on Feuerbach" and in
the first section, "Feuerbach,"
of The German
Ideology, he touched upon the kernel of Neoplatonic
knowledge. Had he not clung obstinately to certain important elements of Black Guelph mythology, his further development would have followed a much superior
course. Pointing to those blunders of obsessive misbelief
exposes the essential problem of Marx.
Marx's simplistic misconception of the class struggle
in history and his pathetic view of "materialism"versus-"idealism"
are essentially derivative of his acceptance of the myth certified as "history" through the
broad influence of the Black Guelph, London-centered
faction. In the wake of the 1815 Treaty of Vienna, the
fraudulent account of history was made rapidly authoritative throughout Gei iiiany and other parts of Europe.
Those were the accredited, prevailing "scholarly" views
of Marx's time. Factually, they were more absurd than
they were accredited. Marx's credulous acceptance of
the main features of that hoax known as the "Ninth of
Thermidor,"
and his related, crippling historiographical folly in tracing the progress of European
intellectual life from Francis Bacon, are exemplary of
the key to Marx's failures. For those and related reasons, the useful core of his work on methodology and
political economy was situated within a containing
belief in a prevailing, Black Guelph historiographical
mythology.

Marx's foolish criticisms of the leading American
economist, Henry C. Carey, efficiently illustrate the
point,
Following the 1815 Treaty of Vienna, the American
branch of the Neoplatonic movement of the eighteenth
century was significantly contained and subverted increasingly overall, but it did not die out as a force as
quickly as the Neoplatonic forces were crushed into obscurity in Europe itself. Through circles of "American
Whigs" associated with John Quincy Adams, Henry C.
Carey, and Henry Clay, a residue of the knowledge of the
Neoplatonic heritage persisted, centering around knowledge of the fact that Britain continued to be the deadly
enemy of both the United States and humanity in general, combined with the understanding that the British
economy, despite its included industrial-capitalist feature, was governed by an anticapitalist oligarchy whose
rule characterized the British economy as a whole,
Marx, as is generally known, viewed the British
model as the classical empirical case of reference for the
best approximation of industrial-capitalist development. That view was nonsensical, as Carey proved in his
own writings. Marx, however, stubbornly rejected those
abundant facts which refuted his credulous obsession
on this point.
•
Marx's obsessive absurdities concerning history coincided with the flaws crippling his theory of knowledge,
He, and Frederick Engels to greater extent, laid the
basis in content for the foolish Soviet doctrines of perception and knowledge. The foolish doctrine that perceptions are the mirror-image of objects, and ideas predominantly the mirror-image of the objective state of
development of the social-productive forces. This
blunder is connected to Marx's ignorant overestimation
of Francis Bacon and the eighteenth century "French
materialists," as well as his incorporation of a total misrepresentation of European history up through the
Treaty of Vienna.

OUR SPECIAL COMPETENCE
The time for tolerating the rule by fallacious doctrines of historiography has ended. The survival of the
species demands a revival of the "secret knowledge" of
the Ncoplatonic elite. That knowledge must not only be
revived, but as we do here, must be situated within and
updated by appropriate terms of modern scientific
knowledge,
The writer and his associates have come to this
present state of knowledge fortunately, but not by
accident. This writer, powerfully influenced at the outset of his teens by Leibniz's writings, has pursued that
impulse by various pathways of activity, experience,
and study all of his adult life. On the basis of his own
initial, distinguishing accomplishments in political

economy and method, beginning in the early 1950s, he
subsequently, beginning in 1966, initiated a new kind of
political organization ex novo, an organization based on
those conceptions and their strategic-programmatic
relevance for the developing world crisis.
Since early 1968 that organization has been in escalating direct conflict with British intelligence networks. In the course of that escalation matters have
come to the present point, a point at which we have become, much as was Leibniz himself, one of the primary
adversary-targets of the London-centered enemy forces.
During the course of this escalating conflict, we developed what became a novel, specialized politicalintelligence capability. Partly because of and partly
with aid of the capability, we have intersected increasingly leading political forces, including other intelligence circles, in many parts of the world. Through this
total experience, with aid of resources immediately and
otherwise available for aid of our work, we have been
able to produce the best conceptual overview of the
British intelligence problem presently available.
Through the combined effects of our work in advanced aspects of the physical sciences and a decade's
coordinated
application
of political-intelligence
methods to crucial issues of history, we have in due
course discovered ourselves to be much'less a novel
institution than we might otherwise have assumed to be
the case. We have discovered that into the 1790s, the
leading forces of the United States and the leading
humanist forces of Europe were linked by common participation in international Ncoplatonic networks, networks reaching back, essentially unbroken in continuity,
over approximately three thousand years. Through such
and related efforts, we have been able to revive, in suitably modern tetl_ls, the essential parts of the "secret
knowledge" of that Neoplatonic elite.
Others among today's humanist elite already cornmand important sections of that knowledge. In specific
aspects of the matter, their knowledge is more richly
developed than our own. Our distinction among these
forces is that we have a grip on this knowledge in its
universality. Our included task is to give that universal
overview to all sections of that elite, and to obtain from
them, in turn, the richer knowledge of particulars at
their command.
Our combined forces, using this knowledge so revived
among us, must rapidly inform other layers of the
humanist eiite
political figures, scientists, tradeunion leaders, industrialists, outstanding farmers, and
so forth
to the effect of creating the intellectually
a_,_ted leadership force needed to defeat the horrors the
London-centered Black Guelph faction now seeks to
impose upon the world. We must mobilize ourselves to
lead the human species once and forever out of the
paranoid night of rule by mythologies.
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I. THE LEGACY OF

ARISTOTLE

t

The single most important
"secret"
of the Aristotelian, or neo-Aristotelian
faction of the world's elite today is hidden behind the mythical image of Aristotle as
an original philosophical
thinker.
In this chapter we
shall trace this matter
from Aristotle's
time, era-

tury BC, that a new arrangement
was needed. Their
scheme centered about a policy of splitting the existing
empire into two parts, both parts of which they would
control. The western part of Anatolia,
and the world
otherwise west of the Euphrates,
was to become part of

phasizing the role of his influence
in the development
of the Black Guelph faction, from the emergence of that
faction around the leadership
of the Pierleoni during
the eleventh century
AD, into the neo-Aristotelian
developments
associated chiefly with Francis Bacon and
the late seventeenth century successors of Bacon around
the British Royal Society. Once the contents of this
present chapter and the next, on historiography,
have
been presented, the reader will have access to the most
crucial
of the "secrets"
employed
by humanity's
enemies today.
The monstrously
false report that Aristotle was the
successor of Socrates and Plato, and also an important

a new empire of the West. Philip of Macedon was their
initial selection for creating the empire to grow to the
west of the Euphrates.
First, they decided, Philip must subjugate Greece. To
this purpose,
Persian intelligence
networks were deployed in behalf of Philip's conquest
of Greece, and
Persian advisors supplied to aid the process. Isocrates,
Demosthenes,
and Aristotle were representative
of such
joint Persian-Macedonian
spy-networks
assigned
to
Athens.
This plot intersected
the division over policy which
had shaped the history of the Aegean since at least the
eighth and seventh centuries BC. That division is re-

original thinker in behalf of scientific knowledge, is entirely a hoax without foundation
in fact. Politically,
philosophically,
Aristotle Was in all respects the enemy
of Socrates and Plato, and also personally a chief enemy
of Plato. The chief feature of Aristotle's chgracter, the

flected in a comparison of the irreconcilable
outlooks of
bucolic Hesiod and humanist
Homer.
Preceding
the
Persian conquests, the Ionian city-states had been leading representatives
of the policy known as the "citybuilders" policy, the current to which the doctrine of

feature which is determining
for everything else to be
considered in that connection,
is that like his contem-

the modern Freemasons traces their origins. Under the
leadership of "philosopher
kings," such as the exem-

poraries, the traitors Isocrates and Demosthenes,
totle was an agent working for the joint forces
Persian and Macedonian
courts. (1)

plary Thales, Ionian culture was dedicated by constitutions and intent to the promotion
of urban-centered
scientific
and technological
progress,
and to the

Arisof the

Although
Aristotle
was an agent
of Philip
of
Macedon, , he was -- not inconsistently
m a bitter
enemy of Alexander the Great. Granted, Alexander and
Aristotle maintained
an interesting
correspondence,
and Philip did in fact appoint Aristotle
Alexander's
tutor. The textbooks
which emphasize
such selected
bare facts for the deception of the credulous omit the
additional
facts; not only was Alexander
Aristotle's
philosophical
and political adversary, but it was Aristotle's nephew who was convicted
of attempting
to
murder Alexander by poisoning, and Aristotle's agents
who did, according
to authoritative
sources of that
time, finally assassinate
Alexander.
The immediate background
to the case of Aristotle is
summarily as follows,
Philip of Macedon
was a protege and ally of the
leading general
and others of the Persian
imperial
court. (2) The bankers of Mesopotamia,
who centuries
earlier had brought in the Persians to replace the BabyIonians, had developed the view, by the mid-fourth
cen-
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development of modes of production
and of world trade
to promote
this cause, through
colonies and other
means, to promote this cause throughout
the world.
The opposite
faction,
centered
traditionally
in the
priests and monetarist
financier
factions
of Mesopotamia, opposed scientific progress, opposed urbancentered cultural
progress.
They proposed
a, "zerogrowth," antitechnology
policy, and the rule of society
universally by a rural-centered,
landlordism-based
arisfocracy, an oligarchy
allied to monetarist
financier
circles.
This division was already an old one by the eighth
into seventh century BC. As early as the middle of the
third millennium BC, powerful city-states committed to
urban-centered
technological
progress and world-trade
promotion existed. Prior to the fall of the Phoenician
center of Tyre at the hands of the Persians' Mesopotamian predecessors,
Phoenician culture had been over
centuries a notable
Eastern Mediterranean
base for
city-builders' policies and culture. After the conquest.of

Tyre, the Phoenicians'
resources
had been turned
largely into instruments
of Babylonian
"zero-growth"
policies. During this period,
the political center of
• humanism
in the Eastern Mediterranean
region had
shifted to Ionia and adjoining Lydia.
Withthe Persian subjugation
of Lydia and Ionia, the
center of humanist
command
among Greek-speaking
peoples shifted to Athens. However, Athens was never
homogenously
a humanist
city. The pro-rural-adds-

Before returning to the case of Alexander', we glance
forward from the time of Alexander's
death toward
modern times, to afford the reader some sense of the •
importance
of the cult of Apollo in ancient through
modern history.
The cult of Apollo was not only an established institution in the Roman republic, but that institution managed the history of Rome down to the miserable end of
the Empire:-(6) It was for this reason that Rome's only

tocracy or "zero-growth"
faction of mainland
Greece
was also represented,
and was to one degree or another
allied with the Persians
against the Ionian faction
among the Greeks. The control center for the Persian
faction in the Aegean region was the cult of Apollo,
nominally centered in the banking nexus at Delphi.
Pericles is exemplary
of Persian agents-of-influence
in Athens. He may not have favored the Persian con-

contribution
to human culture was the military system
which Rome perfected in the aftermath
of the Punic
wars. Roman law was, and is, a hideous, antihumanist
concoction explicitly following the specifications
of the
cult of Apollo as explicated
by Aristotle et al. The
Roman aristocracy was promoted by the cult of Apollo
as an expression of the "Persian model" doctrine of the
court of Philip of Macedon. The fall of the Roman re-

quest of mainland Greece, but he did make every effort
to ensure Persian subjugation
of the Ionian cities, and
launched the "WPA project" associated
with his improvements of the Acropolis, as an antihumanist
economic policy. Alcibiades is another case of a Persian
agent-of-influence.
(3) The zero-growth doctrine of Isocrates, the efforts of Macedonian
paid-agent
Demosthenes to aid Philip of Macedon in securing the desired
war with Athens, and the spying and other black operations of Aristotle
carried the tradition
of the antihumanist faction in Athens to its lawful extremes in

public was the result of the cult of Apollo's placing its
chips on the Marian faction (Caesar), and developing a
Dionysian cult among the Roman plebeians in Rome, to
provide Caesar with the same organization
of a social
base of power as the later Mussolini and Hitler.
After the assassination
of Alexander
by Aristotle's
agents, a humanist republic was established
in Athens
by a general
who was otherwise one of_ Alexander's •
closest supporters.
The Peripatetics
were kicked out of
Athens at that point, and moved their center of operations, lock, stock and library, to the Egypt of Alex-

degradation,
The cult of Apollo at Delphi is crucial. During the
course of Persian campaigns
against the Greeks and
Lydians, the cult of Apollo is known, conclusively,
to
have run at least seven major operations in behalf of the

ander's enemy, Ptolemy. There, they created the exotic
synthetic cults of Egypt (e.g., the Isis-Osiris
cult),
translated
the Old T_stament
into waterfront.brothel
Greek, and enjoyed management
fees as debt-collectors
of the cult of Apollo's financial
operations.
Acting

Persians, including
forces to Marathon.

through their branch at Rome, the Ptolemian
headoffice of the Peripatetic
cult secured the movement of

delaying
(4)

the departure

of Spartan

The cult of Apollo should not be viewed as merely a
curious institution of that period. It was on the one side
the key monetarist
financial institution
of that period.
On the other side it deployed two cults as covers for its
intelligence operations as such. One of these cults was
the cult of Apollo itself. The other l_rincipal cult was a
subcult known as the Phrygian cult of Dionysus (in its
Roman form, the cult of Bacchus). British intelligence
services (as a whole) at the present date represent essentially a continuation
of that cult and its characteristic
methods and techniques.
Aristotle and his Peripatetics
were agents of that cult into Roman times, both as official Ptolemaic debt-collectors
of the cult's financiai

the Roman legions into mainlfind Greece, to destroy the
last vestiges of Ionian political rule there. The visits of
Julius Caesar and Marc Antony to Cleopatra's
Egypt
fall under the same category of significance.
During the last decade of the eighteenth
century,
British intelligence
services deployed agents Danton
and Marat into Paris, organizing a rabble from among
lumpenized peasant-vagabonds
drawn into Paris as elements of a Dionysian
cult, down to the detail of
Phrygian caps. (,7) British intelligence's
creation of fascism in Italy and Weimar Germany,
the more recent
development of the rock-drug counterculture,
the Maoist organizations,
international
terrorism and the "zero-

operations,
and as the controllers
of the cult and its
Dionysian offshoots. (5) Not only is British intelligence
today collectively a Continuation
of that cult, but it is
the mastery and replication of the methods and tech-

growth environmentalism"
are a replication of the same
method and techniques
used by the ancient cult of
Apollo in managing its Phrygian cult of Dionysus in the
Aegean littoral.

niques of that cult which represent the innen_ost
crets of British intelligence
services.

The promotion
of Roman law in eighteenth-century
France was centered around British-intelligence
protege

se-
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King

qt" Macedonia in 336 BC,
Alexander the Great promptly junked
his Father Philip's plans,tbr a new world
division el'power with monetarist Persia. and set
out to destroy once and ./or all Persian power and the
Babylonian and allied monetarist .lorces who wielded it
Beginning in 333 BC. Alexander conquered
the entire
Persian Empire, even extending its boundaries in the East and
Northeast, in the short span O]'ten years. At the same time. bnder the
intluence of'advisors in the Ionian-humanist
tradition el'Greek thinkers.
Alexander.tbunded
numerous new cities -- in an area devastated by centuries
of Persian and Babylonian looting -- and undertook measures to assimilate the
various "national minorities" ql'Persia into a worldwide humanist culture based on
the achievements
of" the Ionians.

_"_/V
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Less well known is the.tact that. upon his premature death at age 33from poisoning at
the hands of reactiona_ A ristotle in 323 BC. Alexander had drqfted detailed plansJbr the
conquest o[the entire Western Mediterranean as well, including expeditions beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, the traditional bounda_,tbr Mediterranean civilization. As specified in Alexander's written
memoranda,
this unprecedented empire stretching,lbom
India to Spain and beyond was to be unified
by means ot'a vast development o.l'indust_, and commerce. Alexander's plans, cut short by Aristotle's
poison, called.tbr the rebuilding qt'such cities as Babylon to serve as entrepdts tbr this expanded commerce.
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Pharaoh of Egypt

Democritus of Abdera
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King Ahab of Israel

city-builders
which
can
be (a. 8raBC)
traced continuously
back to the economic
and cultural
revival in
Phoenicia
beginning
around 1000 BC, the start of the Iron Age.
The Phoenicians
set out to colonize the western Mediterranean,
and Phoenician
civilization
rapidly reproduced
itself among the
Greeks of Ionia, and continued
by Plato's Academy.
After the death qf the humanist Alexander,
the impulse of the citybuilders" policies was kept alive by humanist
networks
operating
within fascist Rome. They emerged amid the collapse of Rome in
the form qf Neoplatonism
and apostolic
Christianity.
to lay the
basis for the revival
of civilization
in the political-religious
organizations
which produced
the Islamic
Renaissance
and the
Holy Roman
Empire.
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Montesquieu, just as Voltaire, another British agent, in
authority, and would then proceed to recodify that
his historical frauds, slanders against Leibniz. etc., re- _ information according to the doctrine of the cult of
flected British imitation of the techniques used to the
Apollo.
same purpose against humanism by the cult of Apollo
This was exactly the technique employed, initially
during the fifth and fourth centuries BC..
under the coordinating supervision of John Locke, to
The technology of culture has changed profoundly
develop the British Royal Society, and launch the
since the tburth century BC. The essential methods and
Scottish Encyclopedia Britannica.
It is now docutechniques of the cult of Apollo, and its continuation at
mented that Isaac Newton made not a single original
Oxtord and Cambridge have not altered in a single
useful contribution to scientific knowledge. In fact, he
essential feature. The objectives, the policies, the
was almost fully occupied with his efforts to master
methods remain essentially the same.
"black magic" -- as the surviving archives show him to
During the middle fourth century'BC the influence of
have been actually engaged at the time his associates
the Ionian faction in Athens centered around the work
later fraudulently alleged him to have developed his
of Socrates and Plato. The Academy of Athens was no
calculus. (9) Insofar as Newton (and Boyle) drew their
mere teaching institution. Nor was Plato's decade of
materials from English sources, this involved not only
occupation with the republic-project
tor Syracuse
appropriating as their own work of Wallis and Barrow,
exceptional in principle (the. Republic). The particibut shamelessly and repeatedly plagiarizing the work
pants in the Academy at Athens were drawn from all
of Hooke. Newton's physics was, in the main obtained
areas of Greek influence in the Mediterranean.
The
through Hooke's completing the mathematization
of
regular work of the Academy included the development
the discoveries already completed by William Gilbert,
of constitutional forms of government for the nations of
Kepler, and Galileo; and adding in the discovery
thai culture. (8)
(inertia) contributed by Gottfried Leibniz. Leibniz and
One of Aristotle's chief assignments as a MaceHuygens were among the contemporaries
most fredonian-Persian spy in Athens was his participation in
quently plagiarized by the Royal Society during that
the destruction of the Academy. The earlier judicial
period. Rightly could Newton inscribe his Principia,
murder of Socrates was no eccentric autochthonous
"hypothesis is not necessary"; what need has a plagiaraffair of Athenian internal life. Aristotle's other duties
ist of hypothesis? However, the slogan, "hypothesis is
there were principally those of a spy for Philip of
not necessary"
has another
significance.
Like
Macedon's interest, a duty which he and other PeriAristotle's Peripatetics, the purpose of the Royal Sopatetic agents of the cult of Apollo performed in various
ciety's circulation of scientific works was to eliminate
places,
scientific progress, by outlawing the principle of rigorOn the basis of Aristotle's demonstrated deep -- one
ously formulated crucial hypothesis (ritually denounced
should say, abysmal -- commitments and skills as an
as "metaphysics") in favor of that banalizing doctrine
enemy of the human species, his patrons assigned him
known as "the principle of the inductive sciences."
to various locations. In addition to his services as a spy
Such antiscientific literary undertakings aside, the
and assassin, he played a leading role 'in the literary
principal empirical pursuit of the Peripatetics
in
activities for which the Peripatetics are ordinarily
matters of knowledge was the subject of botany. This is
reputed. However, contrary to what is believed by the
the one aspect of Aristotle's writings which stands out
credulous, and taught by both hoaxsters and fools,
as having some explicit content of interest in the
Aristotle was not engaged in the progress of knowledge,
development of knowledge. Why the exception in this
The literary activities of the Peripatetics were chiefly
case? The interest in botany was essentially political, in
dedicated to a scheme for _liminating the influence of
a manner of speaking. The specialty of the Peripatetic
scientific method from civilization,
assassins was poisoning.
The technique employed to that malignant purpose
was one which post-1670 Europe would justly tetJ_
"encyclopedic." The doctrines of all existing branches of
ARISTOTELIAN RELIGIOUS CULTS
knowledge were rewritten, with the additional distincApart from the work of spying, "encyclopedism,"
tion of being recodified in such a fashion as to eliminate
and poisoning, the principal production of the Perias far as possible all trace of the scientific method, and
patetics included the production of new religious and
to mystify the origins of existing knowledge in this and
quasi-religious cults. (It is not entirely without signifrelated ways. Aristotle, like other members of the Periicance that that portion of the Thames suffering the
patetics, was assigned to various locations. In each
misfortu'ne to lie near Oxford is named the "Isis.") We
location he or others would take down a section of the _ have already referred to the synthetic cults of Egypt
existing body of knowledge from some relevant source(e.g., the Isis-Osiris cult, and others) produced by the
20
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The Paris mob, organized by British intelligence on the paradigm of the Phrygian-Dionysiac
mobs of antiquity, was celebrated by
the "neo-classical" painters who emerged from the French Revolution. In Eugene Delacroix's "'Liberty at the Barricades ""(1830),
"'Liberty" is depicted approvingly as a Dionysian maenad, and she and her fellow rioters are portrayed with the detail of the
Phrygian caps which the British furnished their lumpenized Parisian stooges.
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Dionysian cults, yesterday and today: throughout the
centuries a basic item of antihumanist
social control
technique.
Peripatetics
under the Ptolemies.
The same methods
used to this purpose by the Peripatetics
have been continued by their emulators down to the present day. Such
British
intelligence-service
creations
as the Hare
Krishna cult, the "Children of God," and the so-called
"Moonies"
are only the most obvious and notorious
such concoctions.
The Maoist organizations
of North
America and Western Europe are based on the same
methods and techniques of cult design, as is the British
intelligence-created
rock-drug counterculture,
the "environmentalist"
movement, and the overlapping
organization of international
terrorism.
The methods of creating synthetic religious cults as
instruments
of state domestic and foreign policies is
known in some significant detail since Babylon. The
original synthesis of what later becomes the Jewish religion represents only one form of such Babylonian synthetic religious cults. It is not the details of these cults
that ought to occupy our attention here, but rather the
characteristic
features of such cult-design from then to
the present time.
The usual form of the religious cult down to the
Christian era was associated with a pantheon of poly,
morphs, gods and semi-deities whose images combined
either features of several animals into one form, or
which combined human and animal forms. The essential, political effect of such religious cults is to destroy
the concept of a qualitative
distinction
between man
and the lower beasts. These were, indeed, all "greenie"

}
religious cults. The interesting distinction of the Jewish
cult, among the usual, polymorphous
productions
of
the Babylonian "foreign office," is evolution over subsequent developments
away from the polymorphous
image of worship. However,, otherwise, the Babyloniancreated cult of Judaism was the most thorough of the
ancient zero-growth
cults.
Although the following involves an included element
of specul/ttion, the elements of knowledge drawn upon
as circumstantial
evidence are valid without question.
Only the specific, historical connection we interpolate
tbr further investigation
of the matter is properly considered speculative,
It is known that the Israel and adjoining nations of
the period of Saul, David, and Solomon
especially
Solomon's Israel, were buffer-states
of the Phoenicians
(e.g., Tyre). In a manner consistent with city-builders'
policies, the backward
people of Israel had been
'brought up, largely, to a civilized state through a citybuilder program. (Hence, the Freemason legend of the
early Freemasons
as Phoenician-trained
builders of the
temple of Solomon.) It is also known that there was no
trace of "Judaism"
as later dgfined, but rather a strong
influence of the cult of Baal otherwise
widespread
throughout the region, together with Phoenician cults.
I
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We know also that the city-builders
and
humanist adversaries often did not attempt

their antito directly

uproot existing mythologies,
but rather
to recodify
existing mythologies in such a way as to serve the policy
of the state. The mythology was adjusted to embody, as
a mythology, the impulses appropriate
either to a citybuilders' or antihumanist
policy• The thrust,
on the
humanist, or city-builders'
side, throughout
the known
sources, is toward the deified human hero or heroine,
for which the Herakles-Prometheus
model is typical:
the giver of knowledge (reason)
antihumanist
policy emphasizes
_, ::

to a whole people. The
the opposite policy: it

proposes
the irrationality
insists
upon
the unfathomable
mystery ofofthe
the deities,
order ofit the
universe.
On this basis, we can not confidently assume that the
existence of image-worship
in itself meant one thing or
the other. Only the features of image-worship
or other
forms of worship which are characteristically
Platonic
or anti-Platonic
are solid evidence.
/

•

•

The durability of the synthetic religion of Judaism,
through its various evolutions up to the Christian era
and its survival after the onset of that era, reflects the
cumulative,
"environmental"
selective effect of the
•

Platonic-Neoplatonic
revolts against the older form of
religious polytheistic
antihumanist
cults. This revolt
took its decisive fbf_ in the rise of Christianity,
which
was politically
and philosophically
a Platonic-Neoplatonic upsurge within the Hellenistic
world against
the monstrous evil represented
by the Roman Empire
and Roman law. This same principle is reflected in the
original political thrust of the Prophet Muhammad,
and in the emergence
of the Ismaili current within
Islam. During that latter period Judaism itself was divided between the reactionary "orthodox"
currents and
the tendency for humanistic,
Neoplatonic
transfol'ma tion of Judaism.
The emergence
of the humanistic

We also know, from the standpoint

of epistemology,

Sephardic

current

out of the Ismailite

Judaic

faction,

that the characteristic
philosophical
outlook of Thales,
Heraclitus, et al. is an expression of the world-outlook
upon which the city-builders'
culture converges• Hence,
philosophical
beliefs converging upon the views of the
Ionians, Socrates,
and Plato were in fact influential

and the emergence of Maimonides,
Avencibrol, et al.
of the Toledo school, reflect the course of the latter
aspect of the development•
In general, the main course of development
of religious and philosophical
belief among humanist
and

among the leading strata of eastern Mediterranean
citybuilders prior to the Ionian period, including therefore

humanist-influenced
currents,
polytheistic,
image-centered

leading strata in Israel.
The function of the Babylonian creation of the Jewish
religious cult was to transform the people of Israel into
an advance-post
Babylonian .puppet,state
for Babylon's war against Tyre. Consequently,
the Babylonians
were constrained
by the'kinds
of religious belief which
already existed in an area strongly influenced
by
Phoenician culture• Hence, the ordinary sort of polly-

Logos-principle,
and toward the trinity doctrines
as
exemplified
by the internal
determinations
of the
Platonic dialogue.
The survival of Judaism coincides
with the effect of such circumstances.
It is merely, in itself, a plastic tbrm of belief, which can be made either
humanistic
or antihumanistic,
and serves the latter
purpose with the advantage of being ancient, and also
largely free of the incredible,
hated polytheistic forms

morphous-image

which were discarded

region,

cults might not have succeeded

in that

worldwide

hatred

has been away from the
doctrines
toward
the

in the wake of the Mediterranean

of Roman

Latin

imperial

order.
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Another decisive feature of Judaism is the ancient association of nominal Jews with banking. Throughout
the period from Babylon into the persecution of the
Jews during the thirteenth century and afterwards in
Europe, one faction of Jews was continuously associated
with monetarist policies of finance throughout the
Mediterranean littorals, whereas the other faction, the
medieval Sephardic
faction, especially during the
Christian era, was associated with Ismaili humanist
policies of opposition to monetarist financial policies,
Despite the inevitable, large-scale assimilation of Jews
into the mainstream of the cultures in which they were
situated, a kernel of Jewry remained defined and otherwise sell-defined as "outsiders" to the mainstream of
the cultures in which they resided. (And, so forth and so
on. The relevant points should be clear.) This fact we
shall encounter below, in connection with the Pierleoni.
On their side of the matter of religion, the work of the
Peripatetics was directed to the same objectives as their
frauds in knowledge generally. In philosophy, the Peripatetics sought to poison the second level of Platonic
knowledge, the mere understanding, against knowledge
of the scientific method (reason). In religion, they
treated the lowest state of human knowledge, simple
beliefs of the ignorant masses, to the same purpose. The
object was to promote irrationalist beliefs agreeable to
state policies of zero-growth and monetarist-oligarchical rule.
,
The same sort of project was launched by British
intelligence services during the 1920s, with the evil
Bertrand Russell the central figure in this operation,
During the 1920s, Russell, as a principal spokesman for
the effort, laid out a spectrum of projects, all aimed to
bring about a "new dark age," through which an oligarchy-ruled "feudalist" utopia could be established on
a world scale,
Russell proposed the end of progress in basic scientific knowledge. British radical-empiricists
and their
Vienna positivist-energeticist-collaborators
ganged up
against Max Planck, Erwin Schroedinger, de Broglie
and'others in aid of this project. This represented an at_
attempted "final solution"
to the attack against "continental science," which had
been
continuous
British
_, policy since the wretched
Francis Bacon's attack on
William Gilbert
and the
British Royal Society's vendettas
against
Descartes
and Leibniz. A key figure in
his was British agent Niels
Bohr's hideous conduct toward Schroedinger
and others, the founding of
24

the irrationalist ,'Copenhagen School," and the hooligan uproar against leading scientific thinkers at the
1920s Solvay conference, were leading features of the
Russell-linked operations against scientific progress.
The continuous campaign of the British against
nuclear and fusion-energy
development,
from the
World War II period to the present day, is partly the
Black Guelph oligarchy's campaign against technologicalprogress, and also a continuation of Russell's project for destroying the progress of science from within.
Russell also proposed the application of existing
scientific technology to the purposes of mass mind-control, including the development of drugs for mass use
for this purpose. Aldous Huxley's Brave New World
and others' leading roles in promoting psychedelic
drugs and drug-cultures are part of the implementation
of that British Black Guelph project for mass drugaddiction.
Russell was more directly active, from that point onward, in the development of what became known as
"linguistics." This is the form of "linguistics"
most
popularly associated with the name of former Rand
Corporation
associate,
Professor'Noam
Chomsky.
Russell, working closely with longstanding British intelligence operative Karl Korsch, and with Carnap and
others, launched linguistics in the United States during
the 1930s, also in intersection with the work of the fascist sociologist, social-work "brainwasher"
Dr. Kurt
Lewin. Noam Chomsky, whose work is used prominently, and directly, for the development of explicitly
brainwashing techniques, is a direct protege of the apparatus set up under Russell's leadership.
Russeli-Korsch-Carnap-Chomsky
linguistics extend
the methods of synthetic religious-cult building of the
Peripatetics to an extreme. The cognitive feature of the
use of language is systematically outlawed wherever linguistics methods are employed. The philosophical outlook of the cult of Dionysus is central to linguistics.
There is no universal lawfulness, but only the heteronomic impulses and desires of the individual and small
group. In other words, the doctrines ' of Thomas
Hobbes, also perceptively adopted by the Nazi regime
as appropriate to its character.
Maoism, the rock-drug counterculture,
"environmentalism," and the "philosophical"
environment of
British-created
pathizers, are
veloped during
from a corrupt
and application
MACEDONIAN

international
terrorism and its sym.
all forms of the cult of Dionysus derecent decades with majority Complicity
press and universities in the promotion
of Chomskyian linguistics.
POLICIES

The Aristotelians
their determination

were essentially distinguished by
to wipe out the human race's

'

.'
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memory of Ionian (i.e., Platonic) scientific methods,
and to eliminate the influence of humanist, city-buUder
policies. They, as agents of the joint PersianMacedonian policies of the cult of Apollo, were commired to what the Macedonian court of Philip identiffed as the "Persian model." This was, as we noted
above, a policy of suppressing urban-centered culture
_nd technological progress, in behalf of the rule of so• ciety by a landlord oligarchy allied to the monetarist
" bankers centered in. Delphi and Mesopotamia. The
Macedonian court thus expressed the same policies and
sociological outlook as the British Black Guelph
oligarchy of the past centuries to date.
Ironically, the sodomy prevailing in the court of
Macedon contributed to Philip's undoing. A member of
his cougt had been gang-sodomized at the order of
another. (10) Philip not only refused to punish the perpetrator, but, instead, appointed the criminal to the
governorship of a province._This motivated the victim to
become the assassin of Philip at a most appropriate
point in history, on the very eve of the intended implementation of the joint project of Philip and the Persian
court circles,
In this connection, we should reemphasize, what we
have outlined above in connection with Aristotelian
religious cults.
The commonplaceblunderofprofessed
Marxists and
others in assessing British policies is the mistaken
assumption that the ruling forces of the Br/tish oligarchy are motivated by specifically capitalist impulses,
It is of course the case that the British oligarchy and its
global allies live in a world in which the industrialcapitalist forms of manufacturing, agriculture, trade,
and culture are the premise upon which human
existence depends. It is also true that world rule to this
date in recent modern history has been feasible only to
the extend that representatives of the Black Guelph oligarchy controlled the financial power, and state material power adapted to industrial-capitalist development.
However, to conclude from such and related evidence,
evidence valid up to a point, that the British oligarchy's
motives are subsumed under the rubric of "capitalist"
is the grossest of blunders, of incompetencies.
The Guelph (Welfen) were originally a bucolic
German aristocratic house, associated with the rule of
Franconia, with branches in Italy. During the eleventh
century, through an alliance among Roman banking
families centered around the Pierleoni, including
Matilda of Tuscany and the ruling house of Lotharingen (Lorraine), the oligarchical faction of the present
millenium acquired the name Guelph through the marriage-connection of Matilda of Tuscany's House to the
Welfen house. In the course of developments following
the Guelph defeat of the Hohenstaufen
House
(Frederick Barbarossa through Frederick II) during the

events of 1266-1268 AD, there arose the Guelph-GhibeUine (Ghibeiline = Italianized Waibling, as Guelph
was Italianized Well) disputes. In the internal struggles
within Italy (and elsewhere) at the onset of the fourteenth century, the Italian branches of the Guelph aristocracy split into a "White Guelph" and a "Black
Guelph" faction, the former won to the humanist policies otherwise associated with the Ghibelline (Hohenstaufen-Waibling) faction. Dante Alighieri was a leading thinker for the former faction. From the early fourteenth century, the antihumanist oligarchical faction of
Europe has represented the continuity of the Black
Guelph faction of Dante!s time.
The Capetian House in France, the later Hapsburgs
(whose significance dates from the emergence of the
Black Guelph faction of which that household is predominantly a part), and the majority of the aristocratic
households of Europe have been predominantly a conscious continuation of the traditions and policies of,the
Guelph faction of the eleventh century and its Black
Guelph continuation since the onset of the fourteenth
century. The term "black nobility" in today's Italy
refers with approximate exactness to the present-day
continuation of the Black GUelph oligarchical families
in Italy.
Aristocratic families do not necessarily mean Black
Guelph, however. The case of the Bourbon-Borbon
house of France and Spain illustrates the point.
The humanist tradition within the French monarchicai houses dates from the fifteenth century Louis XI
whose father, Charles, was a despicable, Guelphish
monster. The humanist (city-building)policies of Louis
XI were continued by the House of Navarre during the
sixteenth century, and continued by the seventeenth
century politiques -- Richelieu, Mazarin, and Colbert.
In fulfillment of Richelieu's anti-Hapsburg policy,
France of Mazarin et al., allied with Cromwell's English
Commonwealth, finally hiJmbled the Hapsburgs in
1653, leading to the Borbon succession in Spain.
The Bourbon-Borbon monarchs were a mixed lot, as
typified by the case of Louis XIV. The Bourbon tendency expressed by Louis
XIV's minister Colbert -and by Descartes and Huygens
was one current.
The rural aristocratic input
into Louis XIV was the
Guelphish side. The case of ....
t_e ill-fated clock-hobbyist,
Louis XVI, less interesting
than his exceptional contemporary, Joseph II of
Austria's Hapsburgs, illustrates the case of monarchs
pulled toward the humanist
25

The Spanish court under the reign of Charles III [17591788] was a center of the "'French .faction'" of European
humanists associated with Benjamin Franklin which battled
the English-led monetarists.for hegemony in Europe in the
late eighteenth centu_. . A notable figure in that court was
the humanist painter Francisco Goya, whose art was a part
o.f that struggle. In 1780, the young Goya portrayed Charles
!11 -- the patron of humanists -- in an informal and a.fi
.fectionate hunting pose. Following Charles's death,
humanism in Spain waned as the star of Manuel de Godoy,
the lover of the new queen, rose, and Goya's art grew more
sharply polemical. His 1801 portrait effectively captures the
sadism and conceit o.fthe.fat:faced and licentious Godoy.

side of policies, just as the Duke of Orleans was not only
a raving Guelph, but an agent of the British monarchy.
Prior to the hegemony of Godoy in the Spanish court,
the Spanish BOrbon court of the mid-eighteenth
century
was a center of influence of the "French faction," to
which
the painter, Francisco Goya was attached.
This
.i
faction of the Spanish
Borbon
court developed
a
humanist,
city-building
project-policy
for "Greater
Spain," and contributed
in a vital way to the fostering
of the humanist currents in such later Latin-American
nations as Mexico.
The English Tudors are another
example
of the
problem. The case of Richard III of England is open to
fresh scrutiny. The case of Warwick is of more immediate interest.
In any event, the accession of the
Tudors involved the influences associated with Louis XI
of France, and apart from peculiarities of some of the
Tudor monarchs
as such, the humanists
gathered
around the Dudley family are key to everything decent
that occurred in England during the sixteenth century
and immediately
thereafter.
The accurate view of the role of the European aristocracy and monarchical
families in general is twofold.
First of all, these families were divided overall and
infdtrate the establishment
of Byzantium. As the Paleointernally on fundamental
issues of policy. Some reprelogues, this humanist
aristocratic
family gained the
sentatives were deeply committed to humanist or antirulership of Byzantium during the thirteenth
century,
humanist policies. Others vacillated under pressure of
holding that power until a Turkish conquest (1453) atopposite factions -- as did Elizabeth
I of England.
ranged by the perfervidly Aristotelian
patriarch
of the
•Second, the point against the institution of monarchy
eastern church and the bankers of Rome traditionally
made by Machiavelli
and emphasized:
in denouncing
controlling the Papacy. However, among the positive
both monarchy and democracy, by Thomas Paine, that
heritages of the Paleologues was their humanist influthe hereditary monarchy, subject to radical changes in
ence in Russia, establishing the policy of Ivan III, and
the policy-outlook of the state's chief, hereditary execuof Ivan IV (The Awesome). (11) Despite the efforts of
tive from generation
to generation,
proved itself to be
Ivan IV's political heir, Boris Godunov, the Hapsburgintolerable to the humanist
interest.
_. led evil then Seizing continental Europe led to the undoThe case of Russia's czars is also exemplary.
The
ing of much of the humanist efforts of the czars, prohumanist leaders of later Byzantium,
th e Paleologues,
ducing a post-Boris period of chaos which ended only
rose to power through a persisting conspiracy
of the
with the emergence
of the Romanovs.
humanists of central Europe. Henry V of, Germany, in
From Peter I, the Romanovs were under the influapproximately
1106 AD, assigned a humanist arisence, increasingly, of Anglo-Dutch penetrations of the
tocratic family of Italy ( from Viterbo, outside Rome) to
Russian court. Barring the curious case of the death of
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Catharine in the eighteenth century, every Czar died a
sudden death, exactly at the point Anglo-Dutch
policyinterest prescribed this demise (12) English physicians
attached to the Czarist household were not irrelevant to
such abrupt departures from life of the Czars, nor was it
irrelevant that British intelligence services, conduiting
funds through their agent Alexander Herzen, funded
Bakunin and controlled the Russian anarchist
movement and its terrorist offshoot,
Nor is it astonishing that when Count Witte was embarked on a policy for promoting
the industrial
development of Russia in closer relationship
to Germany,
the Russian 1905 Revolution was organized with a leading role of Anglo-Dutch
(Samuel) agent Alexander
Helphand-Parvus.
and with a leading role by Parvus's
protege of that moment.
Leon D. Trotsky.
(Karl
Radek, N. Bukharin,
and G, Riazanov were agents of
the Anglo-Dutch
-- Royal Dutch Shell -- intelligence

networks featuring Parvus. The "doctor's plot" against
Stalin's life was probably no exaggeration
at all.)
As Thomas Paine emphasized,
monarchy is an unacceptable form of government in the humanist interest,
but sections Of the aristocracy and monarchs have been,
nonetheless,
dedicated humanists.
Exemplary of the latter point is the case of the Salian
Holy Roman emperors, from Otto I through Henry IV,
and the Hohenstaufen
emperors, from Frederick Barbarossa through Frederick II. The thrust of these Holy
Roman emperors
was earlier expressed
by Charlemagne. They • were predominantly
humanists,
citybuilders. The policies otherwise expressed by Abelard
were embedded in the building of urban-centered
culture and trade-routes,
north-south
and east-west by the
Salian emperors. The urban culture of Europe did not
emerge by some spontaneous
principle within "feudalism," but because leading "dirigist"
monarchs
and
27

The point of the Platonic dialogue is not to

compare

different views; if one attributes

such a trivial significance to the Platonic
dialogue, one condemns
oneself to
benighted ignorance forever. The object

is to make one's own consciousness
an object for, a subject of one's willful

consciousness,
an

to make consciousness

object of willful consciousness

for

British financial debt, incurred in the effort to prevent
continental Europe and England itself from developing
an industrial-development-centered
policy.
As Alexander Hamilton's 1791 Report on Manufactures proves clearly enough, and as Henry C. Carey
stated the point bluntly and accurately, the British System was not an industrial capitalist model, but a
"mixed economy," in which the interest and dynamic of
industrial capital was subordinated through the mon-

archy and oligarchy to parasitical landlord interest, an
interest which took "primitive accumulation"
from
itself,
rural landholdings as its point of reference for policy.
The British physiocratic doctrine, like its French imitators, expressed that point of view exactly. (14)
others steered the application of "national" financial
The same point is exposed most nakedly by the Ford
and economic resources to bring this about, and beFoundation's
1964 "Triple Revolution"
report, adcause those same potentates
and others fostered
vocating a "post-industrial
society," and the coothumanist education, including energetic programs for
dinated launching of the international "environmentalestablishing great universities, and collecting the greatist" ferment by British intelligence services' networks
est minds available and the most valuable documents
beginning the autumn of 1969. The targets of these
available for this purpose.
British intelligence services' operations have been preThe ruling elites of civilization have very long
ciselyindustrial development, .industrialist profits, and
memories, and represent objectives and policies which
so forth. Excepting London's (and its monetarist allies')
have not changed essentially over thousands of years,
perfervid preoccupation with strengthening its control
For example of the follies to be brushed aside,
of the world's nominal financial wealth, London's
consider Karl Marx's nonsensical argument advanced
policy is perfervidly anticapitalist.
in his effort to brush aside the evidence of t_e American "
What sort of an idiot is it that would attempt to turn
Revolution. Marx argued that English capitalism was
up a capitalist motive for the policies of British intelold and matured, whereas American capitalism was
ligence services and the British government?
young, primitive and lacking the problem of high relaThe ruling, Black Guelph oligarchy of Britain, totive organic composition of industrial capital which
gether with those oligarchical families (aristocratic and
prevailed in "more matured". England. Factually,
quasi-aristocratic) to which it is allied outside Britain, is
Marx's observation was purely conjectural and false,
dedicated essentially, by its own statement on the
(13)
matter, to bringing about a "new dark ages," out of
During the eighteenth century, despite the continuawhich depopulated globe (reduced willfully to the order
tion of Guelphish, "feudal" relations in the French
of as few as 1 billion persons through wars and ecocountryside, French industrial development and French
nomic genocide by the close of the present century), the
rates of industrial expansion and technological progress
permanent rule of the world by "feudal" oligarchical
were in advance of those in an England which was relafamilies is established. In short, the British monarchy
tively stagnating under Guelph policies of the Hanand the forces rallied about it represent nothing but the
noverian monarchy. During the latter half of the
effort to implement the "Persian model" policies of the
eighteenth century, both wages and social productivities
court of Philip of Macedon in a modern technological
of labor in the English-speaking American colonies and
context. That is the project Henry Kissinger, James R.
the young United States were significantly higher than
Schlesinger, W. Michael Blumenthal, Zbigniew Brzezthose in England, just as American literacy rates were
inski and other Britis.h agents-of-influence within the
then more than double those in England. Wherever
United States represent now as emphatically as the
industrial capital was introduced in the United States
Churchills, Mountbattens, RusseUs, and such British
the issue which was central to the American Revolusocial-democrats as Denis Healey and Roy Jenkins.
tion
the quality of American technology was sigWhy should Bertrand Russell, grandson of Lord John
nificantly superior to that in England. Marx's arguRussell, godson of John Stuart Mill, and deeply comment, that the organic composition of capital had overmitred member of the Russell family branch of the
taken the more matured England, was sheer nonsense.
Black Guelph families of Britain, ostensibly dedicate
The "high organic composition" of British capital
his adult life to "radicalism"? Russell had no emotional
was not a result of industrial accumulation, but of the
difficulty in opposing capitalism, because his class, his
28
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family have always been and re_nain perfervidly anticapitalist. They are "feudal" oligarch s in the deepest
parts of their being, they are Black Guelph in the most
evil connotations of that factional commitment. They
are determined to destroy capitalism, and all other expressions of humanist policy, in order to bring back the
"feudal" utopia for the lasting benefit of their families'
posterity. Bertrand Russell rolled for decades in the
slime of Dionysian anticapitalist cults, because he was a
dedicated, deeply dedicated enemy of the human
species. He gave his life's work to the posterity of his
evil, oligarchical class.
It is only as one understands the Black Guelph in
those terms of reference, that one comprehends how
and why they fall so frequently into wild, masturbational fits in admiration of Maoist China. Granted, the
late Foreign Minister Chou En Lai had been a British
agent since 1919 -- yet, why their euphoria over Maoist
China? It is the antihumanist, "labor-intensive" bucolic obscenity of Maoist China which arouses their
orgasms. It is the "feudal" oligarchy's zeal to restore
the cult of Dionysus as the mythology of a mass of
plebeians reduced to bucolic moral imbecility of
human-manure tossing, instead of modern agricultural
methods, which arouses their passions.
Conversely, whenever one notes this or that ostensible
"conservative" political spokesman in Westerfi Europe
or North America making an obscene public Spectacle
of himself in admiration of Maoist China, the persistence of such episodes.is a "litmus test" certifying
that conservative to be a British intelligence services'
agent, a mercenary of the Black Guelph oligarchy centered in the British monarchy. A similar point is applicable to the case of those who rhapsodize over the
memory of N. Bukharin in the Soviet Union.
This connection of the British monarchy, Black
Guelph oligarchy, and British intelligence services to
the "Persian model" is not simply an imitation resurretted through aid of Oxford and Cambridge scholars.
The connection of today's Black Guelph oligarchy to
the ancient Macedonian court and Ptolemaic Egypt is
direct -- granting the point that in places, the continuingroad winds somewhat. The continuity of the doctrines of Aristotle throughout the centuries into the
policies andmethods of the"neo-Aristoteliatls"
of British empiricism, of pragmatism, is a direct continuity of
antihumanist bestiality leading into the British intelligence services of the present date.

THE CASE OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT
To return to the fourth century BC, Alexander came
out of exile to seize the throne of Macedon, bringing
with and after him his close collaborators. Alexander

The period.from
Charlemagne through the Hohenstaufen
produced and put into widespread Use new scientific, industriaL and agricultural
techniques
which went
significantly beyond the greatest achievements of Antiquity.
The importance
and widespread
diffusion of medieval
scientific culture is reflected in this illuminated manuscript
drawing of the Almigh_, as an architect-engineer.

was a committed follower of Plato, advised by leading
representatives of Plato's Academy, and totally opposed
tothe "Persian model" policies of his father's court. His
enthronement was_ in consequence, a coup d'etat of
Plato's faction against what we would term today the
Aristotelian policies and faction of the Macedonian
court.
This point was not overlooked by the Persians. A
general mobilization
was prepared
by Philip of
Macedon's erstwhile patrons, the Persian forces, preparatory to crushing Alexander.
Alexander reacted
decisively. Abandoning all vacillation or "Maginot
Line" alternatives, he crossed to Anatolia, where an
army of 25,000 foot and 5,000 horse awaited his command -- resolved to defend his kingdom by defeating
the Persian enemy before the enemy was adequately
deployed iror such enterprises as attacking Macedon
itself. (15)
His first political act of that campaign was to restore
the humanist constitutions of the Ionian city-states.
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Once he had completed the work of digging the Persian
satrap's forces out of Miletus, that city became a leading force of his new Asia Minor base. The other, sweeping reforms he instituted in western Anatolia are exemplaty of his Platonic policies.
After defeating
the Persian forces in the battle of
Issus (the battle for the Cilician gates), he rejected the
Persian offer of the terms previously extended to Philip
-- the empire west of the Euphrates
also rejecting
10,000 talents and a Persian princess. He moved to
besiege Tyre, an undertaking
which succeeded through
the offer of and negotiation of an alliance with the city
of Sidon. The revolt of the Greek sections of the Persian
fleet, and now the support of the revolting Phoenician
fleet decided the issue in the eastern Mediterranean
waters. The priests of Amon in Egypt staged an Egyptian revolt against the local Persian satrap, and negotiated what circumstances
show to have been a citybuilding-policy
alliance with the priests of Amon

lenic strata in Italy, and otherwise first in the Hellenic
regions, extending
to the barbarians.
The indigenous
population of Italy was too morally depraved by Roman
culture.
Christianity
lawfully lost its vitality in" the Eastern
Empire as it became a state religion during the postConstantine period. Cutting through fascinating details
of the matter, the Aristotelian
policy of coopting and
syncretizing religious beliefs into forms suitable to serve
as state cults was the root of the weakening. In the cornbined decay of Byzantium and of the episcopal Christianity attached
to the Byzantine
state, the germs of
Piatonic-Neoplatonic
influence provided the environmental influence for the rise of the Prophet Muhammad, and the subsequent
rise of the Ismaili humanist
faction within Islam. The establishment
of the cities of
Baghdad,
Sammara
and Fatimid Cairo are cases of
Ismaili-promoted
new cities, continuing the policies of
the ancient city-builder
faction. The new cities de-

certifying this by ordering the open!ng of the canal from
the Nile to the Red Sea.

veloped in Persia also belong to the same category.
The transmission
of civilization from Ismaili Islam to

Humanist,
city-builder
policies were Alexander's
policies up to the point of his death at the hands of
Aristotle's assassins. His policy was to develop'Babylon
as a center of world humanist culture and world trade,
to dredge the Euphrates
to Babylon, to build roads
linking Babylon to the Mediterranean,
and'to develop
education programs modeled on the Academy throughout the empire.
There is recorded
no policy like i,
known until the conscious
commercial
development
policy of the Salian emperors of the eleventh century,
After his death and the division of his empire among
the generals, (principally)
his enemies, humanist
policies were nonetheless
reestablished
at Athens
until
the Ptolemies brought the Roman legions into Greece.
With that event, and with the defeat of the humanist
faction of the brothers Gracchi,
the Apollo-ridden
evil
that was Rome degenerated
rapidly into the imperial
form. It is upon the latter,
the protofascist
Pax
Romana, that the post-1660 Restoration
British Black
Guelph faction modeled its eighteenth century-adopted
policy of Pax Britannica--or,
rightly named, Pox Britannica.
Behind mouthings
of adoration
of British
agents-of-influence
Metternich
and Bismarck, it is the
Pox Britaflnica
to which British ,agent-of-influence
Henry Kissinger is dedicated.
The legacy of Plato and Aristotle reemerged
in the
Hellenic world in and through the influence of the rise
of Christianity
as the fascist economic order that was
imperial Rome underwent its lawful internal decay and
weakening of its authority. (17) It is not irrelevant that
Christian
humanism
made no significant
headway
among the Latins themselves,
but only enslaved Hel:

relatively barbaric Europe becomes most notable in the
time of Charlemagne,
and the circumstance
of Charlemagne's liaison with his contemporary,
Caliph Harun
al-Rashid of Baghdad.
From that point, a fight was
joined in Europe between the Aristotelians
(the monetarist banker-linked
forces attempting,
and often
succeeding, in controlling the papacy) and the humanist currents.
Some of these Roman banking families were Jewish,
bankers speculating
in Roman real estate and engaged
in control of a significant part of Mediterranean
trade
through correspondent
connections with banking families as distant as Baghdad.
Historically the most important of such Jewish banking families of Rome was the Pierleoni. (18) Emulating
another Roman Jewish banking family which had "converted" earlier to Christianity,
to successfully benefit.
from the financial advantages of the papacy, the Pierleoni "converted"
with the same purpose in view. One
member of the family, styling himself Pope Gregory V I,
took the direct route to his goal, buying the papacy
from an incumbent pope. That sordid arrangement
was
nullified by intervention
of the German emperor, and
ex-Gregory
VI and his heir Hildebrand,
later Pope
Gregory VII, were hustled off into exile,
t
This occurred during the eleventh century, and is no
quaint element of church history but the focus of a
chain of events which shaped the course of history over
the following centuries,
until the culmination
of this
policy in the mid-fourteenth
century Black Death's killing of about half the existing population
of central
Europe. To follow events from 1045 AD to 1453 AD in
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the Mediterranean

one must move one's attention

con-

stantly back and forth along the map from Rome to as
far eastward as Mongolia. All the principal elements of
history over that period are directly linked,
From approximately
1045 AD, Hildebrand,
later
Pope Gregory VII, was shaping European history for
the worst. Hildebrand's immediate principal allies were
Lotharingen, Matilda of Tuscany, the Guelphs allied
to Maltilda, and the rich, corrupt Cluniac monastic
order in France. Hildebrand's adversaries were the empire itself, the independent
bishops and other clergy of
the Church, and the humanist forces generally.
Three principal operations of that period were decisive in enabling Hildebrand to seize the papacy. First,
the Norman conquest of Saxon England and the associated project for the Norman conquest of Sicily.
Second, the murder of three popes, two by Aristotelian
methods within twenty-three _tays of one another, by
Hildebrand's family's associates, a family then, among
other functions,
providing catering services to the
papacy. Third, the alliance with the Seljuk Turkish
mercenaries to attempt to crush the last bastions of
Ismaili influence within Islam.
Through Hildebrand's
securing the papacy, he, as
Pope Gregory VII, instituted a series of what are euphemistically termed "reforms,"
which like man_, reputed
refbrms, were efficiently dedicated to institutionalizing
a more hideous corruption than the reforms were
reputed to have remedied.
First, the Norman conquest of Saxon England.
Saxon England was a far more civilized place in 1065
than it became again for a long time after the monstrous looting of the population by the Normans. It was
the northern base of the Great Design of the German
emperors, the northern point of trade routes running
into Venice and up across the mountain
passes of
Switzerland and Austria into the course of the Rhine
and its tributaries.
From the Black Sea, up the Danube,
another channel
of trade moved northward,
joining
with the Rhine tributaries.
To the West, the Rhone and
the Seine provided another axis of north-south
trade,
branching into the Meuse. At the intersection
of the
headwaters
0f these French rivers, in the vicinity of
Aachen (Aix.la-Chapelle)
down to the present Swiss
border along the Rhine, east-west
routes of trade
joined, The Weser and the Elbe had emerging similar
functions.
From the rich south of France,
in the
Languedoc
of the Aibigensian
developments,
from
Toulouse, along the Garonne to the port of Bordeaux,
another key route linked the Mediterranean
to the
Saxon kingdom in the north._
The eleventh-century
levels of per capita wealth and
ratios of wealth in trade may appear tiny now, but those

The highpoint of Medieval humanist culture saw a wave of
cathedral building throughout Europe. Consuming in toto
more stone than was u_ed to build the ancient Egyptian
p.vramids, these advanced engineering marvels were
deliberately designed to display rays of sunlight, symbolizing.lbr the congregation the "?light o["reason" -- a
concept dating back to Plato, while at the same time the&
grandeur and splendor celebrated the power o["the human
reason which designed and built them. Shown here is the
choir o.fthe magni[fcent 150 .foot.high Cologne Cathedral,
begun in 1248, toward the close of the reign of Freder&k H.

quantities
in trade represented
the sinews of transmission of technological
and scientific knowledge. They
have been the portion of the social tissue in which economic growth and progress have been located over the
ages.
Hildebrand
and his co-conspirators
undertook
to
begin breaking the power of the empire by attacking its
ally in the north. With aid of the intelligence-service
capabilities
of the Cluniacs, they attacked the Saxons
on three fronts simultaneously.
They rallied traitorous
33
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tbrces within Saxon England. They deployed the
Scandinavians in an invas.....
ion that was to deplete the
strength of King Harald
prior to the Battle of Hastings. They launched the
Norman invasion as a crusade
in fact, the first crusade as such--with
Church
blessings of the banners of
the invaders and Church
rallying of the invading
forces,
The murdering of elected popes terrorized other
candidates to the point that Hildebrand was able, with
aid of other means, to determine the succession to the
papacy, finally installing himself,
A faciion of Baghdad bankers of that time were allies
of the Pierleoni in the joint fight against humanism,
against city-builder policies.(19) Through their control
of Baghdad and other cities, and through the promotion of Seljuk mercenaries (initially brought from the
vicinity of present-day Afghanistan),
they'held
the
native Islamic population essentially in suppression and
had reduced Ismaili power in the region from Mesopotamiaeastward
almost to nonexistence. However, the
Ismaili tradition and influence was still powerfully embedded in sections of the population (itiwas not to be
uprooted until after the Mongol conquest),
The principal Ismaili figure whose influence the
Baghdad bankers most feared was that of Ibn Sina
(Avicenna). In the effort to eliminate Ibn Sina's (and
other Ismaili) influence, the Baghdad bankers resorted
to the Aristotelian method, the cult-of-Dionysus tactic.
An evil figure of some demogogic skill, al-Ghazali, was
promoted by these bankers and their Seljuk allies,
organizing a "sansculotte"
movement of lumpens and
bedouins to "purify" Islam of reason with an orgy of
murder, rape and book-burning. A study of the commentaries in Burton's
unexpurgated
1001 Nights,
added to the study of the use of the al-Ghazali "Sufi"
movement, identifies the methods principally used to
this day by British intelligence services in manipulating
Arabs and their governments. The British intelligence
services have operated a synthetic "Ismaili" sect since
the end of the eighteenth century (out of Oxford and
Cambridge) and have also operated, with greater emphasis, an international "Sunni" movement also run
out of Oxford, Cambridge and Sussex universities, as
well as the London School of Economics.
By crushing the extremes of humanist influence, and
by strengthening the Normans as a battering-ram-force
against humanism, the Guelph forces associated with
34

the Pierleoni created the circumstances advantageous
for defeating the humanist forces.
Gregory VII's "reforms"
concentrated both on
breaking the independent powe r of the Church's
bishops (the real purpose of his celibacy rule), and
institution of the Aristotelian hoax of"canon law." (20)
The essence of this arrangement was to make Christendom nominally helpless before the swindles deployed
under protection of the papacy by the Roman and other
Guelph-allied banking families, and to ally with the
most bucolically imbecilic strata of the nobility against
"encroachments"
by a humanist, Great Design policy
of development. The other cornerstone of Gregory VII's
policy was the combined institution of t_le Inquisition
and Crusade, although the latter was not formally put
into effect until after his death.
By the close of the eleventh century, the Cluniacs
were too blatantly corrupt to be credible as religious
authorities. They were replaced by the Cistercians, with
whom is associated one of the most evil men in European history, Bernard of Clairvaux, who developed the
model on which Martin Luther's theology was based.
The humanist forces were defeated but not crushed.
The continuity of the Neoplatonic current was fully
•maintained. In the East, Hassan ben Saba raised a new
kind of force able to deal with the brutal methods of the
Seljuks and followers of al-Ghazali, establishing a
countervailing Ismaili power in the Middle East which
persisted until the Mongol conquest of the thirteenth
century. (21) The Knights Templars
and Knights
Hospitalers were influenced by the Ismailis. Despite the
monstrous crimes against humanity perpetrated by a
corrupted papacy in the name of the Crusades, humanist power resurged in Europe, especially around the
Hohenstaufen from Frederick Barbarossa to Frederick
II. Alfonso the Wise of Toledo was a cousin of
Frederick II.
In a concerted operation, the Guelph faction and its
allies to the East broke the power of the humanists during the seventh decade of the thirteenth century, celebrating this with the launching of the InquiSition
against the Jews.
The strategic key to the operation in Europe lay in
Asia. The Mongol invasion was the ke_. Although there
never existed a Mongol "horde" -- the Mongol male
population of that period, boys and men, never exceeded'one million by generous estimate m the Byzantine methods of conquest (chiefly by treachery) employed by Genghis Khan did leave some hideous bloodbaths in their aftermath. The papacy had had a liaison
with the Mongol leaders since the twelfth century, contributing at least one church in Mongolia at so early a
date. It was the papacy which organized the Mongol
invasion.
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ligence and intelligence-evaluations
networks in all
history to date, foresaw the shape of things being ar-

crease in debt-service
payments capability. In the de-

ranged, correctly assessed Genghis Khan's potentials,
and dispatched forty assassins into Mongolia in a reHassan ben Saba, who had one of the best intelgrettably unsuccessful effort to shorten Genghis Khan's
career. (22) The crushing of the economy to the East by
the Mongol advance had the expected effects on
Mediterranean
trade, creating, the circumstances
in
which the Templars were crushed by Philip le Bel of
France, Alfonso the Wise overthrown in Spain, and
Frederick II's power ended in Italy.
The thirteenth century was the period of rise of the
Aristotelian faction as such within the Church. Pre-

pletion and mass vagabondage these austerity meaducing
a short-term
insures produced, the population of central Europe was
turned into a forcing-culture£or epidemic disease
half of the population was
wiped out during the middle
of the century.

viously, the most important intellectual influence in
Europe had been that of Ibn Sina. Although Averroes
of Toledo was not a consistent representative of Ibn
Sina's work, Averroes (Ibn Rushd) was an Ismaili. It
was he who had rebutted al-Ghazali's The Destruction,
the irrationalist attack on Ibn Sina, with his own The

The circumstances of the Black Death were also the
circumstances'of
widespread repudiation of unpayable
debts. This weakening of the power of the Guelph
bankers and Guelph faction provided the opportunity
for a resurgence of the humanist renaissance, this time
in the form of the Renaissance of the fifteenth century.

Destruction
of the Destruction.
(The Turks replied to
Ibn Rushd with a book entitled', The Destruction
of the
Destruction
of the Destruction).
This Ismaili influence
reached Europe not only by way of the Toledo school,
but through Sicily and Venice, especially under the encouragement of Frederick II. All of the intellectual
leaders of Europe in philosophy and science during the
thirteenth century were chiefly influenced by the Ismailis. England's Roger Bacon, for example, who died
in prison at the hands of the Dominicans under the
quisition, is a notable representative of Ibn Sina's influence. To combat the humanist influence associated
with Ibn Sina (Avieenna) the Dominican order was deployed to lead the Inquisition, turning to Aristotle as
the Church's then-adopted
official philosopher,
and
following the policy adopted by Thomas Aquinas in his
irresponsible writings in criticizing the anti-Aristotelian
Ibn Sina as an erring "commentator"
upon Aristotle.
The entire Aristotelian business was a hoax, as Thomas

The Conciliar movement
drastically
refoi_med the
papacy
and was then sent its way. This development
in central Europe was reenforced by the rule of the
humanist Paleologues
in Byzantium.
The longlived _
Georgios Gemistos Plethon, one of the greatest intellects of European history, brought to Italy from Byzantium the large bulk of the writings of Plato and other
relevant materials on which European knowledge of
Plato depends principally to the present date. (24)
This process of humanist progress was attacked by
the Black Guelph in the traditional way
from the
east. The Guelph families of Rome, in alliance with the
patriarch of the Greek Orthodox Church, organized the
fall of Constantinople
into the hands of the Turk,
Muhammad II, "The Conquerer."
(25)
The key to the operation was the adoption of Aristotle
as the official philosopher of the Eastern Church by the
patriarch, a point underlined by the excommunication
of Plethon as a Platonic. This measure, which isolated

Aquinas sadly suspected toward the close of his own
life. (23) During the fifteenth century, the documents
were studied which fully proved the whole Aristotelian
business a hoaX, as well as the concoction known as
"canon law."

the Paleologues from aid by the Greek population, was
decisive. When Constantinople was attacked, it was defended only by four thousand Genoese and a mere two
thousand Greek militia. On the Turkish side, Muhammad II had siege cannon, a technology supplied to him

As a consequence
of the triumph of _he Guelph faction with aid of Aristotle, the Guelph bankers enjoyed
an orgy of debt-pyramiding.
The Jews
unwanted
competition n were driven off, as in England, as a sideeffect of monarch's
receipt of loans from the Bardi,
Peruzzi and other leading Guelph bankers. The pyraraiding of the debts of Europe's monarchs
and other
potentates led to an early fo_m of Schachtian
"fiscal
austerity." The labor on the estates was intensified and
estates significantly
depopulated,
as a means of pro-

by the Guelph families of Rome! At the same time, the
Guelph deployed operations throughout
key points in
Europe, tying up Europeans in these affairs to the point
that no adequate
aid could be dispatched
to Constantinople.
(26)
This Black Guelph alliance with the Turks in the
East was supplemented
by an operation in the West, in
Spain, the activation of the Reconquista
and Inquisition under the leadership
of the evil Ferdinand
of
Aragon and Castile, consort of Isabella. It is consistent

_
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have disastrous effects. The Medici family, intimate collaborators of Plethon, established the Platonic Acad-

It is the ordering of the evolution of
human culture according to the principles
internal to scientific progress
which is the

emy (e.g., of Marsilio Ficino) in Florence and spread
Platonism throughout Europe. Plethon did more than
bring Platonic scholarship to Western Europe. He was

primary feature of competent historiography, the standard of reference with

posedas a policy for defending Byzantium against the
Turks, which incorporates every principal feature of
modern capitalist policy for both industrial and agricultural growth, far in advance of anything Adam

whose governance

inclusively

we comprehend

the failures of human

history,
The key to scientific method, and thus to
i

the mastery of both science and history,
is the method of the Platonic dialogue.

This is also properly termed the
dialectical method, as such a method is
associated with Thales, Heraclitus and
Plato.

with the character of Ferdinand that he, grandson of a
Jew, launched the Inquisition against the Jews of Spain.
Even before the Fugger-bought
accession of Charles V
Hapsburg to the throne of the Holy Roman Empire, the
Guelph bankers of Italy and their client Ferdinand began to perform a crucial role in the destruction of the
culture of the western region of the Mediterranean,
including a growing evil role in Italy.
Although the Spanish infantry continued to play a
potent role in Europe until its decisive defeat of 1653,
Ferdinand
created those institutions
in Spain which
lawfully degraded Spain from a major power into an
impoverished "Third World" nation of the looted Iberian peninsula.
Ferdinand's
role was to increase the dominance of the
bucolic-imbecilic
rural aristocracy of the Reconquista
at the expense of the urban and cultured strata of
Spain, using the Inquisition and the limpieza de sangre
(purity of blood) as the principal instruments
of this social program. It was his policies which shaped the later
Spanish genocide in the, Americas. (During approximately half a century during
the later, sixteenth
century, Spanish methods reduced the population
of
present-day Mexico from over twenty millions to less
than two millions.)
However, it was not until after 1470, notably beginning the 1490s, that the consequences
of the fall of Constantinople
and Ferdinand's
Spanish policies began to
• 36

the author

of a remarkable

policy-formulation,

pro-

Smith, David Ricardo or their successors even understood. Who in Europe knew directly the contents of this
remarkable document is not determined at this point,
but the subsequent policies of France's Louis XI and
the Dudleys of Tudor England show the same general
policy-thrust.

Louis XI, as noted before, established modern
France from the wreckage and pieces it had been over
the preceding centuries, simultaneously multiplying not
only the total wealth of the nation, but the per capita
production of wealth. Through the faction of Navarre,
and such politiques
as Richelieu,
Mazarin, Colbert,
and their eighteenth
century successors
Vergennes,
Turgot,
and Brissot,
French
industrial-capitalist
development
was established.
Through the humanist
faction around the Tudors and the later Commonwealth
Party of John Milton et al., industrial capitalism was
also established in England beyond the ability of the
post-1660 monarchical
forces to undo this accomplishment.

GIORDANO
BRUNO
The most important thinker of the fifteenth century
was Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464),
the first
known thinker (possible excepting Abelard) to fully
replicate the conception of the "necessary existent" earlier developed in the Metaphysics
of Ibn Sina. Nicholas
was a universal mind, noted both for. his politicalscience contributions,
such as the relatively
early
Concordantia Catholica, and his devastating attacks on
Aristotle in the course of rigorously setting forth the
method
later employed
by the greatest
scientific
thinkers of Europe through Gottfried
W. Leibniz.
The most important
direct intellectual
successor of
Cusa was the sixteenth
century
Giordano
Bruno,
burned at the stake by allied Guelph Catholic and
Protestant officials for purely political reasons in 1600.
As a result of the widespread destruction
and suppression of Bruno's writings, and the terror his imprisonment and death effected among so many of his allies
including
Galileo
it remains
an open question
whether we shall ever be able to reconstruct
the full
record of his power and influence in Europe during the
last decades of the sixteenth century.
So feared was

_'

Bruno that even the transcript of his trial was suppressed. What is known to date identifies him as one of
the greatest intellects and most effective political personalities in European history,
It is known that Bruno established a network of organizations throughout Europe, and the chief parts of
his work in England and France are known, especially
his English work. The Dudleys, Sir Philip Sidney, and
Christopher Marlowe were among his closest "colt
laborators in England, and the princes of the House of
Navarre his closest collaborators in France. It is also
known that most extant Shakespeare scholarship is
absurd, on the basis of the evidence 'turned up by
focusing on Bruno's work in England. (28) It is relevant
to all these points that Christopher Marlowe wrote
"Doctor Faustus" in behalf of an effort to rescue Bruno
from the Guelph Inquisition, and that English Tudor
poetry, drama and music were based on the Platonic
/

dialogue as a method, a matter in which Bruno's influence was direct and potent.
Bruno of the late sixteenth century is the key, common link for all humanist networks of the seventeenth
century. As such, he is the dominant figure of that period, although one cannot now
and may never be certain -- determine what proportion of influence he
directly contributed among all the influences intersecting his organizing and related efforts.
In England, more broadly than just among those figures cited, his orbit was known as the "Italians," a
circle to which William Shakespeare was junior, intersecting the work of John Dee, the activities of lthe
teacher of the well-tempered system in England, John
Bull, and the circles of the scientist William Gilbert, the
discoverer of the first principles of magnetism -- among
other achievements.
Directly opposite to Bruno and his allies in England

The victory of the Guelph .faction
in the late thirteenth century and
the consequent
looting of the
European population's
means of
existence led directly to the 14th
century
Black
Death.
The
demoralization
and
bestiality
imposed
upon
the
European
population -- particularly relative
to the "'Golden Age" of the Salians
and Hohenstaufen
that preceded it
-- is expressed in this Florentine
.fresco, completed shortly after the
Black Death.

,
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was the evil Cecil, and Cecil's appendage,
the evil
Francis Bacon. Elizabeth
I vacillated,
balancing,
"neither wholly good nor wholly bad," between the

faction throughout the world, the heir of Penn, Milton,
and others. The French humanists,
for thei¢¢ part,
were essentially Colbertistes,
the historical allies of

Dudley-centered humanists and the Black Guelph faction of the Cecils. After the wretched Essex affair, the
balance was tilted badly. With the accession of the
wretched Stuart, James I, and James's Chancellor of
the Exchequer,
Francis Bacon, an inquisition
was
launched against the humanists, the English economy
was set back, and the circumstances
leading to the
belated beheading of Charles I set into motion,

AMERICA VERSUS
BRITAIN
The Erasmian Thomas More's Utopia was the poorest among the outlines of a project adopted by European humanists,
notably sixteenth century English
humanist leaders such as the Dudleys. The difficulties
of establishing
a humanist republic of viability under
the encumbrance of deeply entrenched Guelphish institutions prompted thought of the ancient policies of the
classic humanist city-builders. Go to the Americas, tak-

_the English Commonwealth
Party faction. Moreover,
this alliance between Commonwealth
Party and Colbertistes was a continuation of the alliance between the
Tudor humanists of England and the House of Navarre
from the fifteenth century, with roots going back to the
time of Louis XI. The key eighteenth century figure to
be added into the account is Gottfried Leibniz, the last
universal mind of old Europe.
Against the humanists of the eighteenth century was
arrayed the most evil machine ever developed, the Black
Guelph ruling elite of Britain.
In the aftei:=_ath of the victory of the _ommonwealth,
the Black Guelph oligarchical families of Britain had
either squatted sullenly in Britain, or had fled to the
continent, the core to Holland. In exile, the leaders of
this faction drew upon the resources of their allies
throughout Europe, determined to build a policy and
machine which would ensure their power forever, if-as they were determined m they could once again

ing some of the best of the European' humanists, and
build a humanist society there by bringing modern
technology to the natives. Use this as a base for building
a humanist world order. (29)
This i_roject was more vigorously pursued in the ebb
of Elizabeth's reign and the hideousness of the Stuarts.
The Massachusetts
Bay Colony, Penn's Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, were leading elements of a
general effort by the Commonwealth
Party to launch
such humanist colonizing projects during the seventeenth century. So, a selection of the best humanist
minds of Europe and their predominantly literate supporters established those colonies. (Consequently, during the last half of the eighteenth century the literacy
rate and social-productivity
of the Americans was more
than double that of Britain.i
In effect, the American Revolution was a civil war be-

ensconce themselves in power in Britain.
, Brooding in exile, these forces m typified by Hobbes,
Francis Bacon's former secretary, and John Locke
worked out their master plan for dealing with the
Platonic-Neoplatonic
influence they hated and feared.
Francis Bacon was their point of departure, and Aristotle their principal guide. They emulated Aristotle with
a vengeance, hoping to replicate what they saw as Addstotle's victory over Plato's Academy. In the course of
this they studied, attempted to master, and also to suppress from public knowledge the skills of their Neoplatonic enemies.
This development went through a second phase during the last decades of the eighteenth
century. The
defeat of Britain by the American Revolution and
League of Armed Neutrality was a crisis for Britain, a
crisis which led to the fore the circles of Lord

tween the humanist and Guelph factions within British
culture. It was a direct continuation of the civil war in
seventeenth century England, and, was seen rightly as a
civil war by those American leaders, typified by Paine,
who sought to extend the American Revolution into
England itself. By the close of the eighteenth century,
there was an unbridgable
gulf between the leading
American humanists and the ruling British empiricists.
As is generally known, the success of the American
Revolution was secured, strategically, through the aid
of the League of Armed Neutrality as well as French
direct aid. The French "aid was the center of this. The
point of the matter is not that Benjamin Franklin
secured French aid, but that Franklin was the leading
American representative
of the Commonwealth
Party

Shelburne,
Shelburne's
protege
William
Pitt the
Younger, and Shelburne's master of dirty work, Jeremy
Bentham.
This crew, using Swiss and French agents under
London's direction, wrecked.French
credit (Necker),
mobilized the slum population (sansculottes) as an initial wrecking force (Orleans's staging of the stoiming
Of the Bastille, etc.), and then launched their trained
agents Danton and Marat to Set in motion the Jacobin
Terror, launching the latter from inside the faction of
Necker protege and dupe Robespierre. The success of
the Shelburne gang in reducing continental Europe into
a war-ruin until 1814, and the successful establishment
of the bucolic imbecility, the Holy Alliance, as an instrument for paying dividends on deb_ to the City of
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The American
Civil Witr was only one aspect of a global deployment
of British-centered
monetarists
to complete the work begun when the Treaty of Vienna ratified monetarist
hegemony
over continental
Europe.
The Confederacy
was a British
project
to
dismember
the United States. At the same time, the British dispatched
Napoleon IH of
France to invade Mexico,
in a campaign
to stamp out humanist
influences
in Latin
America
which were centered
around Mexican President
Benito Juarez. British
tool
Bismarck
was being groomed to help carve up Russia, and a fourth
battleground
was
Japan, where a .faction based on the economic
theories of Americans
Hamilton
and
Henry Carey battled a British-backed
"'Rothschild"
faction.

British Empire and allied states:

_

0
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The British plans were defeated by a triad of leaders who drew
Alexander
Hamilton
and the American
_bunding fathers as
President Lincoln,
Russia's Czar Alexander
H, and Juarez.
particularly
significant
for the eventual success of the Union.
and their French stooges were deterred .from e'ntering
the
Confederacy
only by the Czar's public expressions
of support
included the dispatch of Russian fleetsto New York and San
British threat, as well as conveying
messages that a British
United States would be regarded as a casus belli by Russia."

explicitly on the work of
their point of reference:
The Czar's efforts were
During 1862, the British
war on the side of the
for the Union _ which
Francisco
to counter the
intervention
against the
1

London, established the Shelburne gang and its tradition as the ruling force in and around the British monarchy to the present date.

and other mythologies
concocted
for such credulous
fools as themselves, the British can perform the same
tired old Aristotelian
swindles upon them yet another

The poor fools, with a "different
perception"
of
history, are the lawful, helpless prey of that mob., attached to the British monarchy. Believing the historical

tim_, without facing an effective defense, and without
the victims even then awakening to the reality of what!
has been done to them.

II.THE KEY TO HISTORY
The rigorous study of human history as a whole procoeds methodologically
from a preliminary
division of
historiography
into three sub-categories.
Each of these
three, overlapping categories is distinguished
from the
other two by a specific time-span of its principal,
distinct applicability,
and also by the distinctions
among
methods and materials of evidence peculiarly emphatic
for each time-span,
The first is history as such, the conscious history of
the rise of Mediterranean
and adjoining civilization as
developed from the starting point of literary evidence,
This category begins as a continuity in approximately
the eight century BC.
The second category is archeological
history, whose
span begins, varying with locale, approximately
between eight and four thousand
BC. Although
some
literary or protoliterary
records are obtained from parts
of this part, the evidence employed is predomi,lantly
, non-literary artefacts from the sites of urban centers,
The methods developed in such work have been extended in application
to, agrarian
and pastoral sites,
and to earlier periods,
The third sub-category
is the paleontological
history
of our species. This is currently believed to begin between two and three million years ago, during the

ing literary records must be approached
with the assumption that such records either are or might probably
be defective on several counts. The following illustrative
listing of the kinds of probable defects adequately presents the point for this stage of the discussion.
First, narrative history begins as we have noted, with
surviving literary records available to us. This includes
not only ordinary literary records, but inscriptions
on
various monuments
and so forth. This source-material
as a whole has the obvious defect of not including
documents which have not survived, some of which may
be as significant
as those prominent
in the available
collections.
It also omits the literary materials
not
written, but which would be required
if we were to
possess testimony
concerning
all important
transactions. There are, similarly, the monuments
which
were either destroyed -- or not constructed
-- to the
same effect. In all this, in most periods the portion of
the population
which left a literary_ record was small
and selective.
Second, in addition to willful falsifications
of fact in
official and other source-documents,
the rulership and
internal ordering of societies has always centered to this
time a_ound sets of mythologies. Only special categories
of records, created by special kinds of persons under

Pleistocene.
f
Beginning with the first category, history as such, the
preliminary
ordering
of the account
is produced
through cross-checking
literary records and of some
other foiiiis of other evidence, to produce the reconstructed annals of a period of culture in terms of such
sources. The literary bits and pieces are thus assembled
into a reasonably
corroborated
narrative
account of
notable events reported to have occurred at the indi-

special circumstances
have the authorit_¢ of candor, and
still fewer of that same special class represent el.]icient
candor tbr the professional
historian's
purposes.
In
general, the source-documents
of history have not been
designed on the basis of"objectivity."
History has been
recorded chiefly tbr the time and circumstances
in
which source-documents
were written. What is said is
usually intended to be credible by prevailing standards
of that period. Usually, tot a report to meet the con-

,cared points of the calendar. This sort of narrative account is indispensable,
but only prelimifiary to actual
historiography.
It does not represent in itself the essential quality of workmanship
by which the historian is
properly distinguished
from the mere story-teller.
Historiography
begins with informed distrust of literarysource-documents
from the periods studied. Surviv-

temporary requirements
of credibility, it must not make
itself incredible
by offending
prevailing
mythologies
entirely. It must, in most cakes, appeal to credibility as
some existing mythology of that time defines credibility.
Surviving documents,
even were they adequate
as
accounts of significant occurrences,
could not reflect
reality as the disciplined
historian properly requires.

i
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Bismarck (in white coat, right
jbreground)
presides
at
the
coronation of Kaiser Wilhelm I at
the French palace'_of Versailles in
1871, the culmination of years of
British e.fforts to "unify" Germany
under
Bismarck's
nominal
control.
The
British
had
unleashed their puppet "Iron
Chancellor" against the hapless
Napoleon IH in the preceding
year's Franco-Prussian
War to
head qff French impulses toward
industrial-capitalist development.

They reflect, overall, principally
a mixture of willful
falsifications
and adaptations
to the mythologies
of
their place and time.
Third, apart from falsifications
and mythologies,
most of the authors
of source-documents
were in-

Bismarck's accession to the Prussian Chancellory was
in no respect chiefly a product of Circumstances
internal either to Prussia itself or Germany as a whole.
Bismarck was conspicuously
a cultivated protege of the
House of Rothschild,
and ascended to the Chancellory

competent to judge the events of their time, to determine why certain consequences
ensued from this or that
development,
or what was in tact important
in determining the course of events,
All these and related faults of source-documents
and
related evidence, the historian
must remedy. History
merely as given to us from sources does not yield a
narrative to which we can directly and competently
address the questions beginning with "Why?"

through notable
interventions
centered
in London
origins. In all major respects, Bismarck was a British
agent-of-influence.
He won the war with Austria (1866)
because London rigged the treasuries and the "radical"
movements of Europe to procure and secure that result.
He won the Franco-Prussian
war under London's
auspices and pre-arrangements.
It was the British
oligarchy's prefei'ence that Germany be unified (in its
main parts) under a Prussian monarchy and oligarchy
being molded by London's intluence into emulation of
the British model.

THE CASE OF BISMARCK
A further, principal
problem of historiography,
a
problem which few generally accredited historians have'
so far comprehended
in anything near adequacy, is the
impossibility of developing a competent
account of an
isolated part of history in terms of materials available in
sources from such a specific locale and period. The case
of Bismarck illustrates the point,
Most of the textbook
and related
treatment
of
Bismarck and of Germany during the last half of the
nineteenth century is almost useless tor understanding
the "Why?" of the events of that period and region,

Although one can point meaningfully
to prominent,
included features of the nineteenth century "concert of
Europe"
to account
tot the secondary
aspects of
London's Prussian
preference,
the criteria by which
those empirics were judged in London are not located in
the nineteenth century, but in the millennial history of
the "Persian
model" policies of the Black Guelph
faction.
London's Prussian policy is clearer when compared
with London's
policy concerning
Napoleon
III, its
Mexican
policy, and its policy for attempting
to
reconquer the United States.
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The France

of Napoleon

III was notably

a Saint-

until Louis XI completed

the work inaugurated

around

Simonian sort of deformed
humanist-republican
impulse tbr industrial
progress,
contained
within and
overwhelmed by arrangements
dominated
more visibly
by the "'second emperor
of France,"
Baron James
Rothschild. To be more exact, foimer British special
gendarme
Louis Bonaparte
had been preferred
by
British influences,
to' the purpose of containing
the
rephblican impulses expressed in the events of 1848 and
1848"s aftermath.

the figure' ofJeanne
d'Arc.
Although Navarre was allied to the humanist Tudor
faction, and Cromwell's England to Mazarin's France,
France's English allies had always been the Guelphs'
enemies.
The model for British Guelph French policy from
1660 to the present date is the House of Orange's
operation
against Colbert's
France.
The House of
Orange undermined
both the French Colbertistes and

Thus. within limits, Napoleon III was for a time an
interest of London's tbreign policy. By 1866_1870 the
time had arrived, in London's perception, for dumping
Louis Napoleon.
In the broadest terms, the weakening
of France's
power on the continent of Europe had been the policy of
the Guelph faction and that faction's Roman-banker
predecessors since the time of Charlemagne.
The pope
who officiated at the imperial crowning of Charlemagne
and Charlemagne
recognized one another as principled
adversaries,
not notably on personal grounds, but in
termg of the policies and interests they respectively
represented and typified. It was not a conflict between

the Dutch humanists
(De V_itt, Spinoza, et al.), by
strengthening
the grip of the rural-aristocratic
faction
in Louis XIV's court, and launching Louis XIV into his
wars against the House qt'Orange. In the course of that
development, the humanist forces in both England and
France
were
then
weakened
significantly,
by
Marlborough's
campaigns
in behalf of the DutchHanoverian interest, and by the simultaneous
launching of the two fiaaancial bubbles, the South Sea Island
and Mississippi bubbles, in both England and France.
The same policy was applied,
somewhat
more
elaborately to post-1783 France. It must be borne in
mind, to understand Anglo-Dutch Black Guelph policy

the emperor and Christian Church, but between Europe
and the tbrces committed
to the "Persian
model,"
which latter at that point, and too frequently thereafter,
controlled the papacy. This difference was expressed
tbimaily by Charlemagne's
denunciation of the forgery
known as "The Donation of Constantine;"
the forgery
which purported
to be the Emperor
Constantine's
decree placing secular rule of the Western
Roman
Empire under the authority of the bishop of Rome.
France's position as the strongest
of the civilized
nations of western Europe represented
to the Roman
bankers controlling the papacy the key political force
capable of undoing their efforts to perpetuate
the

during that period, that it had been the French-le d
League 'of Armed
Neutrality
which
had
proven
strategically
decisive in enabling
the victory of the
American Revolution. After scrambling the post-1789
efforts of French humanists
to construct
a French
republic on the basis of the American
constitutional
model and policies, London and its allies undid the
related impulses among the circles around Carnot
through Napoleon I.
It must be noted, to appreciate British policy of that
period, that 1784-1812 England was objectively helpless
against the power of France. Despite the myths later
concocted for the misdirection of the credulous, France

policies of the cult of Apollo and its Stoic version under
Christian titles,
The Scandinavian berserkers'
invasion of France was
the first of the principal
developments
which had
weakened France to the advantage of the "Christian"
agents of the cult of Apollo. The weakening of France
had shifted the main political focus of opposition to
Apoilonian
policies to the German
Holy Roman
emperor.
However,
without
an alliance
between
Germany and France, subsequent
history repeatedly
demonstrated,
the combination
needed to defeat the
Apollonian interest was usually lacking,
Guelph policies against France date efficiently from
the founding of the Guelph faction during the eleventh
century. The Guelph
mobilization
of the Norman
Conquest of Saxon England created a Noiman power in
the north of France which, especially after Simon de
Montfort's slaughter of the Albigensians,
threatened,
weakened and repeatedly
almost destroyed
France,

of the last half of the eighteenth century was by far the
major and most progressive industrial
power of the
world -- despite the oligarchical
yoke of serfdom
persisting in French agriculture.
Only by inducing
France to destroy itself on the continent of Europe
could Britain defeat France -- and also place all
Europe under the British satrapy known as the Holy
Alliance. In addition to Anglo-Dutch
agent Talleyrapd.
and despite continued humanist tendencies represented
by Carnot, the Napoleonic
regime was riddled with
Black-Guelphish
ideologies, typified by the oligarchical
struttings of the Napoleonic
elite and the degrading
influence of Roman law, Napoleon I, by emulating the
tbllies of Louis XIV, ultimately won the Napoleonic
wars for England.
The model of Napoleon I was parodied by the British
and their allies ;in fostering the judo tactic embodied in
Napoleon III.
What London feared, especially after its experience
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The
murder
of Dutch
humanist
jan
de Witt
and
his
brother
Cornelius

at the

hands

of a

hired mob in 1672, as
depicted
in a contemporary
print
by
Romeyn
de Hooghe.
Allied with Spinoza and
supporters of the English
Commonwealth, the De
Witts were murdered
and
their
bodies
mutilated by rioters paid
with funds provided by
the House of Orange and
laundered through the
Calvinist
"alms"-giving
charity network.
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in the United States' Civil War, was the potemtial that
French and German Rhineland
industrial interests
would ally programmatically
with the emerging political
labor movement of those nations, and set into motion
an "American Revolution" on the continent of Europe.
This potentiality London perceived 'to be the fatal
weakness situated in the regime of Napoleon III, and so
the basis in perception
for the urgency
of the

the British:linked Godoy, and the British puppet-status
of Spain and Portugal throughout the nineteenth (into
the twentieth) century, had left the active kernel of the
Spanish humanists in the colonies.
" Thus, one had, in the case of Mexico, the irony of an
independent monarchy pushed forward by the British
rulers of Spain, where the Mexican humanists still
aspired to play their role in the Greater Spain project.

humiliation of France by a Germany under Prussian
rule.
Admittedly,
in following
that Prussian
policy,
London set into motion in Germany
an industrial
impulse echoing,awkwardly
the very impulse it had
attempted to crush in France. However, this oversight
of London's did not take important political form until
alter the ushering of Bismarck from the Chancellory.
The circumstances
of 1866-1871 in Europe were
determined
by preceding" developments
in North
America.
The "French
faction"
in the eighteenth
century
Spanish Borbon court had transmitted into the cultured
circles of Latin America the echo of the "Great Design"
policy which was the Greater Spain project. All the
Spanish colonies were to be elevated in political status
to form a transatlantie Spanish state, a state dedicated
to scientific, technological
and cultural progress. The
defeat of this humanist faction in Spain by the rise of

the transatlantic _republic.
Among the most fortunate of the Spanish colonies
intellectually was Mexico, the nation in which the
humanist influencewas most deeply planted and solidly
based in the intelligentsia. Here, a genuine civil war has
been conducted down into the establishment
of the
modern Mexican constitution, the struggle between the
humanist faction (e.g., Obregon,
et al.) and the
oligarchical traditions
of the antihumanist
Spanish
Recon#uista,
a constitution
which is otherwise
intbrmally known as the continuing Mexican (humaniSt)
revolution.
During the middle of the nineteenth century, the
Mexican humanist tradition was centered around the
Kantian Benito Juarez, who gained the leadership of his
nation and proceeded toward putting into motion the
humanist policies shared by the "French" faction of the
eighteenth century Borbon court and by their allies the
American revolutionaries. On the pretexts of the British
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THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY
1550

Italy

1600
Glordano Bruno

Galileo Galilei

Gioseffo Zerllno
(1517-1590): Musical
theorist and proponent
of well-tempered

(1540-1600): Leading
international humanist
organizer; scientist,
philosopher, and
author. Burned

(1564-1642): Leading
scientist and opponent
of Aristotelianism.
Correspondent of
Kepler and William

scale, Teacher of
Galileo's father.

as a heretic by
'the Inquisition.

Gilbert; acquainted
with Milton.

Scandinavia,
,.,
y_erm'_n
.-

"" and

Central Europe

Fra nce

•

_

Tycho Brahe

Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630):Initiates
modern mathematical
physics with his
Astronomia Nova

Gustavus Adolphus
(1594-1632): King of
Sweden. Fought
Hapsburgs in Thirty

_15,6-1601): Danish
astronomer;
imperial .

(1603); Brahe
successor
to
Tycho
in

Yeats War; promoted
commerce,
industry,

mathematician
Bohemia.

Bohemia:
Friend
ally of Bruno,
• and

and
education in
Sweden.

in

"

Jean Bodln
(1530-1596): Politique
and architect of a
unified France: linked

Girard Desargues
(1593-1662): Engineer,
mathematician and
architect: introduced
Descartes to Richelieu _.
Rene Descartes
(1596-1650):Humanist
organizer, scientist.
and philosopher.
Publishes humanist

to GresHam tendency
in England.

program. A Discourse
on Method, 1637. •

"

1

Jan van Olden
Barneveldt
(1547-1619):Dutch
statesman: all,,, of
the Tudors. connected
with Grotius.

Simon Stevin
(1548-1620): Scientist.
mathematician and
engineer. Battled
Aristotelianism:
first
introduced decimals
into widespread usage,
Jan Sweelinck
(1562-1621):Organist
and composer:
influenced Bach.

Thomas Gresham
(1519-1579):Tudor
financier: promoted
industrialization of
England.

Christopher Marlowe
(1564-1603):Humanist
playwright: ally and
protege of Giordano
Bruno.

John Bull
(1562-1628): Physicist.
composer, and musical
theorist. Attacked

John Dee
(1527-1608): Tudor
intelligence officer:
mathematician

Robert Dudley
(1532-1588):Leading
organizer against the
Hapsburgs: sought to

William Gilbert
(1544-1603): Physician
to Tudor Court: author
of De Magnete. basic

by Francis Bacon.
William Shakespeare
(1564-1619): Humanist
playwright. Opposed

William Harvey
(1578-1657): Found

scientist and ally
of Giordano Bruno.

create an EnglandFrance-Netherlands

treatise on magnetism.
pu.blished in 1600.

Stuart takeover of
English thrdne,

path of circulation of
the blood. 1628.

Low Countries

England

--

America
44

_
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axis.

Hugo Grotius
(1583-1645): Humanist
organizer and legal
theoretician:
formulated theory
of international
law based on
natural law.

-

William Bradford
(1590-1657):Pilgrim
father; first governor
of Plymouth Colony.
Had connectionsto
Leyden University.
John Winthrop, Sr.
(1588-1649): First
governor of
Massachusetts; leading
opponent of James I.

The American

Revolution

was the product

of more

than

two centuries

of international

humanist

cgntered
around
Erasm us, Bruno
and the English
Tudors
actively
worked
to develop
the New
the growth
of America
as support for their program
to industrialize
France:
and the scientific
by Leibniz's
networks
were rapidly
circulated
in the Am erican colonies.

1650

organizing.

European

humanists

World;
the_French
COlbertistes
saw
and political
conceptions
generated

1700

1750
t

t PiC_"ured beside

John Amos Comenius
(1592-1670): Educator
based in Bohemia;
associated with
Hartlib and Milton;
visited England
during Commonwealth
period. Friend of
John Winthrop. Jr.

Cardinal Richelieu
(1602-1661): Forged
modern French nation;
opponent of Hapsburg
designs in Central
Europe: linked to
Descartes.

G.W. von Leibniz •
(1646-1716): Humanist
"organizer. philosopher
and scientist. Fought
to revive "Grand
Design" in Europe.
Elaborated conception
of the unity of
natural and human laW.

-

Cardinal Mazarin '
(1602-1661I: Successor
to Richelieu: ally of
Cromwell and De Witt:
architect of,League
of the Rhine. 1658.

Rembrandt van Rijn
11606-1669):Dutch
painter: innovator in
printmaking techniques
and one of history's
greatest portrait
artists. Humanist ally
of Huygens. Spinoza.
De Witt.•

f
II

Jan De Wilt
(1625-1672): Dutch
statesman: allied with
Commonwealth against
House of Orange. 1654.
Murdered by tnonetarist
mob.-1672,

Eugene of Savoy
(1663-1736): Fostered
growth of humanist
forces in Austria:
correspondent of
Leibniz.

Jean-Baptlste Colbert
(1619-1683): French
statesman: centralized
nation's finances and
developed national
industrialization
program. Patron of
science and the arts.•

Benedict Spinoza
(1632-1677):Humanist
philosopher and
political theorist:
allied with De Wilt.
Formulated advanced
e_icat conception of
individuals' responsibility
to effect progress,

Christiaan Huygens
(1629-1695): Leading
scientist: tutored
Liebniz in
mathematics. •

John Milton
(1608-1674): Poet and
political theoretician

_
_

,

,_

I

_'l_
L
of the Commonwealth.
_:<,
_
Oliver Cromwell •
,1iI_,,
I
"'_ (1599-1658): Leader
"_lll_L_
of Great Rebellion
_ "Ili1_'_ _`
V_"
against the Stuarts:
• _llll_
A _
established English
_monwealth.

1649.

Thomas Dudley
(1576-1653): Four
times governor of
Massachusetts between
1634-1650:founder of
Harvard College.
Descendant.of
Robert Dudley.

"

Roger Williams
(1603-1685): Friend
of Milton. opponent
of Charles I.
Founded Providence.
1636: Rhode Island.
1644.

Samuel Hartlib
(1600-1662): Economist
and educational
reformer: active in
England during Commonwealth period: friend

Robert Hooke
(1635-1703): Inventor
and scientist:
professor at

and ally of Milton

Gresham College.

. John Winthrop, Jr.
(1606-1676):Governor
of Massachusetts and
founder of Connecticut. Scientist and
correspondent of
Milton. Hartlib. and
Leyden arabists.
William Penn
(1644-1728): Founder
of Pennsylvania• 1681.

'

Increase Mather
James Logan
(1639-1723): Scholar.
(1674-1751): Secretary
scientist, colonial
to William Penn. 1699.
ambassador to England,
Merchant, scientist,
President of Harvard
- founder of humanist
Cotlege and Minister
library in
at church attended by
Philadelphia which
Franklin. Founded
was an organizing
Philosophical Society.
center for Franklin.

f

Benjamin Franklin
(1706-1790): Leading
humanist organizerof
Junto
in 1727;founded
gained
18th century;
international renown
for scientific work.
Led American Revolution
George Washington
(1732-1799): Leader
of pro-industrial faction
in the South: early collaborator of Franklin;
commander of Colonial
armies and first Pres•dent of United States.
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imperial doctrine
o'f "limited
sovereignty"
and the
collection
of Mexico's
debt
service payments
to
European bankers, London organized
a joint British,
French. Spanish invasion and occupation
of Mexico.
The Foreign Legion of Napoleon III was assigned the
_duty of looting the Mexican pophlation in behalf of the
London bankers. This tbrerunner
of fascist economic

,

pohcles was nominally le_itimized by the installation of
the Hapsburg
Maximilian
on the Mexican
throne.
London's adherence
to the "Persian
model" showed
clearly,
London's
Mexican project was contingent
on the
success of London's companion project for dividing the
United States itself into several squabbling
tyrannies.
Rothschild
agent August
Belmont
identified
those
objectives with shameless candor in his correspondence
of that period. A Confederacy, based on chattel slavery
and ruled by a slave-owning oligarchy, was to rule in the
southeast,
under the custody
in part of London
Rothschild
agent and Confederate
Treasurer
Judah
Benjamin. The Western states were to be split away,
under British influence•
(British agents centered
in
British Columbia treat the states of Washington
and
Oregon as colonies about to be recover/ed by Canada to
the present day..One cannot understand the politics of a
certain
senator
from Washington
unless
one understands
this point.)
The labor-industrialist
alliance rallied ,around the
Clay-Carey Whig-Neoplatonic humanist-Abraham
Lincoln. by the end of 1862 proved itself in the process
of defeating the British project to destroy the United
States. During 1863. the British monarchy dropped the
project, and also abandoned the Mexican project to the
untortunate
Napoleon III and his puppet Maximilian.
Much is made. too much, of the prominence
.of
names
such
as
Rothschild,
Mendelssohn,
Oppenheimer,
and so tbrth in London's evil operations
against Germany. France, the United States. The role

,

of these Jewish financial houses correlates,
a bit too
quickly and conclusively in the minds of some, with the
role of Jewish financial families in the horrors which
have beset civilization during the period since the eighth
century BC. A brief summary
of the relevant
observations should be included at this point, to show the
tblly of the "international
Jewish conspiracy."
According
to admissions
conceded
by Winston
Churchill at the close of the last world war, there were
two points of the Nazi regime at which the British had
the option of ridding Germany of the Nazi-pest. The
first was during
1938, when Admiral
Canaris
and
members of the military ,general staff had an operation
in place for oVerthrowi'ng Hitler. Winston Churchill
personally intervened to prevent the plot (rpm being
carried through. During the war itself; Allen Dulles and
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BenitoJuarez

others had established
links with generals and others
prepared
to dump
Hitler,
the conspiracy
which
ultimately
expressed
itself as the "generals'
plot."
Churchill
once again directly intedcened
to prevent
support of this plot. This Churchill admitted to have
been British government policy (omitting mention of his
personal role in the matter)• Churchill's
reply to the
parliamentary
question, credibly reported to have been
drafted by the same Hugh Trevor-Roper
who sponsored
the postwar doctrine
of German
"collective
guilt."
emphasized that Britain did not support the overthrow
of Hitler, because His Majesty's government
preferred
Hitler to his opponents
in each instance•
That matter highlights in the sharpest fashion the
nature
of the relationghip
between
the British
monarchy's
"court
Jews."
such as the House of
Rothschild, and the forces which actually rule Britain.
The Rothschilds,
in particular,
have shown themselves
persistently,
tearfully
perceptive
of that
reality,
struggling to secure the added protection of the highest
possible aristocratic
titles for each branch
of their
family. In a sense, the Rothschilds
are a nominal and
important part of the British aristocracy,
but no Jew
could ever become truly an insider to the most crudely
anti-Semitic stratum of power existing on earth today.
....-The phenomenon
exemplified
for popular
con-

\
i
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""

templation by the name Rothschild is, from the Jewish
side, the pursuit of the policy of "Jewish survival" on
the terms traditionally adopted by a majority of "court
Jews" over the centuries
especially since the thirteenthcentury, Some Jews in that stratum are known to
view the matter explicitly in those terms. On grounds of
overwhelming evidence, one assumes that most
members of "court Jewish" families either attempt to
hide the issue from themselves whenever possible as
some are known to do, or view it less blindly in
essentially the indicated terms."

crucial on this connection. However, the United States
was committed to ending chattel slavery, until the close
of the Napoleonic wars in Europe. Britain's control of
the Holy Alliance, of the high seas of commerce and
world trade placed the isolated United States in the
position, aided by corrupted New England commercial
interests, in which an increase in black chattel slavery
was imposed upon the United States, an increase accelerated by the election of British agent-of-influence
Andrew Jackson to the U.S. Presidency.
The thrust of Jackson's and Van Buren's policies was

It is by
"_ being indispensable to their oligarchical Black
Guelph masters, accomphshmg for those masters what
the masters could not accomplish otherwise for
themselves, that the "court Jew" survives as a "court
Jew." In this fashion, by virtue of this often morally
wretched and always degrading sort of outstanding
service to his oligarchical masters, the "court Jew"
produ6es evidence apparently supporting the myth of
the "the international Jewish conspiracy." What is the
origin of the Rochschilds? Out of the ranks of Germany's "court Jews." What is the origin of the Jewish
financial houses known as the Oppenheimers,' the
Mendeissohns? The same. Jewish fear is key.
It is against the background of events so exemplified
that one probes the British oligarchical mind to locate
the criteria which governed London's decision to
sponsor Bismarck as its "man in the PrusSian Chancellory." Prince Albert was explicit. The Prussian
aristocracy needed to be led into better info,med,
British oligarchical ways of doing things, to understand
the importance of the charades of "liberalism" as a
means ibr strengthening
-- and masking -- the
autocratic, oligar_ical power behind the charade. The
essential thing, excluding all those criticisms London
did moot or may have mooted concerning the Prussian
oligarchy, was to promote the "Persian model"
to
proceed pragmatically toward the"feudalist"
utopia to
which Black Guelph tradition remains committed to the
present date.
Advance the oligarchical cause pragmatically: that is
British-centered Black Guelph policy. Abandon a
vulnerable flank here. Seek to position the influence of
the oligarchy advantageously there. Plant the seeds of
future strategic oligarchical advantage where nothing
more is feasible. Meanwhile, move constantly to isolate
and destroy the Platonic-Neoplatonic
influences
everywhere, under all conditions, whether as political
forces, as national policies, as factional policies, or in
the sciences, music, literature, and so forth.
The case of the North American Confederacy is
exemplary. (1) By a narrow squeak, chattel slavery was
not outlawed with the establishment
of the U.S.
Constitution. The need tbr the votes from Virginia was

to wreck the United States" previous policy of scientific
and industrially centered technological progress, and to
impose a "zero growth," rurally oriented policy. The
promotion of black chattel slavery was an integral part
of this operational policy.
This policy of promoting black chattel plantation
slavery had two distinguishable
features.
First,
economically, the looting of the soil and slaves' bodies
and minds in cotton production repr6sented a looting of
the internal economy of the United States in favor of
London financial interests, with a portion of the theft
paid offtobothUnitedStatesfinancial
and commercial
interests as well as the plantation oligarchy. Second,
this British theft fostered the development of the seeds
of the "Persian model" in the United States, the
emergence ofaplantation-centered
oligarchical class of
slaveowners allied to London-linked
monetarist
financial interests centered in New Orleans, New York,
and Boston. The most conspicuous of those financial
interests were U.S. agents of the London Rothschilds.
From Aaron Burr and the Gallatin family, New
York-centered British agents and agents of influence
controlled the national leadership of the Democratic
Party. Van Buren and his puppet Andrew Jackson
exemplil_ this, as do Pierce, Buchanan and 1864
Democratic nominee McClellan. It was the alliance of
southern
slave-owning
oligarchs
and monetarist
financial and commercial interests which controlled the
United States in varying degrees of domination from
1829 through 1860.
Likewise, only by tracing such policies tO their roots
in the cult of Apollo, to show how the British mentality
has been evolved as a species-mentality, can one
comprehend the criteria which governed London's
choice of Bismarck and Prussia. Without knowing the
sweep of history as a process, one can not competently
understand any of its parts.

ARCHAEOLOGY
Now, we resume the clarification of historiographical
categories of method.
In archeology, one assembles the shards of available
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process

scientific
invention
which defines
the human
species has produced
an exponential
increase in the per
capita
energy
consumption
of
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The
time
periods
shown
correspond
to
.fundamental
divisions
of
human
history:
paleontological
history (2-3 million
to about 5000 years before present), characterized
by stone tools
and slowly improving
methods
of"
hunting
and
gathering:
archaeological
history,
beginning
around
5000 years ago when a
great increase in human per capita
with
energy density was produced
the widespread
introduction
of"
solar power in agriculture
along
with bronze-working
techniques;
and history as such, the modern
period in which the introduction
of
such technologies
as (in the most
recent
periods)
.fossil .fuels and
nuclear
energy
has
rapidly
multiplied
the
energy
density
available for production.
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evidence, to the intermediate
purpose of reconstructing
a working-model conception of the society under study,
At this point, one has what might be described as the
intermediate model. At this phase, the work of the
archeologist
suffers flaws analogous to those of the
credulous historical narrative form. This phase is indispensable, but does not represent material which of
itself
is reliable
for
adducing
historiographical
knowledge,
To develop the "intermediate
model," the work of
the archeologist focuses on what was constructed, how
it was constructed, and to what use it was employed. By
organizing the study of this subject matter in terms of
labor time and amounts of household consumption
of
the population as a whole, archeological
studies can be
advanced to a high degree of rigor in accounting for the
general features of a culture. In a more useful sort of
site or group of sites, the evolution of the culture in
these terms provides the most advantageous
and a
relatively rigorous reconstruction
of the sort indicated,
The danger is that the study of the matter is concluded on that level of investigation.
To put the matter
crudely, but otherwise uset'ully, the emphasis
on the
"objective"
evidence
deprecates
the decisive "subjective" side of the culture,
Human
practice
as a whole is not "'objective."
Something happens. That might be termed "objective.'"
Yet, one such objective
occurrence
does not lead
directly to a human action in response in an, objective
way. Man responds
to the stimulating
event "'sub.iectively. '" interprets
its import and character
"'sub-

For one brief example,
on the basis of knowing
crucial features of the history from the eighth century
BC, one can project judgments upon the subjective side
of sites from the middle of the third millennium BC, and
so tbrth. How this is to be accomplished,
and how we
may be certain that such methods are valid, we shall
demonstrate
in due course in this report. For the
present instant, it is Sufficient to announce that there
can be no competent
archeoiogica/
historiography
without commanding the secrets of the "'inner elites/'

.iectively, '" and selects his response (or, non-response)
"sub iectively. " In first approximation,
historiography
tocuses
on the "subjective,"
determining
linkage
between
an "objective"
occurrence
and responsive
"'objective"
human
action. This locates the crucial,
"'subjective" area of investigation,
but does not in itself
represent yet competent historiography.
The question is
how that "subjective"
behavior is itself deteimined,
whence and how that manifest
way of seeing and
responding
to the world is developed,
In the absence of literary records, or with aid of only
some fragments of literary or protoliterary
records, that
subjective side of the archeological
record must be
interpolated.
Untbrtunately,
most eftbrts of this sort
extant are deceptively plausible, specious, and wrong,
The same sort of rigor employed in determining
how
paleolithic man produced stone tools must be applied to
the "technology"
of development
of ruling sets of ideas,
This can not be done on the basis of archeology.
We
must develop epistemology
tbr this work by working

Huma_t paleontology
is occupied in a rfiinor, if not
insignificant
way, with the varieties of hominids and
other matters of physical, or biological anthropology.
This feature of the investigation
gains importance
as
our attention tbcuses inclusively on those characteristic
features of the human species' behavior
which distinguishes our species from all other anthropoids
and
hominids, the power o.freason. This distinction, we are
obliged to assume,
correlates
with some specific
biological distinction associated with human processes
of mentation,
even though
the specific biological
"substrate"
in which that distinction
is essentially
located may not yet have been defined tbr investigation.
We know that such a distinction
exists, and are
theretbre obliged to pursue the nonbiological side of the
investigation
in such a way that our work will aid in
isolating the biological feature of the matter.
If that
rigor were not observed, then the entirety of our work
would suffer a correlated
incompetence.
The proper,
principal
concern of human
paleon-

backward from history as such. by first applyir_g archeological methods to the historical period, and thus
develop a rigorous method to be applied to the archeological periods as such.

tology is the study
species as a whole,
cultures over long
Although human

HUMAN PALEONTOLOGY
It may be noted that we employ "human
paleontology" here in an included
sense which is more
commonly associated with the rubric "anthropology."
The compelling
reasons tbr our preference
will be
qualified in due course below.
Otherwise,
the reader should be forewarned
that
human
paleontology,
properly
understood,
is the
uniquely
competent
premise
for
all
scientific
knowledge,
competent
historiography
included.
Consequently, a certain intensity of focus is supplied t'or
that aspect of our report. Not only are we concerned to
communicate the secrets of the "inner elite," but also to
reformulate
them from the standpoint
of insights and
knowledge not available entirely to our predecessors.
We take up this matter now, beginning by treating
the subcategory
in question as we treated the other two
facets ofhistoriogrffphy,
and then proceed to the deeper
issues.

of the development
of the human
-a universality,
through
study of
sweeps of time.
paleontology
has some incidental
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overlaps of included techniques
with animal paleonchange in a species can be induced "environmentally"
t_logy, the evolution of human cultureis a feature of the
without
genetic
variation.
(2) The, experimental
human species' existence which compares
only with
evidence to this effect is conclusive, and already locates
successful biological differentation
of more advanced
the functions of genetic material as heretofore defined
varieties and species in animal
paleontology.
All
within a much larger process which is actually deteranimals but man are categorically
limited, by variety
mining. Closer study of the role of the ribosomes s_iows
and species, in their range of behavioral
possibilities.
"_ itself to be a fruitful, if not yet conclusive approach to
This works to the effect _that this range of possible
comprehension
of the actually determining
processes.
variations in species-reproductive
behavior is delimited
(3) What this current line of biological research implies
as it' by genetic
inheritance.
Human
culture
has,
is that without alteration
of what is ordinarily
conoverall, successfully evolved to an effect approximated
sidered genetic material,
a heritable alteration
in the
in the plant and animal kingdoms generally only by the
hominid
stock could be introduced
to the effect of
emergence ofbiologicallysuperi0r
varieties and species,
producing
a new variety.
If this new variety were
It is that t'eature 9f the cultural evolution of mankind
distinguished
by a suitably significant
change from
which is the essential, primary subject-matter
of human
other varieties, we should be obliged to consider the new
paleontology,
and which absolutely
distinguishes
the
variation a new species on that account.
subject,
human
paleontology,
from the subject of
It is desirable to achieve rigorously defined answers.
animal paleontology.
_
It is indispensable,
first, to have rigorously defined
There is a correlated
ditticulty
arising from this
questions. It is such questions which properly define
distinction.
Although
paleontological
evidence dates
science, questions to which we possess only sometimes
hominid
existence
to the Pleistocene
according
to
satisfying answers.
prevailing estimates,
it cannot be assumed that the
The subject of human paleontology is the empirical
present human species dates from the onset of that
investigation
of the characteristic
of the human
,period. Skeletal, fragments
and a scattering
of some
species' capability for social evolution from lower into
artifacts do not enable us to rigorously or conclusively
higher fovfflS of knowledge
and sckcial practice. This
distinguish among hominid "relatives';
or "ancestors"
standpoint takes man of this distinction
as a species,
who lacked characteristic
human qualities of reason
denying the existence
of culture
as a development
and the modern, human species which possesses that
distinguishing
species-power.
The fact that
chimpanzees, gorillas,
and baboons
include the use of
"tools" within their range of behaviors in the wild state
suggests, usefully, that a certain amount of tool-use
maybe associated with a species having a human-like
skeleton but lacking the power of reason. Until the
subsumed
issues
are resol,ved,
we date
human
paleontology as an investigation to the Pleistocene, with
the provision that adoption
of this period has the
function of defining the span within which we may
locate more preciselY the emergence
of species-man,
The
inCrinsic
methodological
defect
of "anthropology"
as heretotbre
defined is that its adopted
tion backwards
to this or that notion of a "primeval
horde." The fact of the matter is that the power to

within a precultural
"primeval
horde."
This subject
demands
its
own,
appropriate
methods
of
historiography,
which we define at some length below.
It is to be granted that the British and their dupes
take officially a strong public stand against a principle
of cultural evolution, proposing instead the dogma of
"cultural relativism'."
It would be nonetheless
an insult to Oxford and
Cambridge to assume that their inner circles actually
believe their own publicized propaganda
in behalf of
"cultural relativism"
as an anthropological-scientific
thesis. Such propaganda
is created for the stultification
of the credulous. There is overwhelming
evidence that
the inner circles of the British intelligentsia
are con,
fidently convinced of the very opposite to what they
teach credulous fools.

evolve culture, in the directed way man has secularly.
advanced
his culture
since the paleolithic,
is the
distinguishbtg
quali_, of the human species, the quality
by which we can distinguish
the human sPecies from
other, inferior hominids.
This distinction
separates
species-man
from the hominids
of any hypothesized
"primeval horde."
Modern biological research has pointed to some helpfui points in this connection.
It is now determined
that
the notion of genetic determination
of species and
varieties is inherently
defective. A heritable
varietal

The fact of the matter is that the British colonial
system has always followed the instruction
of Adam
Smith's Wealth qf Nations, the policy that populations
should be kept wherever possible in a backward state of
economic and cultural development
relative to Britain
itself. This was the feature of Adam Smith against
which the American Revolution was fought. It is also a
fact that the British colonial office pursued a political
doctrine of"cultural
relativism" with respect to colonial
peoples in general,
and promoted
that doctrine as
anthropological
propaganda,
as a part of the effort of
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The tact of the matter is that the British colonial system has always followed the irtstruction of Adam Smith "s Wealth of Nations. the
policy that populations should be kept wherever possible in a backward state of economic and cultural development
relative to
Britain itself. This was the feature of Adam Sthith against which the American Revolution was.fought. It is also a .tact that the
British colonial o.ffice pursued a political doctrine of "cultural relativism" with respect to colonial peoples in general, and promoted
that doctrine as anthropological propaganda,
as a part or"the g_brt of the London School of Economics and other institutions to
recruit agents for British service and interest from among the natives of the nations the), proposed to keep in cultural back_'ardness.

the London School of Economics and
to recruit agents for British service
among the natives of the nations they
in cultural backwardness.
This is

other institutions
and interest from
proposed to keep
otherwise
an old

Only the quality of the so-called dependent
variable is
ordinarily
assumed
to be subject
to constructive
valuation by formulation.
"Self-reflexive functions" are
considered outlawed by the dogma of "the inductive

propaganda
trick of the cult of Apollo, the characteristic feature of its cult of Dionysus, as exemplified by
the case of ai-Ghazali,
The inner circles of the British intelligentsia
are not
so stupid as to believe _their own propaganda
on this
issue. It cannot be seriously proposed that they do not
know that cultural evolution is efficient; it is certain
that they do believe that continued cultural evolution is
contra_, to the utopian goals of the Black Guelph
oligarchy,

sciences."
(4) Yet, we have admittedly
introduced
a
"self-reflexive function" here. It is the inductive-science
dogma which is in error, not our definition given just
above.
Beginning with that rough definition of ecological
population-potential,
we can refine this notion effectively only by considering
the conceptual
problems
which arise as we study the processes through which the
mode of production is bettered, and as we at the same
time more rigorously define the criteria which determine what is a betterment of the mode of existence.

PALEONTOLOGICAL
METHODS
Modern historiography
properly combines the results
and methods appropriate
to all three subcategories
of
historiography
into a single methodology.
The proper
methods tbrhuman
paleontology arethetbundationfor
the elaboration
of historiography
and also the
axiomatics of all scientific knowledge
as awhole,
Since human
paleontology's
essential,
primary
subject matter
is the qualitative
difference,
human
reason, between man and the animal species, it is the
rigorous
tocus upon
evidence
most dirgctly
and
universally bearing upon that difterence which is the
proper kernel of all historiography.
/
The first approximation
of the method required is
obtained
by focusing
on the problem
of hqman
ecological population-potential.
This is, at first inspection, the potential number of persons humanity can

The first such conceptual difficulty which might pop
into view is this. As the mode of culture changes, the
requirements
of consumption
by individuals
are
altered. Consequently,
we,cannot
compare successive
states of cultural
development
with the included
assumption
that the normative
spectrum
of consumption required for the first case is appropriate
for
the second. Also, we cannot assume that a linear
function can account for the transformation
involved.
Related conceptual
problems
will be faced as we
proceed.
Changes in ecological population-potential
are effected to human advantage through advances in mode
of culture, in which advances in mode of production are
decisive. These changes originate modally as discoveries
mediated through individuals,
which become more or
less universalized for that culture's practice through,
typically, the transmission
of such an individual's

sustain in a certain mode of producing the necessary
means of existence.
At second inspection, more accurately, it represents the rate of growth _,f populations
at Various levels of population-density
in a given mode

discovery to numerous others.
This peculiarity of the individual defines the powers
of reason (creative discovery) of the individual person as
a singularity which characterizes the human species as a

of production and associated culture. The question is
thus posed: What is the potential rate o.f expansion of
the popMation which sustahzs the average bzdividual in
a condition o.fi_fe equal to or better _han the condition
at a previous, less numerous
population?
Quality of
condition is properly defined in the same way; quality is
the eq,dpotentiality
of the culture representing
indivMuals in such a condition to mabttain at least the
same rate of growth of population.
This admittedly
involves a conceptual
difficulty tot
the person of merely an ordinary university or even a
more advanced education. The British doctrine of "the

species. We shall develop the significanc e of that in due
course.
Historically (paleontologically),
the cumulative effect
of such successful discoveries is a secular trend of increase in the number
of calories of "usefulenergy
commanded
by the average
individual
engaged
in
production.
This secular increase in per capita energydensity of production
has in fact risen secularly.
Empirically, the cultural progress of the human species
correlates with an exponential
rate of increase of per
capita energy-density
for production
(cf. Figure 1).
Not all cultures have maintained
such advance. In

inductive
sciences,"
which
has become
relatively
hegemonic in one guise or another, starts with countable objects, and derives notions of ordering and other
kinds of relationship
through tbrmulations
in which the
quality of the counted objects is external to the process.

general, those strains of cultural progress which are
most rapid determine
a superior rate of populationpotential
for the branches
of culture
involved.
Stagnating cultures collapse, retrogress,
and so forth.
In this way the branches
of culture which maintain
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The two extremes of today's civilization, nuclear reactor and backward peasant and donkey, illustrated in today's Pakistan. "It is
man's movement away .from labor-intens&e gCbrms of production into what are presently capital-intensive
9¢brms of increasing
emphasis upon 'art([icial labor, ' which defines the world-line of human survival and progress. Conversely, the shift from capitalintensive, energy-intensive.tbrms
of production toward labor-intensive forms of production can have only one consequence: largescale economic genocide against the populations so murderously oppressed. "
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progress determine the largest portion of the human
population.
_
This is not contrary to the fact of populationexpansion in the developing sector today. The recent
tendencies for expansion of those populations are the
consequence of European culture. However, because'of
the City of London's domination of the world financial
markets, and because of related maligmi_nt influences,
the growth of population in developing nations, itself
caused by more advanced European cultural influences,

sometimes concede privately, that the Club of Rome
thesis and" envtronmentahsm
"
" " generally are hoaxes, fit
only for the consumption of Very foolish, very credulous
dupes. After all, it was they who ordered that those
hoaxes be concocted.
As in the instance of "cultural revolution,"
their
point is that they do not wish to maintain technological
progress; they are only wicked, not stupid," they are not
such
abysmal
idiots
that
they
do not
believe
technological
progress could not solve all the present

appears to represent a problem. This is not a problem
because of the numbers
of persons existing,
or
population growth rates. Using presently available
nuclear-energy
technology
and imminently available

ecological problems.
It was to aid them in mobilizing
adequate political support from masses of fools, to
block technological
progress, that they promoted the
Club of Rome's hoax. They generated a myth to per-

fusion technologies,
the world would have alreadY the
technology to maintain a population of tens of millions
of persons at current European standards• The prob'len_
is that the social productivity of populations kept at
"labor-intensive"
levels at or near barbarism
is
inadequate to sustain those persons.
There is a recurring "resources problem," of course;
however, this problem has no resemblance to the hoaxes
circulated under that rubric by Ralph Nader, the Club
of Rome. or Barry Commoner,
From early in the existence of the human species,
man has been perpetually, or with frequent recurrence,
confronted
at each such point with what a contemporary "Club of Rome" could have argued to be an
"insuperable limit to growth" with as much finality as
the actual Club of Rome argues presently. This problem
existed when the human population of the earth could
,becounted
in mere millions,, and repeatedly
so
thereafter.
Yet, in all those branches of cultural
evolution which have led into modern civilization, man
has repeatedly
overcome
what "environmentalist"
maniacs of those times might have decreed to be
"insuperable
limits to growth."
The British oligarchy's inner circle of LJtelligentsia
knows this to be a fact. Privately, as some examples
attest in fact, they should consider themselves insulted
(privately) in respect of their
intelligence if one accused
them of actually believing
the rubbish published
by
the Club of Rome. Similarly, since the British have developed and operated nuclear energy plants,
the

suade
the
hysterical
donkeys
of plebeia
that
technological progress was undesirable
because they
are determined to bring on the "new dark age" out of
which they aim to establish enduring rule for their
"feudalist"
utopia.
At first glance, the pseudo-limits to growth have been
successively overcome by our species through increased
per capita energy for production. The use of tools, the
development of the simplest forms of agriculture, the
simplest forms of livestock raising, increase the usable
energy commanded by a calorie of human biological
_ffort. The application
of _fire and its cultural
derivatives have the same effect• The "reducing power"
of the species relative to existing forms of man-altered
nature is increased. The increase in calories of "artificial labor" commanded
by a calorie of human
biological effort tends toward a qualitative decline in
costs of "primary materials"
per calorie of haman
biological effort, such that marginal or out-of-reach
primary resources of a lower state of culture become the
abundant, cheap resources of a new stage of progress of
culture.
It is man's moverhent away from labor-intensive
fotxiis of production into what are presently capitalintensive forms of ificreasing emphasis upon "artificial
labor," which define the world-line of human survival
"and progress.
Conversely,
the shift from capitalintensive forms of production can have only one consequence: large-scale genocide against the populations
so murderously oppressed.
The British who propose labor-intensive
methods
know this. They propose labor-intensive
"full employment" methods precisely because they intend to
reduce the earth's population to the order of between

British elite knows that nuclear energy production by
established standards is the
safest sort of energy production yet in existence,
They know,
and will

one and two billion persons by the end of the century.
They create movements for labor-intensive
full employment measures, such as the U.S. draft HumphreyHawkins legislation,
because they wish to induce
populations to willfully mass-murder themselves in this
emulation of the lemming.
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Increased
energ_c-density
is indispensable
for
primary
feature
of competent
historiography,
the
maintaining as well as advancing human culture. Yet, it
standard
of reference
with whose governance
we
is not undifferentiated,
scalar increases in energy per
comprehend
inclusively the failures of human history.
capita which enable man to survive. It is inventions. It
Conversely, history so studied is the unique premise
is inventions
which make possible increases
in the
for competent
scientific knowledge.
energy-density
of production.
It is inventions
which
The key to scientific method, and thus to the mastery
make
possible
the
effective
conversion
of that _ of both science and history, is the method of the
augmented
energy-density
into
useful
forms
of
Platonic dialogue.
This is also properly termed the
production,
dialectical method, as such a method is associated with
The effort to reconcile two interconnected
causes,
Thales, Heraclitus
and Plato. It is not, however, the
energy and reason, into something equivalent to a single
"equation"
points us immediately in the direction of the
most fundamental
issues of scientific
knowledge.
Energy is ordinarily measured in calories, watts, and so
tbrth. These are all scalar measures, in what units is

"dialectical
method"
represented
in most of the
available literary productions of the Moscow Institute of
Marxism-Leninism
even though the kernel of Karl
Marx's
method
was a distillate
from the Ionian
dialectical
meth'od.

human reason to be measured? The concern of Thales
and other Ionians for the combined action of mind, fire
(energy), and continuous
prima_
substance
cannot
seem so unimportant
a conception as Aristotle and his
admirers _ave purported
to make the issue
it is
indeed so fundamental
that the import of Thales' work
is to this day concealed with aid of British frauds,
We shall turn attention to the subsumed _hysics of
that problem subsequently.
It is indispensable
to note
the existence of such a problem at this state of the
report, so that it can be temporarily set to one side, and
that we may proceed to examine one crucial facet,of this
matter seemingly independently
of the physics problem
as such. We shall show, subsequently,
why energy
cannot be .liozdamentally
a scalar magnitude,
and
under what circumstances
it might nonetheless appear
to be a scalar,

This Platonic method has two inseparable facets. As
a consequence of its findings, the Platonic method early
correctly classified all forms of human knowledge into
three primary categories,
showing, as we have noted
earlier, how the method of the Platonic dialogue ordered the progress of the mental development
of the
individual from the lowest to the highest of these three
levels.
The lowest level is the level of simple beliet_ the level
of individual judgment
defectively based on narrow
experience
and informed
chiefly by prejudices
and
mythologies.
That is the level of "common sense," or
"horse sense," the donkey-like
state of the human
intellect.
The second level is the level of the understanding,
as defined
by Immanuel
Kant,
for
example.
It is on this level that underdeveloped
and
miseducated
persons
mislocate
their definitions
of
"scientific
knowledge."
Those
misdefinitions
of
scientific knowledge
are what we must expose as
fraudulent
here. The third, highest level is the level

THE

MEANING

OF SCIENCE

So far, we have outlined
the premises
for the
following
judgments
concerning
historiography,
History, in both its narrowest and broadest meanings, is
the history of the human species. Consequently.
it is the
history of the distinguishing
characteristics
of the
human species, the history of reason, and of the consequences of actions taken according to or contrary to
reason by individuals and societies. The advances in
ecological
population-potential,
which determine
whether or not the species shall continue
to exist,
determine
successive
advances
(secularly,
for the
species as a whole) in successive forms of culture,
Reason is not applied ex novo to raw, precultural
conditions, but is always reason informed by an existing
culture acting to change (advance) that culture. Hence,
history
and the internal
history of science are inseparable facets of the same inquiry. It is the ordering
of the evolution of human culture according
to the
principles internal to scientific progress which is the

Plato associated
with Socratic reason,
or, for our
purposes here, simply reason, the Vernunft of whose
existence Kant was certain,
but whose efficiency he
pronounced
incomprehensible
to the understanding.
It
is at this level that science properly defined is found.
That is the underst_/nding,
and application
of science
we must outline here.
The Platonic
dialogue's
method,
the
dialectical
method,
is essentially
as
followS.
It begins with the certainty that all knowledge
presumably believed _ay the individual on the basis of his
culture and narrow senseexperience
is
inherently

\
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talse because of that very narrowness
of its empirical
basis. In the way this was defined by Spinoza, such
knowledge is inadequate or fictitious.
In the Platonic
dialogue,
the individual
examines
his own consciousness in terms of the way this consciousness
is
consciously mirrored in the thinking of another person(s). The point of this is not to compare different

knowledge which he has not yet mastered in particular
is methodologically
in correspondence
with the principles of understanding
although he may not yet have
achieved
yet the competence
of particular
understanding
in that category.
It means
that his
philosophical
outlook, his governing sense of personal
social identity,
is governed
by the methodological

views if one attributes
such a trivial significance to the
Platonic dialogue, one condemns oneself to benighted
ignorance tbrever. The object of"mirroring"
is to make
one's own consciousness an object tbr, a subject of one's
willtul consciousness,
to make consciousness
an object
of willtul consciousness
for itself,

principles of understanding.
Consequently,
derived from or subsumed under this
level of mental development,
we have given to us the
usual misdefinition
of scientific
knowledge
among
educated
persons.
In the case of the mathematical
sciences, science is usually associated with the range of

The subject of such willful consciousness of one's own
mirrored consciousness
is not primarily the "what?" of
the consciousness
brought under willful scrutiny. The
primary subject matter is the "how?" and "why?" of
that consciousness.
My concern is not simply to discover
on what points I may have believed in error; my concern
is to discover in my consciousness
how previously

conceptual
apparatus
currently
developed
by the
culture in the indicated categories.
There is another,
worse meaning, we merely identify at this instant, the
meaning given to "science" by the dogma of "the inductive sciences."
In reason, we advance a qualitative step beyond the
mere _mderstanding.
In understanding,
we seek to

prevailing criteria have led me into error, and why I
have thought
tbolishly. The subject of willthl consciousness of consciousness
is willful mastery of the
method of conscious thought. The object of the Platonic
method is to develop in oneself an effective method of

extend
present
elementary
knowledge
and special
methods "horizontally,"
so to speak, to fill out the
extent of 'knowledge
in each category,
to establish
coherent connections
among categories, and to correct
included errors in the body of existing knowledge in an

thinking, of judgment,
a subject of scientific

ordinary
essential

/

to reduce consciousness
itself to
inquiry concerning
method,

The first goal of the Platonic method
break
out of the narrowness
of

isto
false

activity, and so appears only as a tool of the effort; it
is generally regarded as something outside the domain

knowledge ("common sense," "practical
experience"),
I must, in first approximation,
determine what methods
of conscious judgment
will actually
solve problems
without significant
error over entire ranges of experience.
J
These method-specific
ranges
of experience
are
termed categories of knowledge. In turn, what is termed
a categor3' is determined
by the differences in specific
methods of judgment
required tbr various aspects of
knowledge (understanding).
Another term tbr category
is a relative
universality.
For example,
physics,
chemistry, botany, internal medicine, economics,
and
so forth have been subcategories
of knowledge on these
grounds, even though they may otherwise ovg,rlap,
To arrive at methods of thought by which one has
mastered
such
a universality
of
knowledge

to which it is applied transiently
in acts of creativity.
In progressing
from mere understanding
to reason,
we apply the same Platonic method to the inadequacies of understanding
that was applied,
to achieve
understanding,
to donkey-like
states of "common
sense "
There is nothing properly mystical in this, no mumbo
jumbo, yoga-like meditative gimmickry,
or any "black
magic" of that sort. Geniuses are grown, cultivated, not
produced miraculously out of donkeys sucking on some
tortuitously
acquired philosopher's
stone.
The inadequacy
of existing
scientific
knowledge
generally is that it must be superseded,
to arrive at a
higher level of scientific know'ledge. This is not solved
by the eftort to leap abruptly into the next qualitative
development
of scientific knowledge•

methodologically
from the standpoint
of relatively best
contemporary
levels of practice, is to have arrived at a
condition of understanding
tbr that category. However,
this does riot remove the case in which a person has an
understanding
of physics and yet i_sa donkey in matters
of, tbr example, internal medicine and economics. To
characterize
persons as persons of understanding
in ,
general has a special meaning.
It means that the
philosophicaloutlook
of the person toward categories of

The process of progressive
evolution
of scientific
knowledge must be made itself an object for willful
consciousness.
It is the internal history of progress of
scientific and related knowledge,
approached
in this
way, which enables consciousness
to willfully abstract
th6 element of progress from the consciousness
of
scientific knowledge in particular•
In other words, the
subject
of consciousness
is transtbrmed
from the
conscious
contemplRtion
of an existing
body of
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is negation,
fictitious,

tashion. Although creative-mental
activity is
to this work, it is largely unconscious
mental

scientific knowledge, into comprehension
of the process
which characterizes
the historical progress of scientific
knowledge. It is this element of science, the motion of
scient(lfc progress, from which we abstract for consciousness the method for willfully effecting scientific
progress.
The mastery
of that indicated
method,

of existing scientific knowledge,
in particular,
conelusively indicate that the existing body of scientific
knowledge is not competently
representative
of comprehensive knowledge ot universal laws, indeed that the
flaws of existing mathematical-scientific
knowledge are
axiomatic on this account.

developed for knowledge in that way, is reason.
In that way, the kinds of unconscious
process of
thought by which the creative person otherwise on the
level of mere understanding
produces the exceptional
insights turning up seemingly so abruptly in his conscious understanding,
are brought
into willful consciousness by the Platonic method, and thus made the
ruling criteria of what then becomes ordinary,
willful
consciousness
of reason for that person,
The way in which the contemporary
nonsens,e-version
of the "dialectical method" came into circulation, e.g.,
the case of the Moscow Institute,
was that certain

This apparently
insuperable
problem
begins
to
evaporate once we shift the tocus from an existing body
of scientific knowledge to the history of progress of
human scientific and related knowledge.
At no p_oint
has the prevailing
body of knowledge
according
to
understanding
been adequately in correspondence
with
reality. Yet, in respect of all those advances in understanding
which are rankable
as advances by the
criterion
.of ecological
population-potential,
the
progress in understanding
determining such advances is
progress in correspondence
with the lawful ordering of
the universe.

persons encumbered
with the duty of professing that
method, and yet without the slightest acquaintance
with
it, applied, at best, the mere understanding
to the task.
of composing
glosses on what seemed
appropriate
passages from Hegel, Marx, Engels and so forth, often
with reference to Lenin's Materialism
and EmpirioCriticism and "Philosophical
Notebooks"
added,
This method -- in its actuality -- is not only a
method tbr developing geniuses, or, more modestly and
realistically,
for developing people's mental powers in
directions
donverging
upon genius.
It is the indispensab!e
point of reference tbr competently defining
the lawful ordering of the universe. We shall turn to
develop that thcet of the point now. and return, later, to
complete the notion of science on the basis of such
grounding
development,

THE PROOF OF SCIENCE
The proof of scientific knowledge is essentially that
through the improved social practice with which its
application
is associated,
man advances the power of
his society in terms of ecological population-potential.
Although the individual invention is expressed in this,
the individual invention, defined only as an individual
invention,
does not define
such a proof of the
knowledge embodied
in itself. It is the generality,
or
relative universality of invention, a generality which is
at least implicitly expressible as a quality of prevailing

In other
words,
no lorm
of understanding,
mathematical
physics as presently defined included,
could possibly be in actual cor_'espondence
with the
lawful ordering of the universe,
but reason is. One
could avoid the point, out of fear no doubt, and say
merely that the successive,
qualitative
advances
in
physics appear to converge, as if asymptotically,
upon
some "true physics" which is in correspondence
with
fundamental
laws. That view would be more credible to
th_taste of prevailing mythologies, but is talse lor that
very reason. It is also a useless compromise,
since such
a fearful, conservative observation contributes
nothing
which points our attention
in direction
of fruitful
-scientific progress.
The problem which such fearful evasions of the point
most explicitly incur is that the level of understanding,
exemplified
by mathematical
physics,
involves
axiomatic
assumptions
like those associated
with
mathematics
as such. Once we shift our |oeus away
from the standpointofmere
scientific knowledge to the
process of historical progress of scientific knowledge,
such axiomatic difficulties
begin to vanish.
The tormat solution to this problem for mathematical'physics began to emerge tor direct, conscious comprehension
through the combined'efforts
of Riemann
and Cantor. We'sum up here the point to be extracted
from those sources.
Throw away the mistaken notion of a universe which
can be represented
by the beurisms
of a fixed, n-

scientific practice,
which a society tests, tests by th E
success of its existence through progress,
In il limited sense, therefore, the efficacy of existing
scientific knowledge, as demonstrated
in the indicated
way, does prove that the laws attributable
to scientific
knowledge are in some lorm ql" correlation
with the
lawful ordering of the universe. However, the paradoxes

dimensional
geometry.
Imagine
instead,
a universe
whose characteristic,
defining feature as a whole is a
constant
self-elaboration
from the equivalent
of any
given n-geometry into an (n+ 1)-geometry. Now, rather
than considering the symbols of "n," "n + 1," "n +2,"
as counting the numbers of geometric-lik e dimensions
of such a universe, let "n," "n + 1," "n + 2," and so
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o.fguises, the better to manipulate the gullible, the members of the Aristotelian conspiracy are distinguished by their opposition to
technological progress and their tear of the power of human reason. Today's Aristotelians are centered around the Black Guelph
Anglo-Dutch oligarchy.

forth denote different qualities of universe, in the sense
of tr, nslinites as developed by Cantor.
Now: to illustrate the implications of this, we note the
following applicable
case, without, we trust, implying
that this illustration
offered is exclusive.
We have at hand a case which corresponds to such an
"n,"
"n+l,'"
"n+2"
ordering.
If the world of
prevailing physics and chemistry knowledge is taken as
st_ch, this can be termed the "n-dimensional"
continuum.
Mathematically
interpreted
in presently
prevailing ways. that continuum
is presumed
to be
characterized
by entropy. It is not entropic in fact, but
the prevailing
analysis of such an "n-dimensional'"
Continuum might be and is usually construed to suggest
that, on condition such a continuum were the universe,
The phenomena
of living processes correspond then to
an "n+l"
continuum,
which
is characteristically
negentropic.
The phenomena
of creative reason in
living beings, human cultural _evolution, represents an
"'n+2"
continuum,
which is of a higher order of
negentropy
than the "n+l."
Moreover, "n+2"
is efficient with respect to both
"n" and "n + i". and "n+ 1" is efficient with respect to
"n." Furthermore,
"n+ 1.... historically" developed out
of "n," and "n+2"
"historically"
out of "rr+ 1."
That is, incidentally,
the basis in conception
on
which Riemann
explicitly developed all his principal

contributions,
and is also the basis on which Cantor,
with explicit reference to relevant aspects of the work of
Leibniz and Nicholas of Cusa, developed
his complementary
notion of transfinites.
The conception of reason employed by Riemann and
Cantor was not original to them. This conception of the
fundamental
ordering
of the universe
was first
documented,
to our present knowledge, by Ibn Sina, in
his Metaphysics--as
the conception of the "necessary
existent."
and also by Cusa, as his conception
of the
"Non-Other."
This is also the guiding conception
of
Gottfried Leibniz, the "secret" of his Monadology,
and
of his development of the notion of"inertia"
with aid of
a methodological
criticism of Descartes derived directly
from this order of conception
of universal law.
Two principal
observations
have to be made immediately on the points just developed. First, a matter
of some importance,
"n,"
"n+l,"
and "n+2"
correspond significantly to the three qualities of the human intellect in the Platonic rnethod. This not merely
because they represent
three levels, but because the
characteristics
of mental life at each level correspond to
the epistemology
of experience
as seen from each of
these levels. Second, the characteristics
of neither an
"n," "n+ 1" nor "n +2" continuum
can correspond to
the real universe.
Only the principle which eharaeterizesthegoingoverfroman"n"to"n+l"to"n+2,"
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and so forth, can be the higher, relative transfinite in
correspondence with the actual lawful ordering of the
universe. (cf. Figure 2)
Again, the only aspect of human consciousness which
is in correspondence
with such a transfinite
or
transinvariant
principle of the universe, is the quality
of progress in human scientific knowledge, rather than
any specific, subsumed scientific knowledge as such.
The adducing of that principle, in turn, provides the
methodological principle for ordering thought to the
effect of willfully "energizing" the progress of scientific
knowledge. That is the method of rigorous hypothesis,
That is the meaning of the dialectical method, the
method of rigorously developing valid hypotheses,
The method employed is the Platonic method of
negation, as applied from the standpoint of the level of
reason. The method of negation means to isolate those
axiomatic
fallacies
of existing
knowledge
(understanding)
which bear upon crucial-experimental

Figure 2
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problems confronting us, The qualitative elimination of
the axiomatic fallacy permits the defining of experiments which can be represented in terms of
quantitative relationships.
The essential, underlying
test of the validity of an hypothesis (as an hypothesis)
posed in this way, is the test of whether the hypothesis,
if successfully demonstrated, implies a means for increasing the negentropy of human practice.
Such hypotheses are defined by Riemann as "unique
hypotheses." Their distinction in effect is that they test
the laws of the universe for a category of knowledge,
rather than merely ,testing the applicability of extension
of established principles to a problem without involving
a testing of general laws...Such hypotheses are more
commonly,
less rigorously,
termed
"crucialexperimental hypotheses."
In the case such an hypothesis fails experimentally,
no loss. The failure of the hypothesis
narrows
qualitatively our approach to the axiomatic fallacy it
attacked,
and thus acts as positive progress in
knowledge for attacking
more effective way.

that axiomatic

fallacy in a

AND NEWTON
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n

,
n+l
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.
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On the basis of surviving writings of Plato and of
THE
CASES
ARISTOTLE
fragments
of theOF
work
of his predecessors of the Ionian
current, it is shown beyond admissible ambiguity that
those Ionians and their collaborators were attacking
precisely the problems we have so far defined, and also
attacking them in a most rigorous and fruitful fashion.
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it is clear from the writings attributed to Aristotle. that
he not only had direct access to numbers of'these Ionian
works
some of which he cites
but that he set out
deliberately
to obfuscate those writings, not only by
falsifying his commentaries
in a sweeping fashion, but
by focusing his frauds upon the most crucial features of
such writings.
That "most crucial
feature
was. in
broadest terms, the Platonic
or dialectical--, method.

the solar orbits. Both were in the networks linked to
Giordano Bruno. linked to the great center of Padua.
the accomplishments
of the Florentine Academy, and to
the rigorous formulation
of the method of crucial
scientific hypothesis
by Nicholas
of Cusa. Bacon's
obsessive attacks on Gilbert are a degraded Scandal,
and Bacon's Navum
Organum
a malignant
"ricoAristotelian"
hoax.

and. emphatically,
the method of rigorous scientific
hypothesis derived from it.
The same method was employed, with no advance in
sophistication
of mental exertions,
by Francis Bacon
and later, by the associates of John Locke in developing
the program of the British Royal Society.
Notable is the comparison
between Francis Bacon

The point is made clearer by comparing
Bacon's
attacks on Gilbert with his attacks
on the English
composer John Bull. (6)
Contrary to the mythology taught by the confused to
the credulous
in the music
departments
of our
universities. Johann Sebastian Bach did not develop the
well-tempered
system as such. That system was fully

nod William Gilbert. Gilbert. a Neoplatonic,
competes
with Avicennean Roger Bacon as the greatest scientific
thinker England
ever produced.
Francis Bacon, by
contrast, was a bungling, unproductive incompetent.
It

developed by the, tenth century Ismaili al-Farabi, whose
writings introduced
the system to medieval Europe
through such influences'as
Guido Aretino, centuries
before Bach. AI-Farabi,
writing in the tenth century,

was Gilbert whose De Magnete provided Kepler with
the'indispensable
final link for solving the problem of

reports
ancient

the well-tempered
system to have been very.
by his own time. and the surviving writings of a

THE ROYAL sOCIETY DEPLOYMENT AGAINST J.S. BACH
|
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and the related
British
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association,
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and contain and stamp out the influence
of his music.
The operation
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contemporary
and adversary of Aristotle's corroborate
this. Bach's accomplishment
was not to develop the
well-tempered
system.
Bach,
pre_/iously thoroughly
schooled in the well-tempered
system, accomplished
something
quite different.
Bach resolved the contributions of European vocal polyphony into a lawful,
corltrapuntal
system of musical composition,
to the
effect that every note of a composition
has a welldefined
lawful significance,
including
those which
represent dissonances.
Later, Beethoven,
himself intensely schooled in Bach during childhood,
carried
Bach's
accomplishment
a major,
qualitative
step
forward, beyond Bach's formal system of reference, into
the principle of self-developing systems of counterpoint
-- as exemplified by Beethoven's own late major works.
Bach's work on methods of composition
was not
original to him. Exemplary,
John Bull taught the well-

special significance of introducing the principles of the
Phrygian cult of Dionysus into the neo-Aristotelian
doctrine's
general application.
From the ancient times, the well-tempered
system
was intrinsically
associated with an opposite view of
both musical composition
and the function of music.
The prevailing mythology of the present-day
music
department
bears on this issue directly. According to
the neo-Aristotelian
doctrine, the musical doctrine of
Pythagoras defines a system of"natural"
intervals. On
this premise, with theaid of reference to the mechanics
ofvibratingstrings,
the ignorant edify the dupe with the
doctrine that the Pythagorean scale is a "natural scale,"
and that, therefore;
the well-tempered
system is an
"artificial
system" adopted for this or that plausible
reason. AI-Farabi's argument shows correctly that this
view is nothing but absurd. The human requirement
of

tempered
system to bodies of students
as a method
of composition.
Together
with his contemporary
Sweelinck, Bull was one of the leading masters of the
well-tempered
system of composition
in his time, and
part of the heritage directly transmitted
to Bach's own
teachers,
B'acon drove Bull out of England and caused Bull's
writings on music to be destroyed,
Bacon's book-burning
orgy is no isolated matter. The
British intelligence services hounded Bach iato isolation
and attempted
to suppress all knowledge of his work
throughout
Europe,
to the point that even Bach's
virtuoso son was intimidated
against performing
his
father's compositions.
A similar operation was dep!oyed
against the influence of BeethQven J through
Men-

the fifth, the derivation of the octave from this approach, and the fact of modulation from one mode (or,
key) or other within a composition,
illustrates the point
that human beings are not "vibrating strings," and that
human music has nothing to do with the purported
amusement
of inorganic substances.
Music is a sensuous
medium
of mental
creative
activity, in which the composer
lawfully arrives at
relative dissonances
in various ingenious ways, within
terms of the lawful order of an initial mode. These
relative dissonances
are resolved
as transitions
to
another lawful mode .... and, so on and so forth, such
that
the
resolution
of such
developed
relative
dissonances
in a composition
defines
a coherent
totality,
subsuming
several modes and their made-

delssohn, Richard Wagner, and others. (7) Although
the factional issue so expressed was much older, there is
a direct, unbroken factional tradition concerning music
by the Black Guelph faction frona Bacon to the present
day. The British-promoted
"rock" and the Frankfurt
School's
promotion
of the school of Schoenberg,
Webern, et al., are consistent continuations
of that
issue,
The British neo-Aristotelian music-doctrine was early
associated -- into the nineteenth century
with the
irrationalist doctrine that musical thematic material
was properly only an arbitrary selection of tunes, which
were agreeable for one or another reason peculiar to the
composer, or to the relationship among the composer,
performer and audiences. Harmony for the British was
merely a matter of an agreeable form of embellishment
of the performance of the arbitrary tune; the other
forms of embellishment
of the melodic line, for which
rococo performances
are notorious,
were argued to be
a matter of idiosyncratic
taste by the performer.
The
promotion
of, first, Schoenberg's
school, and later
"rock" by the. British intelligence
services, has the

necessary transitional connections.
Thus, a good such
musical composition
resolves this process in the
enunciation of a summarizing stretto or the equivalent,
which, at the completion of the composition, resounds
in the hearer's
mind as an affirmation
that the
development
which has occurred within the composition is now demonstrated to be lawful in its own
right. In other choice of terms, a successful musical
composition is a demonstration
of the coherence of
freedom
(creative expansion of what is lawful) with
necessi_. (that everything must satisfy some form of
lawful ordering).
In consequence, music which satisfies the principles
of the well-tempered
system of composition
(and its
evolutionary derivatives) is both an abstract form of and
also a sensuous exercise of the creative potentialities of
the minds of composer, performers, and audiences.
The
greatest
possibilities
for
such
musical
development originate as polyphony is ordered in a welltempered
system.
Thus,
where
the
confused,
miseducated
dupe says "harmony,"
the musician says
"voices.:' Each voice, elaborating
its material according
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to the lawful ordering, is in active, lawful relationship to
the concurrent voices, also proceeding lawfully. By
shifts in accents and intonations, cross-voice "voices"
are created, including relative dissonances. In this
ordering, there are no "chords"
being struck (or
strummed) "in harmony" with a vocal melodic line.
Every note is the ongoing activity of a voice, every note
an activity of a voice which is in polyphonic (contrapuntal) relationship to everything else in the cornposition. Every voice, every note of each voice, must
have a necessary role for the development of the
composition, or it should not be sounded.
The tblly taught as musical theory in most schools
today is most directly derived from the nonsense
produced by Rameau, the doctrine of harmony as
arbitrary,
neo-Aristotelian
rules (fixed categories)
enslaved to the irrationalist
selection of a melodic
element. It was this doctrine of Rameau's which the
British intelligence services promoted against Bach
during the early eighteenth century, and which nonsense has left its embedded influence in the axiomatics
of nineteenth century musicological theoretics and their
various twentieth century derivatives,
Notab!e is the nineteenth century "romantic" school,
which in its most banalizing aspects substitutes an
unhinged
and
arbitrary
obsessi.on
with
sheer
chromaticism
as what was deemed an adequate
alternative to the rigorously defined dissonance of the
contrapuntal
development processes of composition,
In consequence of the destructive influence of British
intelligence services on music, we have reached the
circumstance today at which good musical pertbrmers
(and a vestige of a sane musical audience) exist almost
entirely because of the influence of Bach, the late
Mozart, and Beethoven upon their childhood instrumental (and) other training. In this way they have
arrived at an "instinctive"
insight into music. Yet,
because the musical theory taught is the wretched
myths and nonsense of the British intluence's effects,
virtually no good performer is able to articulate his or
her valid insights in the tbrm of musical-theoretical
statements
and there are no significant composers.
There are those who possess valid "insight" into great
n0usic, but virtually none sufficiently familiar with the
laws of music to be able to create a muslcal composition
even by standards
prevailing
during
the early
nineteenth century, or the modern proper equivalent of
such standards,
This indicated attempt to destroy music by Bacon
and others was not original to the British neoAristotelians,
or even
their
earlier,
medieval
predecessors.
Aristotle himself was the ostensible
author of the British neoTAristotelian doctrine,
In the matter of music as in scientific knowledge
/
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generally, Aristotle _nd his imitators of the British
Royal Society followed the same policy, and the same
motive. Aristotle's
objective, as in his fraudulent
commentaries on Plato's and other writings, was to
eliminate all evidence of and credit for scientific
method, for the method of reason. Just as the principles
of musical composition can be formally described only
from the Riemannian standpoint we have identified
earlier here, so the conceptions of Riemann are nothing
but a derivative of the principles of reason in the
Platonic-Neoplatonic
sense of reason.
The same principle was applied by the British to
Germany of the late nineteenth century. Most visibly,
from approximately thetimeofBismarck's
accession to
the Prussian
Chancellory,
but beginning,
more
modestly, earlier, British influence in Germany focused
on promoting two philosophical methods. The first was
the so-called neo-Kantian, tad; the second was the
convergent phenomenology and existentialism leading
into the existentialism of the Nazi Martin Heidegger,
and more immediately agreeable to post-Bentham
varieties of British "philosophical
radicalism."
The
nominal targets'of this campaign were G.W.F. Hegel,
and actually Immanual
Kant himself -- the neoKantians were in fact predominantly
anti-Kantians.
Insofar as Kant defined the problem of Vernu_!l_ ,
(pure reason), the British hated him. The pr_mises on
which Kant argued that the "thing-in-itself'
must be
incomprehensible
to the mere understanding,
the
British hostilely rejected. They used Kant because he
was a famous (and, conveniently,
dead) German
philosopher,
and because the by-products
of his
critiques could be perverted to the tbrm of the British
doctrine.
The point is crucial; we summarize it here.
The basis of Kant's notion of the incomprehensible
"thing in itself" was this."
Kant proceeded from the Platonic definition of the
threecategories
-- simple belief, understanding
and
reason. He also defined the progress from simple belief
to understanding in the mode of the Platonic dialectic.
The point to be considered is made most succinctly in
the second portion of his Critique q/'Practical Reason,
"The Dialectic of Practical Reason." He recognized the
existence of reason in the Platonic sense, adding the
stipulation that reason must be efficient tbr practice,
that knowledge created by reason was the basis tbr
efficient practice in the world otherwise known to the
understanding.
He stumbled at the problem of purepracticalreason
in the tbllowing way. Reason, standing "above" the
deterministic orderingofthemereunderstanding,
must
affect the world in a way (freedom) not in conformity
with the fixed deterministic rules of the understanding.

,
J

However -- and here is the crux of Kant's problem
since human
knowledge
of the determination
of
categories of knowledge is limited to the forms of the

exercise of your anarchistic
impulses."
This is also the
doctrine of Bernard of Clairvaux.
"You are only el'ficiently concerned
with such matters, the matters of

Understanding,
the efficient consequences
of reason'are
unknowable,
indeterminate,
tbr the understanding,
Hence, the real world, which must embody the el'ficiency of practical reason, must define existence (the

your personal,
Hobbesian
sub-universe.
The fundamental error would be to tbllow Abelard, to attempt
tobe the helper of God in the ongoing work of creation.
Abelardian
elites, such elitists, are the only problem

thing-in-itseiD
in a way which is not comprehensible
to
the
understanding;
hence, the thing-in-itself
is incomprehensible,
The neo-Kantians
(at least, in the main) ignored

with which you have to 'deal."
The British purpose behind the neo-Kantian
campaign in Germany was the destruction
of science. The
case of Georg Cantor is exemplary, as is, in a different

Kant's
argument,
and substituted
the principle
of
irrationalist
indeterminacy
within the nominal form of
Kant's formulation
of the problem. Instead of Kant's
judgment
that the efficiency of reason was beyond
human
comprehension,
the neo-Kantians
proposed
that the thing-in-itself
was indeterminate
because it
was, intrinsically,
arbitrarily
anarchic.
Thus, Thomas
Hobbes and John Locke were smuggled into the neoKantian's
commentaries
on Kant.
This was the same result offered by Aristotle. On the
one side, Aristotle adopted the appearance
of a pure
determinist.
He proposed
fixed, lawful orderings
of
categories,
and so torth. However, embedded
within
that schema, the elementanty
of the irrational takes the

torm, the campaign
of Ernst M-ach and his allies
against
Max Planck,
and the Copenhagen-centered
assault on the leading scientific thinkers of the 1920s.
Cantor,
th_ student
ot' Weierstrass,
inheritedWeierstrass's
conflict
with the wretched,
but intluential,
British-tavored
Kronecker.
Cantor, sensible
ot" the importance
of his discoveries, was perplexed by
the way -- it seemed to himthat Kronecker
was
orchestrating
a Europe-wide.
successlul
eftort
to
slander and isolate him. All Europe generally,
was
turned
into what was effectively a "controlled
environment,"
such that even Cantor's supposed friends
induced him to capitulate to Kronecker.
Cantor broke
under
this Orchestrated
pressure,
capitulated
to

place of the problem
of the comprehension
of the
specific lawfulness ot' reason.,So,
the Phrygian cult of
Dionysus was embedded
within the cult 'of Apollo.
Roman stoicism was developed to the same effect by the
cult of Apollo
as the secularized
version
of the
Apollonian
mysticism,
Phenomenology
and existentialism
are simply such
neo-Kantianism
or Aristotelianism
viewed through the
microscope,
The complementary
expression
of this in contemporary
Maoist cults is the secularized
theological
doctrine
of "God is dead."
The doctrine's
sourcerationale is as follows, lt'God created the universe with
fixed universal laws,_then by so doing, God precluded
his own subsequent
willful intervention
into the
'universe. Hence, God may be omniscient,
but is certainly impotent. Hence, to take the point a step further,
God, because entirely impotent
with respect to the
universe, is dead with respect to the universe.
Furthermore,
although
the individual
will is entirely
irrational
(arbitrarily
anarchistic),
the laws of the
universe are so fashioned that they succeed despite the
anarchy
of individuals.
The contemporary
Maoist,
doctrine tbllows: do whatever you please, what is going
to occur will occur anyway.
On this ground
Maoists
are secularized
strict

Kronecker,
and, as a result of this capitulation,
went
insane. A British operation.
From the toundation ot'the British Royal Society, its
principal dedication was to the destruction
of what it
termed "continental
science." This beganin that
torm
with Locke's coordination
of attacks against
Descartes (echoing Bacon's campaign against Bull and
Gilbert), continued
with Leibniz -- next regarded as
the chief danger
-an_t continued
through
the
nineteenth
century.
During the nineteenth
century,
Faraday was obsessed by this impulse.
Maxwell was
governed by it. (8) Pasteur was hated, harassed by
British influences in France. Riemann's
reputation
as
well as Cantor's was victimized by the British tools on
the continent, just as British agent Niels Bohr played a
prominent role in that filthy business during the present
century...as
a shocked Werner
Heisenberg
notes in
respect to Bohr's atrocious antics toward Schroedinger.
" Einstein,
although
predominantly
a protege
and
prisoner of the British, l_ad enough independence
of
character both to be shocked and to plainly discredit
one of the architects of this evil, Bertrand
Russell, in
print, echoing similar views by the neo-Kantian
Ernst
Cassirer.
Yet, although
the British inner circles have known
that they have been perpetrating
knowingly monstrous

Lutherans.
"The ordering of the world is governed by
principles
beyond
your power
to comprehend
or
change. What is of concern to you is merely your private

frauds and crimes, in general they have also mystified
themselves witla.reSpecttoreasonandscientific
method.
Newton's preoccupation
with the most infantile sort of

q
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black magic, and his involvement in one of the nasty
black religious cults developed within Royal Society
circles, his insanity during the 1690s, involve the
desperation
of the members of the Royal Society on
account of their inability to command the sort of
creative powers manifest in those from whom they
plagiarized and whom they defamed. It was the same
with the wretched Aristotle.,,
The ruling British elite#re like animals-not only in
their morality, but in their outlook on knowledge. They
are clever animals,
who are masters of the wicked
nature of their own species, and recognize ferally the
distinctions
of the hated human species. Nonetheless,
obsessively dedicated to being such animals, they can
not assimilate those qualities unique to true human
beings,

THE

PHYSICS

OF THE

MATTER

behaves as if it were a particle. The Crux of the difficulty
is that the available gravitational forces to hold the
particle together as a particle are miniscule with respect
to the electromagnetic
forces driving it apart. (12)
However, it has been shown that so-called elementary
particles and negentropic sorts of plasma anomalies,
such as vortices and solitons, are distinguished
in- _
clusively
by the same
Schroedinger-De
Broglie
properties.
This indicates
that the electron
may
be likened, at least conceptually,
to the vortices in
a plasma-focus
experiment.
In that case, the existence
of the particle-form
involves none of the paradoxes
cited.
Therelbre,
we have a case of the "n continuum"
being
transformed
into
an
"n+l
continuum."
Moreover, the "n + 1 continuum"
for this case coincides
on crucial points with the 'relevant biochemical evidence
concerning
the physics of living processes.
If one
discards the notion of chemical bonds associated with

The "n" and "n+_l" orderings of continua arise not
only in the comparison
of entropic doctrines of physics
and chemistry
with respect to living processes. They
occur in the experimental
domain of physics itself. They
arise there in a twofbld way: through
the crucial
fallacies intrinsic to accredited physics doctrines, and in
certain key aspects of the experimental
realm. Not
accidentally,
the two aspects
often
intersect:
an
"anomalous"
experimental
phenomenon
often
corresponds
to the problem of an intrinsic fallacy of
accredited
physics,
The general problem has been outlined by Uwe Parpart (9) and matters of detail have been covered by a
number of articles reported either in the journals of the
Fusion Energy Foundation
or by ,the science staff of
U.S. Labor Party intelligence.
(10) The prob!em of the

the paradoxical
definition of the electron as a particle,
and
so forth, then chemical
bonds must be reconceptualized
accordingly.
The altered conceptions
indicated as appropriate
are much improved in the sense
of being more agreeable
_to the crucial
biological
evidence.
Whether
living processes are in the same
"n+ 1 continuum"
as the negentropic
singularities
of
experimental physics is an open issue; perhaps we must
go from an /"n+l"
to "n+2"
to arrive at living
, processes.
What is conclusively
illustrated
by that sort of
evidence (it is also demonstrated
in other ways) is that
the scalar notion of energy and of the characteristics
of
"n" continua traditional
to modern physics," are useful
but ultimately
false. Insofar as we can treat the "n
continuum"
experimentally
as if it were a continuum in
those terms ofconceptualreference
keeping away, in

electron (11)and
the related problem of negentropic
types of anomalous
phenomena
Jin plasma regimes
locate the problem,
In certain types of phenomena
occurring in plasma
regimes,
the process initially determined
ostensibly
according to ordinary,
accredited physics doctrines, is
transibrmed
to produce
self:sustaining
or even
reproductive phenomena,
such as the vortices occurring
in plasma-focus
experiments
'or Solitons. The latter
phenomena
"violate" the basic laws of physics as ordinarily defined, to the effect that the causal features of
the process are subject to accountability,
but the
consequences
of this causal
connection
are not
determinable
in terms of the initial conditions
from

particular,
from the singularities
of the "very small"
and the paradoxes of the "very large," the scalar notion
of energy and the constant speed of light are ostensibly
adequate,
experimental
conceptions
of physics.
However, breaking
outside
:_
those
limiting
circumstances
tbr
experimental
_
investigation, or attempting
to complete the conceptual
apparatus of physics fbr the ,,.
universe
in terms of the
mathematical
physics of the
"n
continuum,"
science
falls into contradictions
and

which starting-point
they are produced,
This intersects the fact that an electron-particle
could
not exist, according to prevailing _loctrines of existing
physics, if it were a particle, and yet in many respects it

absurdities.
This
should
cause no panic. Quite the _
contrary.
All this is as we
should
have
suspected.
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Science does not thus become less accessible

to reason;

broadest

sense

by

Plato's

lbniian

and

allied

it warns us that we must proceed now in accordance
with what reason.should
have informed us beforehand.
The ostensible characteristic
of a sub-continuum
is a
characteristic
of that continuum in a conditional sense,

predecessors.
We locus on this point in "two ways. First, we summarize the significance
of the electron•
Second, the
connection
between philosophy and physics.

but also merely a simplified
aspect of the actual
characteristic..The
actual characteristic
must be at the
same time the characteristic
of the universe described

The electron
(and other "elementary"'
particles).
being an existence
determined
in the "n
:inuum." is efficient with respect to the "n continuum."

by the going over from an "n" into "n + 1" into"n+2"
and so forth continua, each continuum of which process
is
necessarily
efficientwith
respect
to
its
"predecessors."
This characteristic
is the transfinite for
which the ostensible
characteristics
of each sub-

but is not determinable
as an existence within the latter•
It is, theretbre, a singularity within the latter. This state
of affairs becomes paradoxical
only if one clings to the
mistaken notion that the scalar determination
of energy
in an "n continuum"
characterized
by a constant speed

continuum'are
enumerable
predicates.
Furthermore.
this transinvariant
cannot be linearizable,
is not a,
constant,
but
is a constant
principle
of sell'development,
of true negentropy,
Abelard might,
were he alive, put it this way. God,
•
the prime existence, is a creative principle which creates
universes as the instruments
for mediating the process
of continued
creation to ever higher states. Ibn Sina
(Avicenna) has already defined this principle
as the
"necessary
existent."
Nicholas
of Cusa defined
it

of light is an adequate representation
of the universe•
As long as that delusion is gripped, then the existence of
the electron
becomes
a fact which threatens
to
denioralize science. Then. the doctrine of Heisenberg,
or the more chaotic, despairing
view of avon Weizacker
tends to follow as a reflection of that demoralization.
If'
the evidence of the electron's existence as a singularity
is accepted, the opposite vantage-point,
then the result
is a mobilization
of joyful eftbrts to discover the new,
larger reality of the universe which has been proven

rigorously to the same effect as the "Non-Other."
Werner Heisenberg,
among others, could not have
erred as he did (in his adoption
of the Copenhagen
doctrine and postulating his notion of"indeterminacy")

available to us in this manner•
The Problem of the well-tempered
system is identical.
Human beings are not vibrating rods, or anything else
determinable
according
to the physics of an "n con-

if he had grasped the epistemological
significance
of
Max
Planck's
quantum-of-action.
What
Pianck
demonstrated,
in effect, was that in the "very small"
one encountered
not some ultimate irreducible particle,
but a singulari_.
The work of Schroedinger
and De

tinuum."
They are singularities
of the "n+2"
(for
purposes of reference). They are efficient with respect to
the n continuum.
Their relations,
insofar as they are
mediated within the realm of the n continuum,
have
aspects which are partially determinable
in terms of the

Broglie precisely intersected
and advanced upon that
feature of Planck's contribution.
The cited paradox of
the electron's existence as a supposed particle intersects
Planck, Schroedinger,
De Broglie et al. to the same
effect. Indeed, during the middle 1950s De Broglie
anticipated
the existence of such phenomena as solitons
and plasma
vortices
on related
grounds.
(13) If
Heisenberg had been qualified in epistemology,
rather
than conditioned
to the sort
of neo-Kantian
outlook he

physics of vibrating rods. However, music as h,man
music, as the communication
between
the human
singularities
mediated in that way, is not determinable
within the n continuum
but only in the "n+2"
continuum.
Physics can only progress as physics. It is the worst
sort of absurdity
to judge tile fragments
of Thales,
Heraclitus, et al., from the standpoint
of attempting to
show how close or remote those minds were from the
conceptions of modern physics. The issue of mind, fire

/
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has reported
and outlined,
he should have recognized
that Riemann had already

(energy)
and
continuous
substance
(matter-field
continuity)
in Thales is not a matter of physics subcategories as such. It is a matter of method• It is a

tully anticipate d the necessary nature
of physics to
such purposes,
and should

question, of how the categorical
questions concerning
the lawful ordering of the universe shall be posed to
consciousness at the level of reason, for the purpose of

have recognized,
further,
that this entire problem was
already posed by Leibniz's
criticism' of Descartes
on
"inertia,"
and
otherwise
. anticipated
in
the

rigorously
ordering
the production
of hypotheses
bearing upon the principles of universal lawfulness.
This knowledge concerning'categorical
questions of
that sort is not physics in the sense we use the te¢m
"physics" ordinarily. It is a distinction
between those
directions of hypothesis-making
which'_are useful, and
65

those other directions
which are methodologically
manifestly absurd,
One cannot
spin out concrete
physics from a
philosopher's
chair. The relationship
of philosophy to
physics
is,
more
narrowly,
to
discern
which
philosophical
statements by physicists are intrinsically,
methodologically
absurd. On the positive side, given
adequate
knowledge
of physics to date, philosophy
shows us how to select the experimental
conception
which will be most fruitful in gaining the next step of
progress in mastery Of the principles
appropriate
to
physics. That, in general, is all that philosophy can
accomplish with respect to positive sciences. That is all,
but that is indispensable
to the progress of science,
That is the means by which the approach selected by the
creative scientist is properly determined
--just
the
approach, just the indispensable
matter of approach,
The case of the electron paradox
is appropriately
illustrative.
Confronted,
with a problem
involving
66

"'elementary
particle"
experimentation,
knowing that
the electron
doctrine
of accredited
physics is intrinsically
absurd is representative
of that kind ot
philosophical
knowledge which guides the experimenter
to the most fruitful experimental
hypotheses.
Thal
illustrates
the method
to be applied
in a more
generalized
way to order the progress of science ir
general,
Reason. which is definable
in a consistent
way in
principle over the ages, is thus a kind of "constant."
However,
reason
is not otherwise
constant,
not
linearizable.
As it assimilates to itself the fruits of its
own accomplishments
in mastering the lawful ordering
of the universe, reason develops itself in its particular
powers. In this process q/" self-development
o1"reason,
mediated
through
the practical
scientific
progress
effected by efficient action of reason, reason parallels
and intersects the fundamental,
also selt'-developing,
lawful ordering of the universe.

Insanity
glorified:
During
the
British push to revive the tradition
of nominalist Roman law in the
18th
century,
monetarist
propagandists
used Apollonian
images
to promote
the worst
aspects .of classical
tradition.
Jacques Louis David's "Oath of
the Horatii" [1785] [right] depicts
with
"nobility"
three
fanatic
Roman
brothers
who stoically
vowed to "win or die for liberty" in
individual combat -- while their
wives sit stoically anguished on the
side. In a similar vein, his "Battle
of the Romans and the Sabines'"
[1799] [opposite page] -- in which
the Roman
Sabinb wives hurl
themselves
and
their
children
between the Roman and Sabine
armies in an effort to stop the
conflict -- glorifies one of the
more insan_ episodes of Roman
mythology.
The
psychological
insight of Rembrandt's
"'Oath of
Julius Civilis" provides
an instructivJe comparison
with
the
Apollonianism
of"David's Horatii.
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THE HI ERARCHY
OF SCIENT(FIC KNOWLEDGE
The discoveries
accomplished
collaborators,
'

accomplished
assimilation
in the subject
Party
drawn

in the domain

involved in appreciating the broader implications of the
discoveries reported by others. Method, informed by

of the physical

sciences

by the
U.S.
Labor
Party
and
its
and reflected
in part in this report, were
in the
manner
indicated.
Through
of this method,
as embodied
for reference
of political

economy,

recruits

to the Labor

and associated
organizations
were
from
young
persons
representing

originally
the most

existing

scientific

informed

reason,

knowledge,
to advance

which it was informed.
Although
those persons

acted,

as lhe

the body
probably

power

of knowledge

would

of
by

have tended

to succeed
in their professions
with distinction
in any
case, the overall quality of distinctions
associated
with
the

U.S.

Labor

Party's

work

has

been

powers, directly or indirectly
as a benefit
this writer's
work of the 1950s.

added

to their

contributed

by

promising
minds of the late 1960s and early 1970s -and through
their own individual
and collaborative
efforts in mastering
physics, biology and so forth, some

The
kernel
of this
writer's
distinctive,
original
contributions
to human
knowledge
is the successful
application,
beginning
in the early 1950s, of the cited

of thgse
tributions

Riemann
and C_ntor
errors in Karl Marx's

persons
were
to scientific

able to
progress

produce
original
in those fields.

represented,
in some
instances,
discoveries
by individuals
or teams
other instances,
it represented
the

conThis

important
new
of individuals.
In
kind of discovery

conceptions
three-volume

to solving the basic
Capital. This effort

was
"energized"
by a youthful
adoption
of the
methodological
outlook
of Gottfried
Leibniz
in
which
connection
Leib_iz's
Monadology
was odt-

I

'
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standing.

Any body of knowledge

which erred from the

standpoint, of that methodological
outlook was viewed
as intrinsically in error, and the existence of such error
became then a source of intellectual
"tension,"
im-

included

an emphasis

ori the

actuality

of American

industrial
reality, a quality almost entirely lacking in
Marx's work, led to a new, independent
politicaleconomic theory, which in no way depended upon the

peiling the writer to reject the indicated doctrines as
presumed'authority
of elements of Marx's own work,
given, and, if the matter involved were important,
to
although
it benefited
most
substantially
from
seek a remedy agreeable to appropriate
method.
* knowledge of the work of Marx. This new economicThe fundamental
error
of Marx's
Capital,
for
theoretical
method was crucially proven by testing of
purposes of reference,
is this. Although
Marx's own
hypotheses against emerging developments
of the 1950s
Neoplat0nic
outlook
led him to correct systematic
and l%0s, establishing the newly developed theoretical
conclusions
concerning
the essential
"internal
coneconomics
as uniquely competent
in contrast
to all
tradiction"
of capitalist accumulation
as a whole, in all
extant competing
theories, Marx's included. (14)
Marx's efforts to develop a set of linear equations for
The essential feature Of this economic doctrine was
"extended
reproduction"
from
the set of linear
that the principle
of technological
progress was the
equations tbr "simple reproduction,"
he failed -- and
primary determinant
of economic
processes,
rather
necessarily so. "Simple reproduction"
is an arbitrary,
than an "added-in"
feature, as Marx's approach had
heuristic construct,
an effort to imagine the simplest
attempted
erroneously
to deal with the matter.
case in which a capitalist economy perpetuates
itself on
This eftbrt not only circumscribed
the problems of
the same level of technology in the same extent, Marx
method generally, but was associated with an intensive
attempted to move to the case of "extended
reproducstudy of history, both history as such and archeological
tion," in first approximation,
without considering
the
history, to the purpose of discovering
empirical
ineffects of technological
progress, but only extension in
dicators
of
the
characteristics
of precapitalist
scale (through investment of portions ofsurplusvalue
in
economies,
and the characteristic
philosophical
additional plant, equipment,
materials,
employment
of
outlooks of precapitalist
societies. The results of this
productive labor, and so forth). Consequently,
on this
were coherently embodied in the instructional
program
side of his efforts, Marx's work ends up in the wretched
on which the predecessor
organization
of the U.S.
confusion typified by the material which Marx's editor,
Labor Party was established as an organization
ex novo
Friedrich Engels, assembled as the concluding chapter
of Capital, Volume II. For related reasons, all efforts of
Marxologists to explicate the "internal contradictions"
of capitalist accumulation
in terms of systems of equationstbr
"extended
reproduction"
become increasingly
absurd as the profession of convergence upon a solution
within Marx's terms is more energetically
advanced,
This is not the only political-economic
error in
Marx's work. As we have noted elsewhere, although the
kernel of Marx's method'was
essentially
a reconstitution
of the Neoplatonic
dialectical
method
of
Leibniz et al., somewhat better informed
in aspects
than Leibniz, the elaboration
of Marx's work was
contained
within
his credulous
acceptance
of a
prevailing
historical
mythology,
essentially
an acceptance of the British t'alsification
of history. This
infectious blunder affects many aspects of Marx's work.

(as opposed
to an organizaton
assembled lfrom indoctrinated
elements
of
previously
existing
organizations,
etc.).
Over the years, the question often arose, what is the
basis in authority
fbr imposing
certain
criteria
of
hypothesis upon work in the physical sciences. To this
question, the consistent answer given was, and rightly
so. the proof of that method in political economy. The
.fact that the order o/" the universe appropriate
to the
above-indicated
features o/'the physics qfRiemann
has
been crucially proven once in" the domain of political
economy proves also that the entire universe is ordered
accordblg to such principles. Political economy, viewed
and developed
in that way, is the highest form of
science, the crucial source of authority
tor scientific
knowledge in all domains.
The
crucial
experiment
upon
which
human
knowledge is essentially dependent
is human existence

It affects his political-economic
work in the respect that
in his elaboration
of the internal order of capitalist
accumulation
processes,
he adopted
the fictitious,
British model of "industrial
capitalist development"
as
the empirical case tbr which competent
theory must
account.
This eftbrt to adapt
his elaboration
of
political-economic
theory to the fictitious British model
is the chief determinant
of the major err_6i's in Marx's
work on that subject,

itsei/:(15) Since all particular
knowledge is ultimately
and necessarily superseded;
no tbrm of knowledge as
such (understanding)
can embody proof" of the validity
of'scientific knowledge in a lasting way. What is proven
by human existence is the et'ficiency of creative reason
in ordering the progress of knowledge to the effect of
maintaining
and advancing
the human
species's
ecological
population-potential.
It is as political
economy
situates
the
direct
connection
between

The results
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of this writer's

work of the 1950s, which

progress

of" knowledge

and

changes

in the

ecological

population-potential
Of human
practice
based 'on
advancing knowledge, that the essential connection is
made, and uniquely so. It could not be otherwise,
It is to Karl Marx's credit that he attempted to found
his efforts on realizing that perception. His "Theses on
Feuerbach"
and the first section, "'Feuerbach,"
of The
German Ideology, are most notable to this effect. Also
notable is the recurrence of that Neoplatonic notion as
therconception
of "Freedom-Necessity"
in Capital III,
Sec. 7. Marx's failure was broadly his effort to elaborate
his work within British historical mythologies,
and to
close himself off from the "inner secrets" of the elite by
his foolish
"materialist"
emphasis
respecting
the
determination of ideas. Both these principal et'rors were
necessarily interdependent.

History is to be understood
as the subjective connection
between
"objective"
events and conditions
- perceived, as they are "subjectively"
perceived, and the
"'objective" consequences
of the human actions (or acts
of omission) taken in consequence
of such perception.
The crucial subject-matter
is not merely, that "subjective"
element
itself,
but the processes
which
determine'
the character
and development
of that
"'subjective"
element.
,
The accomplished
historian must be both a person
who has mastered that approach in essentials, and also
a person who has progressed further, to the competence
to adduce the "subjective"
element of history from the
patterns of "objective" behavior which the "subjective"
clement has left as its spoor,
The case of the militia illustrates the problems of the
latter work.
Putting the case of the Roman republic to one side tbr
a moment, the most effective torm of warfare is the
mobilization of the resources of a state in the form of a
weil-trained
militia. This depends,
in turn. upon the
constitution
of the state in such forms that the general
population can be "'trusted" by tl]e rule_'s as the armed
population
trained in arms, with arms in hand when
called. An oppressing \ruler dare not persist in this
practice,
but prefers either special armed bodies of
,
volunteer
professionals
or _ercenary
threes.
His
military policy centers as much on subjugating
the
population as contending against foreign adversaries,
The case is not cut and dried. There are exceptions of

Rome has a double implication.
The fact that the affairs of the Roman republic were
ordered from an early time. according to available
knowledge, by the c'ult of Apollo, is of utmost impOrtance in showing 1:hat accredited historiography
on
this subject is grossly flawed. The character of evolving
Roman law. also, consistent
with the antihumanist
doctrines of politics and law of the Peripatetics,
is also
relevant. Rome's successes, including its conquests of
its Italian and Etruscan
neighbors,
have a+ different
moral quality th_n Roman writers and their admirers
would have us believe.
Nonetheless, the Roman policy of the militia was an
integral feature of Romat_ successes overall. At the
_,oint that
Roman
moral
and
economic
decay
progressed to the point the militia basis evaporated.
beginning the point that Rome could no longer teed
itself except by looting toreign nations, the Roman
Empire was doomed.
Let there be no foolish assumption that perhaps this
i'eport exaggerates-the
folly of most existing
appreciations
of the history of the Roman
republic.
According to Livy and other sources, it was the cult of
Apollo which governed Roman policy with the same
sorts of tricks the cult employed during other regions at
that period. Moreover. it is repeatedly noted that the
loot taken in war was shared generously with the cult of
Apollo. The role of the cult of Apollo in bringing the
Roman legions te Greece. the cult's sponsorship
of
Julius Caesar of the Marian faction, using the methods
of the Phrygian cult of Dionysus, and th_ Stoic cult, are
also indicative.
Rome was not some out-of-the-way
development of the republican period, but during much
of that period, at least, was a pan of the relatively
global apparatus being deployed by the cult at Delphi
and by way of Ptolemaic Egypt.
The evidence of technological and scientific progress
is another crucial objective fact of archeology.
The
existence of. a flourishing city-state of large population
is already an indication of the city-builders'
faction and
outlook.
The rate of progress,
and the quality of
existence of various strata_of the population,
as well as
their occupations,
is similarly indicative.
The primary distinction
to be made is whether'the
state was dominated
by city-builders'
forces,
the
oligarchical faction, or by a struggle between the two
forces. Objective features of the archeological evidence.
especially those bearing on rates and directions
of
developments, are crucial. These indications inform us.

importance, and of some frequency of re+currence, Even
so, the uses of the militia versus more limited or
mercenary armed forces have clear, if partial implications concerning the political character of the state
and the mentality of the state. The case of the mercenary force is virtually conclusive,

to a corresponding degree of accuracy, of the mentality
of the leading forces of that state. We can presently
correlate literary and archeological records adequately
back to the eighth century BC to be able to go back at
[east two millennia earlier with principally archeological
evideffce in hand. to "reconstruct"
essential features of
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the "subjective"
element
the element decisive to
historiography,
We know, both from history and modern experience,
how the two, primary opposing policies are determined,
The Hobbesian view and its correlatives are associated
with the rule of heteronomic
impulses, which tend to be
strengthened
by "entropic"
developments
in culture
and political-economy.
The humanist outlook is always
originated
through
great
intellects,
an influential
political and scientific intelligentsia,
in whole sweeps of
cultural progress usually associated
with the mostprominent
influence _of a single creative mind. These
humanist
influences
become
hegemonic
_through
successful technological
progress,
which creates the
conditions
under which the ordinary
individual
of
urban-centered
culture values others and himself or
herself in terms of the practical importance
society
attributes
to the increased
power of individuals
for
discovery,
transmission
and
applicatioffs
of
technological
and related advances in knowledge.
What defeats the human race repeatedly is "practical

politics."
The adaptation
of policies of factions to
prevailing
mythologies
and prejudices
creates
advantages for the enemies of humanity, because human
progress occurs only through the hubristic intellectual
leadership and action of a political intelligentsia
-- an
elite! -- to effects which are feasible but nonetheless
contrary
to traditional
practice
and
prevailing
prejudices concerning
"practicality."
The history of man and of ideas is not determined
by
objective circumstances
as such, but subjectively, by the
action of creative
powers of reason,
informed
by
existing
knowledge
and with means
available,
to
transform the objective domain according to directions
specified by creative reason. Objective circumstances
determine
the potentialities
of specific actions (and
associated kinds of ideas) which reason may employ.
The history of mankind, those circumstantial
aspects
understood,
is the history of reason's struggle against
the oligarchical
principle of unreason.
Not to be a
Neoplatonic
humanist
today is to be morally not a
member of the human species.
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Robert M. Hutchins:
Creator of an American Oligarchy
by Jeffrey Steinberg
The educators

of the past -- and one may regard most philosophers

nature of their inte'llectual
man should
implement
principles

activities

-- was concerned

know and to devise methods
methods

of instructing

of instrucing

his character.

with a total,tbrmulation

he regarded as educated.
to the mores and customs
and his" socie_

might

was regarded

Education

o['man.

as educators

by the very

He was obliged to ask what a

his mind. He was obliged to ask what a man should

He was obliged

by which to educate his belie/: The process of dejining

virtue and belief were shaped

and religious thinkers

as education;

to ask: what may man

the principles

and methods

and only when a student

was a moral enterprise.

The morality

of his time than in the training of his mind'and

of man's

do and to

hope .lbr? and to reline
by which man's

reason_

was able to think intelligently
l(['e consisted

wan"

less in his" attention

habit of action in order that his.fellow

man

be illuminated.
From Arthur A: Cohen's essay
"Robert M. Hutchins: Educator
As Moralist"

In the last issue of this publication,
Christopher
White identified
the Warburg
Institute
of London,
England as the center of a systematic
campaign
to
distort and bury the Neoplatonic humanist tradition by
casting the most accomplished
scientific thinkers of the
past twenty-tbur
centuries as a crew of sorcerers and,
cultists who ventured into a realm of thought wholly
inaccessible
to the human mind. Within the United
States, that Warburg
and related other British dirty
work has been the principle
political
responsibility
throughout
the present century of a band Of "British
liberals" led, until his recent death, by the Americanboi'n Robert Maynard Hutchins (1899-1976).
Throughout
his regrettably
long career as / the President and Chancellor of the University of Chicago, editorin-chief of the Encyclopedia
Britannica
and the Great
Books of the Western World, leader of the Ford Foundation, thunder and President of the Fund for the Re-

at such locations as the Warburg Institute.
It is a psychological
truth of no small significance
that Robert Hutchins actually fashioned himself after
the mythological god Apollo
with such a measure of
success that he was a perennial
liberal "dark horse"
choice tor President
of the United States and Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court. Tall, suave, urbane, and
successful, he was the liberals' personification
of the
Apollonian
figure
"born
to rule."
Yet, like ' his
mythological object ideal, beneath the Apollonian crust
lurked an irrational,
terrified little man -- who spent
the last thirty years of his life obsessively fixated on the
incalculable
horrors of atomic energy.
In the twisted words of Robert Hutchins, science and
material progress were the epitome of evil (hubris) and
were theretbre
to be segregated
from
the body
ot"humanist"
knowledge befitting the ruling elite that
he sought to establish for the United States. One need

public and its subsidiary Center tbr the Study of Democratic Institutions,
Hutchins
personally
initiated
and
oversaw a half century campaign directed at destroying
this nation's real humanist
tradition
of scientific and

only attempt
to grapple
with the sorts of thorny
problems
that arise when one tries to establish
a
principle of "humanism"
that stands opposed to the
actual expanded
reproduction
of human society, to

technological progress and replacing it with a variant of
the "Malthusianism
is Humanism"
liberal rot cooked up

comprehend
characterizes

the vicious
moral indifferentism
that
such a liberal-rationalist
world view.
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This moral indifferentism
on March30,
1941:

could lead Hutchins

to write

Hitler was right in holding before the German people an
idealhigher than comtbrt. He knew he could not give them
that. He offered them instead a vision of grandeur and
racial supremacy. These are false gods. Since they are
false, they must fail in the end. But Hitler was half right,
He was right in what he condemned .... The good life and
the just society -- not the luxurious life or the powerful
state -- these are the goals towards which America must
strive ....
The actual war to which humanity calls
Americais the war against poverty, disease, ignorance and
injustice ....
The war to total victory over poverty,
disease, ignorance, injustice has none of the glamour and
draws
few of the cheers that accompany a war of mutual
extermination.
Towards the end of that "inappropriate"
war against
fascism,
Hutchins
and his close collaborator
James
Warburg
founded the world federalist movement and
proclaimed
in an editorial
in an early issue of their
publication
Common Cause that the road to victory over
poverty, disease ... was paved during the early 19th
century
by the British
liberal
genocidist
Thomas
Malthus; and that the principal task of the human race
during the remainder of the 20th century involved the
"humanistic"
implementation
of Malthus's
agenda,
Malthus,
Jeremy Bentham,
David Ricardo,
James
Mill -- the British
Round
Table's
"philosophical
radicals"-were all firmly committed to the proposition
that human beings are in no way qualitatively
distinct
from sheep and donkeys; that man, like the lower beasts,
is motivated exclusively by the heteronomic
impulse to
seel(sensory pleasure and avoid pain. Scientific progress
willfulhuman
mastery and transformation
of the laws
of the universe as reflected in successive higher order
manifolds
of human
technological
and
cultural
organization -- was an impossibility.
To the extent that
the American
Revolution and the Neoplatonic
outlook
institutionalized
through
the American
System
of
political economy represented a devastating refutation of
that liberal axiom of "finite immutable
nature,"
it had
to be crushed,
Hutchins
set
out
to
reproduce
that
liberal
"philosophical
radical" outlook within a cadre force that
could assume Apollonian
leadership
over a Dionysianfascist movement in the United States.

THE GREAT BOOKS
In a 1956 autobiographical
essay, Hutchins candidly
admitted, "It is hard for me to concern myself with the
material prosperity of my country or that of the individuals who compose it, because I was brought up to
believe that prosperity
and power were secondary,
perhaps dangerous."
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Indeed he was. The son of a theology professor at
Oberlin College in Ohio, Hutchins
was raised in an
ambiance
defined by the ascetic-missionary
strain of
British liberal ideology.
Oberlin
had been founded
during the pre-Civil War period as a London Rothschild
base of operations and had been one principal spawning
ground for the synthetic-religious
"radical abolitionist"
movement.
Hutchins's
personal
education
followed
along that ascetic-missionary
track first at Oberlin and
then at Yale College and Yale University Law School.
Yale during
that period had been built up as a
"missionary"
training school modeled on Lord Milner's
kindergarten
project at Balliol and All Souls Colleges,
Oxford.
On his assumption
of the Presidency of the University
of Chicago in 1929 at the incredibly youthful age of 29,
Hutchins
-- along with self-proclaimed
AristotelianThomist Mortimer
Adler -- launched
a project that
would be at the center of his Apollonian efforts of the
next forty-five years: the Great Books Seminar. Modeled
on the "Greats"
project established
by British Secret
Intelligence
Service agent A.D. Lindsay at Balliol, the
University of Chicago program was presented as a four
year intensive study of the "great ideas of the western
word."
It is emphatically
not the case that such an emphasis
on the "classics"
represents
an evil in itself. On the
contrary,
there
is ample
evidence
that
America's
scientific and technological
excellence
far from being
a product of the phony Deweyite "American ideology" of
common
sense pragmatism
was the direct consequence of this nation's educational
system being based
on a rigorous
study of the Neoplatonic
humanist
tradition
(forthcoming
studies in the Campaigner
will
document
this point in detail -- ed.).
What transformed
the Great Books project into a grist
mill for destroying
human creativity and producing
a
crew of raving existentialists
was the approach
consciously brought
into the seminar
by Hutchins
and
Adler. The carefully screened and profiled students were
forced to abide by an unbending
rule that the hundred
"classics" would be read and discussed exclusively for
their "pure idea" content. No corollary reading on the
lives of the authors or the historical context in which the
works were drafted
was peimitted
-- thereby
institutionalizing
a vicious epistemological
error ("vita
activa" versus "vita contemplativa")
and insuring the
total obscuring of the underlying humanist-antihumanist
struggle
that has defined
the entire
process
of
development of human civilization.
Deprived of the actual historical substance of the
"ideas" and coached by the everpresent Apollonian
master, Hutchins, the victim of the Seminar invariably
developed a total moral ind$fferentism. Since no rigorous

epistemological
and social criteria
were permitted
through
which to critically evaluate the '.'ideas",
no
particular body of thought could be put forward as being
morally superior to any other. Knowledge,
therefore,
degenerated
to the
rote
absorption
and
orderly
categorizing
of the undifferentiated
body as a whole,
The average "graduate"
of the Great Books Seminar
under
Hutchins-Adler
was a raving
existentialist,
emotionally incapableofa
creative thought; in effect, an
individual whose only prospect for employment
was in
one or another of Her Majesty's Secret Service projects in
the United States. It is thus no coincidence that among
the prize, cited graduates of the Chicago Great Books
undergraduate
seminars were Lazard Freres press whore
Katherine
Graham,
the solar energy Senator Charles
Percy, and Aspen Institute
chairman
Robert O. Anderson.
Simultaneous
with the Seminar efforts at Chicago,
Hutchins-Adler
instituted
a parallel project directed at
recruiting a core of vulnerable -- i.e., liberal -- midwest
civic leaders
through
a year-round
"Fat
Man's
Seminar".
(This project was later incorporated
into the
Aspen Institute.)
At the same time, Hutchins initiated
an effort to mass market
an even more viciously
reductionist
distortion of classic humanist achievement.

his autobiography,
Mortimer
Adler candidly revealed
that a psychiatristhad
once analyzed him as having "an
anal neurotic compulsion towards orderliness that insists
on classifying everything and putting everything
in its
proper place and keeping
it there."
Such a mind,
cringing in abject fear of the transfinite,
belongs in
diapers or appropriate
other padded surroundings!
Almost simultaneous
with the Great Books project,
Hutchins and Benton resurrected
the nearly defunct
Encyclopedia
Britannica.
From the outset a vicious tool
of the British Royal Society campaign to systematically
bury the Platonic method, the Encyclopedia
had been
relocated from its nineteenth
century birthplace,
Edinborough, to London at the turn of the twentieth century,
and placed under the joint control of Cambridge
University and (later) the Royal Institute of International
Affairs. U.S. publication
rights were held by Sears and
Roebuck until 1943: when the entire project was turned
over as a gift to the University of Chicago.
It is relevant to note here that the initial publication
and circulation
of the Encyclopedia
Britannica
within
the United States precipitated
an outpouring
of protest
by American Whig scholars who correctly identified the
volumes as a principal vehicle for Britain's expanded
"intellectual
colonization".
One such scholar, Willard

In 1936, Hutchins
recruited
his Yale classmate
William Benton to the post of University of Chicago Vice
President.
Benton -- the "boy genius"
of Madison
Avenue and founder of the advertising firm of Benton &
Bowles (along with future Connecticut
Governor and

Huntington
Wright, wrote a virulent booklength
attack
on the Encyclopedia
in 1917 titled Misinforming
a
Nation.
Wright stated, in part:

a two volume index to

I refer to the Encyclopedia Britannica, which, by a
colossal campaign of flamboyant advertising, has been
scattered and broadcast over every state in the union. No
more vicious and dangerous educational influence on
America can readily be conceived than the articles in this
encyclopedia. They distort the truth and disseminate false
standards. America is now far enough behind the rest of
the civilized world in its knowledge of art, without having
added to that ignorance the erroneous impressions created
by this partial and disproportioned English work: for in its
treatment of the world's progress, it possesses neither
universality of outlook nor freedom from prejudice in its
judgments -- the two primary requisites of any work
which lays claim to educational merit. Taken as a whole,
the Britannica's divisions on culture are little more than a
brief for British art and science -- a brief fraught with the
rankest injustice toward the achievements of other hations, and especially towards those of America. The distinguishing feature of the Encyclopedia is its petty
national prejudice ....

the Great Books that purported to list (with appropriate
cross-reference)
the "100 Greatest Ideas of the Western
World." Conspicuously
absent from this incredible piece
of nominalist rot (it consisted of 35,000 passages ripped
out of context from the Great Books and divided into the

It is absolutely necessary that this country throw off the
yoke of England's intellectual despotism before it can have
a free field for an individual and national cultural evolution. America has already accomplished much. She has
contributed many great figures to the world's progress.
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And she is teeming with tremendous and splendid possibilities. Today she stands in need of no nation's paternal
guidance. In view of her great powers, her fine intellectual
strength, her wide imagination, her already brilliant past,

Kennedy advisor Chester Bowles) -- had collaborated
with George Gallup in pioneering the use of "public
opinion polling"
for social engineering
and was cornmired to applying these psychological warfare methods
to "something
more than selling soap."
Under Benton's initiative, the University of Chicago
prepared
a commercially
packaged
collection
of the
Great Books and launched
a massive public relations
effort directed at convincing eyery American that his or
her child would be culturally deprived unless he owned
the collection. The Rosenwald branch of the Rothschild
family, owners of Sears-Roebuck
and financial backers
of Hutchins, provided their sales and catalogue services
to insure maximum
public impact for the project,
As part of the Great Books sell, Benton commissioned
Adler to prepare

named

the Syntopicon,

categories)

were

the

Ideas

"creativity,"

"republic,"
"technology"
and "capitalism"
-- all vital
"ideas" upon' which the United States was founded. In
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and her boundless and exalted future, such a work as the
Encyclopedia Britannica should be resented by every
American to whom the welfare of his country is of foremost concern, and in whom there exists one atom of
national pride.
The Encyclopedia
fit conveniently into the HutchinsBenton gameplan.
The war buildup and, subsequent
U.S. entry into the war had created a "favorable
business climate" for their cultural subversion: young
people, after nearly ten years of depression conditions,
were back to work
and many took the brief respite
before troop caUup to rush off and get married; rationing
limited the availability of automobiles
and household
appliances but placed no such restrictions on books.
Countless young couples thus sealed their postwar plans
for raising a family by buying the Great Books and
Britannica on the installment plan at Sears.
The conception of knowledge conveyed by the mass
propaganda campaign on behalf of the Encyclopedia
Britannica-and by the content of the books themselves
was the epistemological equivalent of "cribbing for an
exam." The lavish Benton advertisements claimed that

$115 million, the latter two projects launched a broad
attack against American higher education by sponsoring
"Great Books" programs at universities throughout the
USA and by setting up thousands of neighborhood
and
night school "round table" discussion groups based on
the Great Books. Hutchins and the Ford Foundation's
stated fQcus on "social" -- rather than "scientific" -engineering
epitomizes
the distinction
between
the
British and American System approaches.
The Aspen Institute of Humanistic
Studies,
yet
another Hutchins-University
of Chicago effort, was
launched at the same time, and dramatically expanded
the previously Chicago-based
"Fat Man's" Great Books
Seminar into a fulltime year-round program drawing in
leaders of business and government for two-week profiling and brainwashing sessions modeled on the London
Tavistock Institute's Wilton Park postwar "reeducation"
center. It has been estimated that upwards of 20,000
American business and civic leaders have been run
through the Aspen mill since the project was launched in
1949!

"all your child needs to know" is contained within the
twenty-odd
volumes of Britannica:
Knowledge is not
expanding; knowledge does not involve the very process
of developing the capacity to generate new, more advanced forms of knowledge as part of an'eminently social
development of humanity as a whole. It mereJy involves
opening the encyclopedia and taking in a dose of predigested, spoon-sized facts.
The destructive effect of this message
radiated out
of the Hutchins-Benton
propaganda mill until it became
the virtually hegemonic principle for American public
and university-level education -- can only be measured
by considering that the first generation of American
youth targeted by Hutchins was the college age youth of

While a great deal could be said in elaboration on the
explicit political subversion features of the Hutchinscentered network, one additional principal effort suffices
for our purposes here to establish the general case. This
is the twenty-five year campaign launched personally by
Hutchins, even before the completion of the Manhattan
Project, to sabotage the development of nuclear energy
and the resultant potential for a postwar United StatesSoviet entente based on global industrial and technologicai development.
It was a recognized fact in the closing months of
World War II -- among both this nation's ieading

the l%0s
a generation uniquely characterized by its
Apollonian-Dionysian
rejection
of the
American
commitment to progress and its embrace of rock music,
drugs, sexual bestiality, and terrorism,
In 1950, Hutchins resigned from the Chancellorship of
Chicago to become a director of the dramatically expanded Ford Foundation (thereby replicating the earlier
British manipulation
of the Rockefeller family against

scientific cadre (epitomized
by the great twentieth
century American humanist Vannevar Bush) -- that
nuclear energy was the vital issue that would define the
extent and structure of the postwar recovery process.
While Churchill and the British Special Operations
Executive under Sir William Stephenson were launching
a series of diplomatic wrecking operations and grand
deceptions from the outside aimed at fostering the Cold

the well-intentioned but young Henry Ford II). His first
act was to establish the Eastern European Fund, the
Fund for the Advancement of Education and the Fund
for Adult Education.
The Eastern European Fund
poured millions of dollars into the publication
of
hundreds of books portraying the Soviet Union as a
"totalitarian"
menace to the "democratic
West," and
fostered the "dissident"
espionage networks within the
East Bloc, functioning as a primary channel for Britain's
Cold War policy. Operating
with an initial budget of

War and the postwar "special relationship" between the
"English speaking nations," Hutchins, from within the
United States, was fostering a series of Malthusian
institutions directed at breaking the will of the American
scientific community
to fight for a nuclear energycentered recovery policy.
In September,
1945, within weeks of the Churchillmanipulated
dropping of the atomic bomb at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki,
Hutchins
convened
a conference
of
atomic scientists at the University of Chicago (which had
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-- been home to the early phase of the Manhattan Project).
The theme of the conference
was the "tyranny of
technology." Based on a theme of viciously manipulated
"scientific guilt" over the unleashing of the "weapon of
untold destruction,"
Hutchins initiated a frontal attack
agains all forms of nuclgar energy development -- both
military and commercial,
and posed the "humane"
application
of Malthusianism
as the essential task of
science for the foreseeable future. Out of the meeting,
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists was established -under the "editorship"
of Dr. Edward Shils, the wartime
head of the Psychological
Warfare Division of SHAEF
(Supreme
Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary
Force)
and a University of Chicago professor. To this day, the
Bulletin functions as a principal channel for fostering
antiscience and Malthusian
ideology within the scientific
community,
In 1948, Hutchins,
along with his University
of
Chicago collaborators
Giuseppe
and Elizabeth
Mann
Borgese, launched
the Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies. This institution has served for the past thirty
years as the British Secret Intelligence Service's principal
command center within the United States, and currently
claims the likes of Henry Kissinger, Robert McNamara,
Lord Allan Bullock, and Barbara Ward (Lady Jackson)
as its leading cadre,
Addressing the 1948 Goethe Convention out of which
the Aspen Institute was founded, Hutchins himself set
the agenda for the future Round Table operation:

movement. It was Hutchins protege and Aspen Institute
chaicman Robert O. Anderson who bankrolled the zerogrowth Friends of the Earth and the 1969 "Earth Day"
stunt on which James Schlesinger's current Sun Day was
modeled.
And it was the Aspen Institute-centered
organizing
effort during the 1969-73
period
that
produced
the United
Nations
conferences
on environmentalism,
population
control and food control.
Never one to leave others to complete his dirty work,
Hutchins also founded first the Fund for the Republic
and later the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions
during the 1950s. These iastitutions
were
directly responsible
for the launching
of the anticapitalist
New Left in the United States.
Beginning in the 1950s, Hutchins's
Chicago cohort
Rexford Tugwell,
a_ founding
Fellow of the Center,
initiated a redrafting of the U.S. Constitution
(which he
insisted was outdated)
based on the principle of community control and pure democracy
that had been
fostered 150 years earlier by Britain's Jeremy Bentham.
From that "revisionist"
project a number of direct
community control projects were initiated, and by the
mid-1960s, these were intersecting with the mass scale
community control and "cultural nationalist"
projects
financed by Hutchins's old Ford Foundation.
In 1969,
when SDS was being recast as an explicitly terroristanarchist operation, Hutchins's Center-in conjunction
with the Institute for Policy Studies that it had played a
direct hand in founding
provided the financial support for Mark Rudd and others of the most extreme

If it is possible to apply atomic energy to peacetime purposes, then we shall have more vacant time. Atomic energy
theretore confronts mankind with this dreadful choice. If
we have war, we shall be blown to bits; if we have peace,
we shall be bored to death. There is no military way by
which wecan avoid being blown to bits. There is no mechanical way by which we can hope to avoid being bored to
death. Since there is no defensive against the atomic
bomb, that tribal adoration which is the current definition
' of patriotism is worse than silly; it is suicidal. Since the
mechanical means of escaping boredom that we have
already employed have induced a universal passivity, we
may be said to be sinking into a coma from which even the
most fantastic mechanical means, like television and the

"Dionysian"
element within SDS.
All of this considered, it came as no surprise to the
Labor Party to discover recently that it was also the
Hutchins-founded
Aspen Institute that, by no later than

comic book, may no longer arouse us.
Under the mantle of the phony "humanistic,"
synthetic anticapitalist belief structure developed through the
Great Books and related projects, the Aspen Institute J
along with the "Fat Man's
Seminar"
-directly
pioneered
the
patently
fascist
environmentalist

1972, assumed a principal advisory capacity in the
launching of dramatically escalated containment efforts
against the Party and its international
affiliates.
A
document
personally
drafted by Lady Jackson -Barbara Ward -- and Maurice Strong in 1972 reporting
on a Labor Party intervention at the Stockholm United
Nations Conference on the Environment received wide
circulation within British Round Table circles in both
Europe and North America.
after all, that will determine

The fundamental struggle,
whether or not the human

race survives into the 21st century is the epistemological
war now being fought between two contending forces
one maintaining the Labor Party at its center and the
other, the British Round Table and its Robert Hutchinsorganized U.S. allies and stooges.
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L E T T E R S /CONT'D)
continued.from
page 2
cooperation those forces received from
King Ferdinand is oneofthe most closely
guarded secrets of 1Sth century history.
Ferdimind was in a lifelong battle
against the Genoese bankers who were
attempting to secure Spain for total
monetarist
looting,
and
their
accomplices in the powerful Mesta, the
cattle-raisers' guild, which was determined to turn all of Spain into grazing
land for sheep to the total destruction of
productive
agriculture.
Ferdinand
fought these policies in alliance with the
humanist networks. The alliance suc-

successful operation was the insinuation
of the great founder of the humanist
university Alcala de Henares. Cardinal
Ximenez de Cisneros, successively into
the positions of confessor to Queen
Isabella, who was heavily dominated by
Genoese banking interests, and then of
Inquisitor
General
when
Ferdinand
deposed the successor of the Nazi-like
Dominican
Inquisitor
Tomas
de
Torquemada.
The vicious operations
against the Jews and the Moors were
directly the work of Torquemada and his
nominalist masters. Ximenez's attempts
to undo the hideous
work of his

the Arab renaissance,
into the New
World where the contacts of Cardinal
Ximenez set up actual "utopias"
to
integrate the Indians into European
humanist culture. One such utopia, set
up by the famous Erasmian Vasco de
Quirogain Michoacan in the first part of
the 16th century, was a school for Indians in which Erasmus, Plato, and all
the fruits of Alcala de Henares were
taught. Miguel Cervantes, in his famous
novel Don Quijote
de la Mancha,
"published more than a half a century
after the fouflding of the Michoacan
utopia, demonstrates
the influence of

ceeded in banning the Mesta in Castille
in IS(X), restoring a high level of trade
between Aragon and Sardinia, Sicily,
Naples, and North Africa after sabotage
of this trade by the Genoese
was
defeated. This trade revival prompted
the general rebirth of mercantile and
industrial
activity,
the abolition
of
serfdom, and the revocation of the
privileges of the Genoese bankers in
IS(X). While these victories paved the
way for the extension of the humanist
forces into the New World, the most

predecessors is a story rarely told.
This intricate story of one of the most
successful coups in humanist history and
how it was later undermined has been
developed by R. D. Morales and the
Latin American Intelligence Staff of the
USLP.
Further studies on the influence of
these networks in the new world are
being carried out by our collaborators in
the Mexican Labor Party. We will trace
the Erasmian networks, which consciously carried forward the tradition of

this project. Much later, one of the 20th
century giants of the continuation of the
humanist struggle Mexican President
Lazaro Cardenas, born in Michoacan,
praised the Quiroga's utopia and carried
forward the battle which has been taken
up today by President Lopez Portillo for
the total integration of the Indians into
the developing humanist society that is
Mexico today.
-- Robyn Quijano.
National Committee
April 24, 1978
U.S. LaborParty
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HAMILTON: A

How NEVERto Write History

BIOGRAPHY,
by James Thomas
Flexner.
Little, Brown & Co.,
•1978, 497 pp.,
cloth: $15.00.

Adequate historiography,
when applied
to biographical
works, rediscovers
an
individual's unique contributions
to the
battle between humanism and bestialism
as it raged within his lifetime. Inadequate
but useful historiography
often turns up
crucial
leads
for reaching
such
an
evaluation simply by the honest assemblage of new facts, stories, or documents,
Worse than useless is the current method

four references in Hamilton's letters plus
his own imagination.
Hexner understands neither how a man
under thirty could develop world-historical
political-economic conceptions, nor the
generative role they played in winning the
war and the industrial-capitalist
Constitution.
In fact,
by concentrating
throughout
on Hamilton's
jealousies,
military ambitions, and elitism, Flexner

called psychohistory,
a method best refranchised to Alfred Hitchcock.
James Flexner's Young Hamilton
was
written as an attempt at psychohistory,
While refraining from the most outlandish
contrivances
of the "gay historians,"
Flexner
abandons
his earlier combat
against the debasement of the American

cannot even explain how Hamilton made
the contributions
he did to Washington's
general
staffl
A bruised
egomania
becomes
the
overarching
but
unpredictable
source of both Hamilton's
strategic ideas and his allegedly enraged
exit from Washington's
military family.
Where any reasonable biographer would

tradition and casts Alexander Hamilton as
"now a genius, now an anguished child."
How is it possible? In his no fewer than
five biographies
of George Washington,
Flexner
began
from
the
idea
that
Washington
held
together
the
new
republic through the Revolution and two
decades of nation-building. Flexner
explicitly dismissed the characterization
of
Washington as a Freudian father symbol,
instead
reconstructing
Washington's
actual
leadership
abilities.
Those
biographies
remain inadequate,
eclipsing
as they
do Washington's
intellectual
accomplishments
and
proindustrial
commitments,
how these were transmit-

say that Hamilton succeeded in shaping
the United States despite whatever personal obsessions he had, Flexner concocts
the following:
"Neither Hamilton's admirers nor his
detractors realize the truth. The acc0mplished, smooth and brilliant man of
the world could at any moment change
hysterically, invisibly, for the time being
decisively, into an imperiled, anguished
child." (xiv)
The whys of this case of incompetence
are perhaps best sought outside this book
and its author. The late 1970s have seen a
flood of pseudo-psychoanalytic
treatments
of famous humanists,
recently including

ted to him, and the eighteenth
century's
urgent need for their victory. But it is still
a sharp descent
from the method
of
George Washington,
the Indispensable
Man (1974) to Flexner's spinning out a
biography of Hamilton's
first 28 years
from the standpoint that Hamilton was
perpetually tormented by his illegitimate
birth and thus perpetually
trying to
compensate for his "obscene" originsa
standpoint Flexner builds out of three or

Leonardo
da Vinci
and Ludwig
van
Beethoven.
One visible center for this
enterprise is a small nexus around Lloyd
DeMause
who chairs an Institute
for
Pyschohistory
and the
neophyte
In-"
ternational
Psychohistorical
Association,
and co-edited
a 1977 collection
of
psychological
profiles
of James
Earl
Carter. DeMause
is clearly someone's
pawn in relaying into the public domain
what hsed to be confined
to private
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discussions among the brainwashers and
psychological
warriors at the Tavistock
Institute.
But the demand
for soap-operatic
psychologizing
has created
a climate
which even the best of contemporary
historians propitiate. Time prevents this
author from tracking down the roots of the
psychohistory
operation
one obvious
source being psychoanalyst Erik Erikson,
whose
Young
Man
Luther
at least

history. Readers
seek the ideas and
personal qualities that allowed heroes to
bring societies out of squalor, slavery, and
ignorance;
the
psychohistorian
offers
titillating stories. Irrationality is made the
motive force.
The great
individual's
necessary activity in conceiving and imposing
on the proverbial
masses
the
decisions
and forms
of organization
required for the advancement of science
and nationhood is buried in an existential

provided rigorous data along with its
unacceptable
conclusion
that Martin
Luther's
creativity,
rather
than
his
growing
opposition
to creativity,
was
fueled
by his
father-rebellion.
The
following statement on the aftermath of
Hamilton's leading the charge of the battle of Yorktown
epitomizes
Flexner's
schmaltz:

clamdig for the hero's "human feelings."
The definitive biography of Alexander
Hamilton has yet to be written. Such a
biography would not only rip apart the
"left" revisionist slander that Hamilton
was a selfish aristocrat who tried to milk
the population
through
his economic
plans,
but also destroy
the "right"
revisionist praise of Hamilton for supposedly creating the nation around the
ideas of Adam
Smith
-formulas

"To varying degrees and varying personalities exterior recognition is necessary
to private satisfaction.
Insofar as
Hamilton's yearnings could be satisfied by
a demonstration purely to himself, his
triumphant achievement of what he had so
passionately desired must have been
deeply healing. But the appreciation of the
world failed to reach the pitch he had

presented by Claude
Hacker
respectively.

anticipated and now considered his due.
"Hamilton's dream in its entirety had to
be to stun the world with what would be
recognized as an individual exploit. But
this success had been only part of a larger
whole and military praise automatically
mounts the ladder of rank. We know of
General Patton, but not of the officers who

beacon of human scientific progress up
through the 20th century.
It is from the standpoint
of these

commanded the tanks' spearheads ....
(pp. 307-308).

generates
the great ideas that make
history. Such a biography would be an
effective psychological
portrait
-not
psychohistory.
--Nancy B. Spannaus

"

What is clear is that psychohistory
obfuscates, if not obliterates, the rule of
reason in the development
of human

Bowers and Louis
It will
locate

Hamilton as the heir of Colbert, Gresham
and probably Leibniz -- as a Neoplatonic
humanist
who,
in collaboration
with
Washington,
Madison,
and Franklin,
assured the survival of America as the

achievements that the reader will be able
to look inside Hamilton's mind, measure
his own mental processes against his, and
understand the creative mentation that
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ENEROY

Rescuing the Pedagogy of Basic Science

POTENTIAL:
TOWARD A NEW
ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD THEORY,
by Carol White.
Universi_l:ditions,
1978, 305 pp.,
0aoor: $5.95.
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Historian of science Carol White has
written a unique introductory physics textbook-a text with an express moral and
political purpose. As she says in the Introduction to Energy Potential:
"Today the frontiers of science lie in
our emerging ability to understand and

control energy dense plasmas in order to
place at our disposal the incredibly enhanced energy potentiation implicit in a
nuclear fusion-based technology.
"Energy is a predicate of the selfdevelopment of the universe. We who have
emerged from that process of development
may now willfully order it to the deliberate
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advantage of our species. This is man's
freedom. Just as there are no fixed limits
to the resources at our disposal, so there
can be no fixed laws which describe the
universe ....
"The 'anomalies' which occur as nonlinear effects can presently be described
only phenomenologically.
High energy
vortical formations are produced in situations where "classical' physics predicts the
entropic dissipation of energy,
"We are at the point where 'classical'
field theory must be superseded by a new
physical-geometry which will recast the
main body of experimental physics established in the nineteenth century."
White proceeds from the knowledge
that science cannot be taught from the
currently accepted
British
Empiricist
standpoint, because the scientific method
which is the primary subject for all introductory instruction demands a commitment to humanism,
to furthering mankind's creative potential through economic
and cultural development.
This commitment was Scorned by such 20th century indifferentists as Bertrand Russell and Niels

student either drops out to pursue the
more "emotiona!ly satisfying" liberal arts
(where he encounters
the same indifferentism and cultural relativism, but j0'

Bohr, whose legacy we confront in the
antiscience zero,growth movement and the
environmental
terrorist cults developed
from it.
In the wake of Newton and Locke's

to the reductionist
approach of Newton
and Maxwell from an experimental as well
as an epistemological
standpoint,
while
the student has been led to see why the
commonplace notion of energy as a scalar

Royal
Society
crusade
against
the
scientific-political
networks of Descartes,
Spinoza, Christiaan Huygens and Leibniz,
what became of the battle to solve the
basic questions of physical science -- e.g.,
field-particle
and particle-wave
dualities
-- On the basis of a unified field concep-

quantity must be superseded to allow for
modern theoretical
physics to advance.
It is in the context of these basic epistemological questions, from the standpoint
of creating new scientific knowledge, that
the student absorbs the necessary mathematical formalisms -- not the scholastic

tion of universal

memorization

its Dionysiac d rug-rock form), or elSe
steels himself to a cynical, schizophrenic
split between scientific and personal lives.
White's
method
is to review
the
development
of electromagnetic
field
theory with ongoing reference
to the
particle-field
duality.
The student
is
forced to successively reconceptualize
his
notion of energy and the field as the contributions of Laplace, Lagrange, Franklin,
Faraday,
Oersted
and
Ampere
are
reviewed.
A chapter
introducing
Riemann's geometrical physics precedes the
presentation of Maxwell's equations,
so
that the clear relativistic implications of
Riemann's electrodynamics
can be developed in tandem with the derivation of
Maxwell's force laws. In this way, the
Neoplatonic
tradition
of Leibniz
and
Riemann, which defines the energy content of the field as a primary rather than
derived quantity, is shown to be superior
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lawfulness

that can ac-

or arbitrary

"paradigm"

count for man's progressive mastery of
nature? Faraday and Maxwell continued
this crusade in the nineteenth century, as
White documents
by demonstrating
the
actually generative work on electromagnetism in the work of Continental physicists Franz
yon Neumann,
Wilhelm

approaches that infect science and science
education today. Hence, the nonmathmatical lay reader is offered a sophisticited overview of the physical processes
under consideration
and the history of
their investigation, while he is encouraged
to develop his technical
mathematical

Weber, and particularly
Bernhard Riemann. By outlawing this "politically dangerous" philosophical tradition, classical,
relativistic and quantum physics now present us with a mass of incoherent formalisms and trivial paradoxes
a serene
modern cult of Apollonian irrationality,
No wonder the typical beginning physics

knowledge in order to master the subject.
This book is not watered-down physics
for poets, history
of science without
science. It will open eyes and raise eyebrows throughout
the scientific
community because, as an introductory text, it
will teach scientists and professors about
a subject they thought they understood.
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Since its January 1978 publication, it has
begun to bring the joy of real scientific hypothesis and discovery back into the
American university and adult-education
classrooms,
Energy Potential is a landmark of the
humanist tradition
a tradition which
wedded the political fight for progress and
the development of scientific innovation
long before Plato insisted that mathematics be part of the life of every citizen
of a republic. Its author, a National
Executive Committee member of the U.S.
Labor Party, offers us ammunition in the
twofold fight for nuclear and fusion energy
• development to restore America to industrial greatness, and the fight to create an
educated, skilled population worldwide
that can assimilate the benefits of modern
technology and participate in the creation
of a nuclear fusion-based society.

Carol White is challenging us: The myth
of the "Two Cultures" is a cover for a universe of competing irrationalities. To be
human, you must be scientifically literate;
you must understand the coherence of the
universe to perfect it. "In the next period,
we will not be able to afford the luxury of a
cheering section for progress. Even the
most highly skilled workers will have to
reeducate themselves to achieve the level
of competence which will be demanded of
them in a fusion-based economy. American know-how and inventiveness have
been marveled at by travelers to this
country since its inception. Only the
ignorant and effete scorned the boisterous
self-confidence which accompanied it..."
Energy Potential gives you the opportunity to become equal to this task.
--Ken

Kronberg

M LTONANOOxford's Milton Versus the Real Milton
THE ENGLISH
REVOLUTION,
by Christopher Hill.
Viking Press. Inc.,
1978, 544 pp..
cloth: $15.00.
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For four centuries British nominalist
historians have conspired to malign John
Milton, the humanist political leader who
profoundly influenced Benjamin Franklin
and the other founders of the American
republic, as well as two generations of
U.S. Whig leaders after. Christopher Hill's
new biography of Milton is the latest effort
in this libelous tradition. The particular
fraud advanced in the book is that Milton
was in a "permanent dialogue" with the
polygamy-practicing left swamp of the
English Revolution
a slander which was
invented in the 1640s by Milton's Presbyterian opponents.
It was predictable that Christopher Hill
would write such a book. Hill is presently
Master of Balliol College, Oxford, center
of Aristotelianism and one of the key recruiting centers for the high-level political
intelligence operatives which serve the
British Empire. Hill's predecessor at Balliol, Lord A. D. Lindsay, trained William
Yandell Elliott of Harvard's political
science division, the mentor of the empire's leading agent of influence inside the
U.S., Henry Kissinger. Hill himself played
an inside wrecking job against the Com-

munist Party of Great Britain as a leader
of the New Left splitoff in 1956, and his
"historical interests" have veered in a
parallel direction, the celebration of
Ranters, Diggers, Muggletonians,
and
other seventeenth century fringe groups,
which culminated in his previous book,
The World Turned Upside Down: Radical
Ideas in the EngEsh Revolution (1972).
In the characteristic mode of Aristotelian deployments against humanist ideas,
Hill has attempted to taint the ideas and
careers of humanists like Milton and his
predecessor
co-factioneers
Giordano
Bruno, Christopher Marlowe, John Dee,
and Hugo Grotius by lumping them together with the left swamp creatures on
the basis of purely linguistic similarities
between their beliefs
their common rejection of predestination, anti-Trinitarianism, "materialism," etc. To maintain this
fraud Hill has studiously avoided any substantive discussion of the significance of
the humanists' ideas Ortheir implications
for action in the real world throughout the
more than 500 pages of his latest book.
The heretical "materialist" thread which
Hill traces in Bruno, Spenser, Grotius,

and Milton is actually the monist concept
of God as self-evolving matter-spirit.
This
monism,
which Bruno imparted
to the
Sidney.GreviUe-Spenser
circle during his
organizing visit to England in the 1580s,
was the epistemological
basis for a commitment to fostering material and spiritual progress against the continued
depredations
of the feudal tithe-collecting
Church
and allied monetarist
banking
factions,
Hill cannot help but mention Milton's
association with economic reformers like
Samuel Hartlib,_ but he completely
obfuscates the point that the success or failure of the English Revolution hinged on
the implementation
of Hartlib's capitalist
economic program.
The classic Aristotelian dilemma that Hill imposes on Milton
--the
choice between democracy tending
toward license and anarchy, and dictatorship by an elite -- did not exist for Platonists like Milton who understood the possibility of transforming
large populations
through education and economic development.
The task for the honest biographer
of
Milton remains to put together the full
story of Milton's relation to the English
Tudor
faction
and
allied
continental
humanists,
who together formulated
an
anti-Hapsburg
strategy
of establishing
capitalist nation-states
throughout
Europe
and the colonies. Hill omits or downplays
certain well-known
facts which identify
Milton as the last, towering figure in this
tradition,
Milton's early anti-episcopal
tracts are
deeply indebted to his scrivener father's
client, Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke, whose
biography
of his close friend Sir Philip
Sidney laid out that anti-Hapsburg
strategy in the clearest
of global strategic
terms. Milton's early aristocratic patrons,
the Egerton family, for whom he cornposed
in his Masque
in 1634, were
descendents
of Elizabeth's
Lord Keeper
Sir Thomas
Egert0n,
whom
another
Humanist-poet,
John Donne,
served as
private secretary. Another member of the
Donne-Egerton
circle, Sir Henry Wotton,
launched
Milton on his unofficial
dipiomatic career. Wotton,
who had three
times been ambassador
to Paolo Sarpi's

Venetian Republic, provided him with the
letters of introduction
when he traveled to
the continent in 1638-39which
put the 30year-old Milton in contact with individuals
like Grotius, Galileo, Cardinal Barberini,
and Dr. Theodore Diodati -- the leading
humanist
intellectuals
of Europe.
On Milton's return to England in 1639
he became one of the crucial intellectual
leaders of the English
Revolution.
As
forthcoming
articles in The Campaigner
will document, the English Revolution was
a conspiracy launched
by "Elizabethan"
statesmen
like Sir Robert Rich, Earl of
Warwick,
to overthrow
the feudal economic order typified by the customs farming syndicates
headed
by Amsterdamlinked East India merchants,
and establish a republic in England. Milton was a
leader
in this programmatic
struggle
alongside
individuals
like Moses Wall,
Warwick's chaplain during the civil war,
who was an acute critic of the feudal institutions of tithes and rent, and Hartlib, the
Prussian
exile who tirelessly
promoted
universal education
and advanced
agricultural technology.
Hill's thesis that Milton was attracted to
sects like the Diggers, whose preference
for primitive communal agriculture
would
indeed have returned England to pre-Norman times, is based on Hill's distortion of
Milton's The Reason of Church Government. Milton does not prefer Anabaptists
to Constantine,
as Hill maintains.
He
argues, in the spirit of the Areopagitica,
that the violent suppression
of the sects by
the episcopacy is wrong; men must have
the opportunity to strengthen their reason
and virtue in choosing between the sects
and true religion!
Hill's efforts to impose his own Aristotelian categories on Milton take the most
extreme form in his butchery of Paradise
Lost. Hill interprets
the poem as a psychic drama
of the unresolved
conflict
between
the poet's
attraction
for the
"teeming
freedom"
represented
by the
Ranters (Satan) and his disillusionment
in
authority
(God, Providence)
-- though
Hill very liberally says that this is not the
only way to read the poem.
In choosing the Temptation
and Fall of
Man as the subject matter for his great
83

epic, Milton was picking a theme which
was a favorite of his Renaissance humanist

thralled";
declares,

in an anguished
"myself am Hell."

moment he
Milton was

prodecessors,
precisely because of the
questions it raised about the difference betwccn license or heteronomy and free will,

undoubtedly also thinking about another
earlier devil, Marlowe's Mephistopheles,
who tells Faustus, "where we are is Hell."

and the noncontradictory relation between
free will
and
providence.
Grotius's
Adamus Exul, written in 1601 when the

Milton was indeed in a dialogue, not with
the underground sects as Hill would have
us believe, but with other humanist minds

Dutch republican was only 18, was a clear
model for Milton, not just another distant analogue, Watson Kirkconnell demonstrated in his Celestial Cycle in 1952.
Anticipating
Milton and a later Dutch
humanist and contemporary of Milton's,
Benedict Spinoza, Grotius's Angel tells
Adam, "God is Himself a Mind, that fills
the universe/And
dominates
it all .
"
(Kirkconnell
translation).
When Milton's
heteronomic
Satan, like Grotius's
character, rebels against this universal
mind,
he discovers that he is "to himself en-

like Grotius and Marlowe. Through his
poetry, he aimed to make that dialogue
accessible to his contemporaries and succeeding generations, and the degree of his
success is in no way better illustrated than
by the fact that the singing of the "Hymn
to the Creator" from Paradise Lost, V,
153-6,160-204,
formed part of the Articles
of Belief of Benjamin
Franklin's
Junto
organization,
formed in 1728, which was
the organizational
basis for the American
Revolution.
-- Lydia Dittler
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England's Attempted American Revolution
by Lydia Dittler

something not formally accomplished until the 1688
installation of the House of Orange on the British throne
m and, fearing Charles I's eroding control over the tax
Contrary to the
voluminous
historiographical
base upon which payments to the Amsterdam-held debt
literature, the English Revolution (1640-1660) was an
depended, developed the sophisticated liberal political
attempt to establish a capitalist republic in England by
ideology, including constitutional monarchy, espoused
overthrowing the feudal economic and social institutions
by "Whigs"
like Francis Bacon, Anthony Ashley
that were the agencies of Amsterdam-monetarist control
Cooper, and, later, John Locke.
of Britain. Standard accounts of the period obscure the
Hence, Cromwell's Revolution foundered not for lack
role of the international humanist network, led by
of a capitalist industrial and financial program abPrussian educator Samuel Hartlib (Cromwell's Agent for
straetly, but because the Hartlib network and its allies
Universal Learning) and John Milton (Cromwell's
Pym, Wa/-wick, and the Rhode Island Co. venture
Secretary for Foreign Languages), in formulating and
capitalists were fooled by the liberals and drew back
organizing an explicit national capitalist credit policy,
from forcing the issue of abolition of tithes, an issue that
including a hard commodity-backed paper currency and _ would have broken up Amsterdam's "conservative"
a national land bank based on technological iraalliance of aristocracy, gentry, and London financiers.
provement of faimlands, to abolish the system of tithes
The American Founding Fathers were not fooled by
and create the climate
for national industrial
liberals like Pitt and Locke, and the economic programs
development,
proposed and implemented by Franklin and Hamilton
By the
1640s, the Amsterdam financiers were
were developed directly from the work of Hartlib,
determined to make England over in their image -William Potter, and their associates.

Paraceisian Medicine
by Richard Welsh
There are two myths about the development of modern
science,
and chemistry in particular.
One, the
straightforward, standard British empiricist story, traces
chemistry from the inductive empiricism of nominalists
Francis Bacon and Robert Boyle; the other, more
sophisticated Warburg Institute version, distorts the
Neoplatonic speculative basis of Arab and Renaissance
sciences in order to derive chemistry from magic and
demonology. In fact, chemistry was created as an explicit
anti-Aristotelian science epistemologically rooted in the
necessary material continuity and coherent selfdevelopment of living and non-living matter -- which is
why it_ origins are subsumed in the development of
medicine from the Arab scientists AI Razi and Ibn Sina
(Avicenna) to Paracelsus, the 16th century physicianfollower of Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa and the Devotio
Moderna movement, as well as in the mining and
metallurgical technologies spawned by this movement in
Central Europe.
Pagacelsus's accomplishments include an attempt to
classify chemical substances known from alchemy and

Hermeticism according to their potential for chemical
transformations to higher states (the "mercury-sulfursalt" theory which presaged today's "acid-base-salt"
chemistry), and the first identification of/specific
metabolic disturbances and psychosomatic illnesses.
Perhaps his single most significant contribution was to
debunk theGalenic "humoral'theory
of disease, which
divided the living system into the four qualities of
Anstotle'_ physics (hot, cold, etc.) and defineddisease as
a disturbance in the fixed balance of these humors, i.e.,
prescribe hot, spicy foods for a patient with an excess of
"cold humor." To this Paracelsus counterposed the
current "ontological" concept that disease is an attack
on a specific bodily organ, and that diseases are transmitted by contagion
a hypothesis derived from the
epistemologically necessary existence of singularities in a
developing field. Paracelsus's view that human bodily
functions must be coherent with the universal process of
energy transformation foi:iiied the basis of William
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood (not
Harvey's familiarity with industrial pumps!) and the
17th century scientist Von Helmont's discoveries in
chemistry and physiology.
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American Historians Meet
continued.li'om p. 2
foi-**ied the basis for the Confederacy's secession,
The 90-odd workshop sessions
opened with a group presentation on
the New York City fiscal crisis
featuring
two
"urbanologist"
proteges of banker Felix Rohatyn,
whose firm, Lazard Freres, preserves
to this day the outlook of its Britishlinked rag-peddling
founders
in
antebellum New Orleans. The two,
Roger Starr and Raymond Horton,
"explained" the origins of the New
York City crisis with an eye to
promoting Rohatyn's "Encono" and
"urban
Development
Bank"
proposals
for mass slave labor
projects in the northern ghettos. The
conference closed with a session at
which historian ,William Appleman
Williams
railed
against
industfialization
and technology -oddly choosing to punctuate
his
tirade with citations and quotes from
his grandmother,
a certain Maude
Williams.
In
between,
the
professional historians of America
were bombarded with presentations
ranging from a defense of the legal
fights of Indian tribes to take back
"their" land and restore it to a state
of pristine-pure
primitive
un-.
derdevelopment,
to a workshop
which explored as a serious historical
exercise the origins of the gay rights
movement!
Even more shocking than the
official program of the conference's
"revisionist"
organizers,
however,
was the passivity with which the
attendant
American
historians
tolerated the affair
even taking
into account that the "revisionist"
gaggle in charge of the proceedings
had imposed a virtual reign of terror
on the conference. Genovese's public
outburst in "12Sth-Street jive talk"
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against black Civil War historian
Allen Salisbury when the latter
challenged him to an open debate
(Genovese cowardly declined) was
only the most visible expression of an
oppressive conference
atmosphere
which extended
to such "unscholarly" .shenanigans
as shady
parliamentary
maneuvering
at
workshops,
"turned-off"
microphones, etc.
The only significant challenge to
the proceedings
came from the
representatives
of the U.S. Labor
Party and National Caucus of Labor
Committees-sponsored
Academy for
Humanist Studies, making its first
.direct intervention
into "official"
U.S. academic affairs. A delegation
led by author Nancy Spannaus,
editor-in-chief of the Campaigner,
and Salisbury, a USLP National
Committee member who is author of
the forthcoming book The_Civil War
and the American System, spent
three days distributing
literature,
intervening
in workshops,
and
gathering
contacts
for future
organizing for the Academy's activities.
Despite
the pervasive
cowardice of the conference participants,
many privately, voiced
distaste for Genovese, who gathered
only 1500 votes in his successful bid
for the presidency,
THE UNION SHOULD
BE DISSOLVED
The key theme of the convention,
that the United Stateshas no right to
exist as a nation, was articulated
most openly by Kenneth Stampp and
Williams. In his keynote speech to
the convention, Stampp declared,
incredibly, that the concept of the
United
States
as a "perpetual
union"
the basic premise upon
which
the
Founding
Fathers
established the American Republic
-- was fundamentally
"flawed."

Because
of this flaw, Stampp
asserted, not only did the Confederacy have the "right" to secede,
but Abraham Lincoln acted illegally
and unconstitutionally
when he
fought to save the Union!
Williams
carried
Stampp's
treasonous
thesis to its logical,
intended conclusion
at the convention's closing session by calling
for the balkanization of the United
States into "regional communities"
and the replacement of the U.S.'s
traditional commitment to scientific
and technological advance by a "new
science" of "teaching people to love
one another."
Williams motivated
this 1960s-vintage
counterculture
drivel by assering that "We [sic]
recognize todaythat there is no such
thing as a technological or scientific
fix" that can improve the lot of the
human race.
Tempting though it may be for
those who still maintain
some
commitment
to the humanist
principles of their country to dismiss
the rantings of Williams, Stampp,
Genovese,
et al.
as radical
phrasemongering,
not to be taken
seriously (as far too many did at the
convention), the fact is that they
are part and parcel of a political
operation emanating from the City,
of London which is very serious
indeed.
For nearly 200 years, the British
have systematically
masterminded
various "revisions" and "reinterpretations"ofAmerican
historyin order
not only to undermine Americans'
sense of humanist identity, but also
to facilitate further British penetration and subversion of American institutions.
It is a well-documented fact that
such leading American
historiographers
as
George
Bancroft,
Charles Beard and others were conscious agents of British intelligence,

C 0 N T R0 V ERSY
key members of the "Treason School
of History." In that context, it is no
mere
coincidence
that
Eugene
Genovese, the new president of the
OAH, recently held the Pitt Chair of
History at England's
Cambridge
University. Nor is there anything
accidental about the fact that on the
same day Williams told the OAH the
U.S. would be better off as an
amalgam of powerless little bucolic
communities, the New York Times
carried an op ed by a known British
operative,
Gar Alperovitz, which
called for the implementation
of a
Keynesian "full employment"
pro-_ gram based on just such "regional
communities."
The OAH convention showed that
once again the City of London has
deployed its hired hist-whorians to
come up with a new historical thesis
which will aid and abet its latest
assault, on the national integrity of
the United States.
--KathyMurphy

(CONT'D)

Pedagogy for Philosophy
continued.from p. 2
unconsciously
been
kept
from
students of philosophy for centuries:
all great achievements in human
history have been due to an unbroken chain of "city-builders,"
humanists who have understood that
scientific conceptions are capable of
transforming sheep into men. This
infoi-iiiation locates Plato's great discovery of a method to implant and
trigger the creative mental powers of
the individual,
Platonic pedagogy must be forced
back into the classroom -- and back
into political practice -- if America
is to produce the creative minds it
will need to meet the economic and
scientific challenge of the 1980s.
That priority effort will necessitate
a general fumigation
of college
faculties to flush out the nominalists
who, as Henry Moss pointed out in
his two classes, have attempted to

portray
Thales,
Plato's
brilliant
predecessor,
as a superstitious
"pantheist."
Rather,
the
investigations of that philosopher and
the sixth century BC Miletian school
into magnetism and the force which
"inhabits" all things led to Thale_
notion of a universe filled with
energy which is subject to transformation.
The understanding
of
voluntarism
or man's
ability to
transfor,i
the physical
universe
inherent in Thales' conception, Moss
concluded,
was
immediately
reflected in the technological and
political advances made by Ionian
society.
The same nominalist academic
heritage has obscured the evidence
that
the
epistemological
breakthroughs
of the Ionians were
themselves based on the conscious
intervention
of the "city-builder"
tendency
within
the Phoenician
culture.
Ridiculing
modem
descriptions of the Phoenicians as
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mere pirates
and peddlers,
Moss
showed how Phoenicia's
far-flung
Mediterranean
mercantile
empire is
properly seen as an attempt to create
an
economic
development-based
counterpole
to the
rotten
NeoAssyrian and Babylonian societies to
the east. Phoenicia's main weapon in
tbrging
lhis counlerpole
was the
aiphabct,
a
conceptual
breakthrough
beyond
all previous
attempts at alphabets,
developed
by
Phoenician scientists tot the purpose
of mass, advanced education.
The continuation
of this Ionian
tradition
in
"classical"
Greek

Knowledge,
for Plato, is not the
ability to have or reproduce a fixed
set of true ideas -- it is not even the
ability to improve
a set of ideas•
Plato's
epistemological
discovery
consists of a pedagogy which forces
the student to, in his own words,
"hypothesize the higher hypothesis,"
to understand
the motion
which
leads the human
mind from one
conception
of the uni,verse '_o a
higher conception
.of the universe,
This motion is reality, is knowledge,
Plato's role as political leader of
the "city-builder"
tendency
now
becomes clear. The ancient "city-

this hysterical
jealousy
in a
codified form -- is Aristotelianism.
Elaborating
on material originally
presented
in a series in the Labor
Party newspaper,
New Solidarity,
earlier in the year, Zoakos reviewed
the evidence proving Aristotle to be a
paid Persian agent• He then began
an investigation
of the Organum,
Aristotle's collection of treatises on
logic, starting
with Aristotle's
obsession with syllogism.
("Animals
have four legs. This table has four
legs. Therefore,
this table is an
animal.")
But Aristotle's purpose is
much more vicious than attempting

philosopher-statesmen
was rigorously analyzed
in the next two
classes by Uwe Parpart, who pointed
to the founding
of the Platonic
Academy around 385 BC as one of
the most important
political events
in history,
In the process,
Parpart
had to
administer
several shocks
to his
audience which, because of the way
in which Plato is generally discussed
in American colleges, still tended to
identify "the Platonic method" with
some
kind
of. ethereal
superdebating
society.
Parpart
first
demolished
parlor-room
notions
that, because Plato in one or another

builders'
" understanding
of the
need tbr the endless expansion and
self-improvement
of the human race
could,
with Plato's
advance,
be
reproduced
in all men. At the same
time, Plato's discovery constituted
a
deadly weapon against the Persians
and thelrbestmhst
ideologies: man is
scientifically
defined by the motion
of his mind,
he has nothing
in
common with the beast or with the
superstitious
Persian
subject
who
thinks his mind is ruled by the
demons who dwell in the beasts, the
land, or the temple,
As Parpart noted, the founding of
the Platonic Academy (for which the

toshove minds down the dead-end of
syllogism, Zoakos claimed.
The
well-known
Aristotelian
categories are a conscious attempt to
kill creativity.
If one accepts the
categories, Zoakos showed, then one
must accept that no new knowledge
can be created.
Man, under these
circumstances,
becomes
a dumb
cataloguer, wandering around trying
to fit objects
into categories
by
means of Aristotle's
syllogisms. He
becomes'
a donkey
or a sheep,
nibbling on hard little bits of reality
until, if he nibbles long enough, he
finally gets "the idea" of the object.
When Aristotelianism
is accepted,

dialogue
argues
tbr
the
transmigration of souls, for instance, or
tbr
communal
marriage,
Plato
believes in transmigration
of souls or
communal
marriage.
A review of
Plato's dialogues, seen as a coherent
whole, contradicts
such nominalist

Republic
was
the
organizing
document) was an attempt by Plato
to create a cadre-force
which would
be capable of using his method to
outflank
economically
and to administer deathblows
to the Persians
and their psychological
influence all

Zoakos remarked,
there can be no
competent
research in the physical
sciences, since men will not be able
to get beyond
the field-particle
paradox posed by the Miletians and
Plato
a paradox which lies at the
heart of all major problems in high-

interpretations.
Parpart
then
demonstrated
that the idea that
Plato located knowledge within the
dialogues
themselves
is
also
inadequate:
if a reader comes to a
conclusion
based
upon
the
arguments
presented
in a dialogue,
it is not necessarily
true,
Plato
himself stressed.

over the world. Persia, as we know,
tbught
back
with
subversion,
assassination,
and
new,
antiPlatonic synthetic ideologies relying
on the hysterical jealousy with which
many people (then and now) view
Plato's discovery and its implications
for their own actions.
Crlton Zoakos demonstrated
that

energy
physics
to
this
day;
Aristotelian researchers will be zerogrowthers,
overwhelmed
by the
desire
to find
more
and
more
"fundamental
particles."
--MichaelMinnicino
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